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PREFACE

Ignorance and disunion on tlie part of the People form the

basis of mis-government on the part of their Rulers. By Ignor-

ance when thus used, is not meant the want of Education ge-

nerally, or the absence of mental acquirements in the individual,

for men of the most accomplished minds are often destitute of

political virtue, and apologists of despotism,—but a limited

and partial acquaintance with the permanent interests of the

class to which he belongs, as well as with the interests and just

claims of all the other classes of which the community is com-

posed. By taking advantage of this sort of ignorance, so com-

mon in all countries, but especially in new and thinly peopled

ones, a cunning politican can array one portion of his subjects

against another, and thus render himself master of both. This

may occur, and in fact does take place even in the most refined

and enlightened nations. To show how easy and natural it is,

suppose a simple case, which though not applicable in every

respect to the administration of Mr. Pitt and his successors, in

England, inasmuch as they are acquitted of corrupt motives and

arbitrary designs, has yet sufficient truth in it to answer the pre-

sent purpose as well as if it were. Suppose, then, that the Rulers

of a great country resolve to carry on some favorite undertaking,

say an expensive Foreign war, for a series of years, and at all

hazards, and that they cannot depend on the mere good sense

of the people, whose co-operation is necessary, for supporting

them in the successful prosecution of it. For the sake of clear-

ness, suppose farther, that the nation is composed of two great

classes only—the Owners of Land and the Manufacturers, and
that the support of both is essential, while it is manifestly the
immediate interest of both to withhold it. In such a case, the
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PREFACE.iv„

Government offers to the Agriculturist, as the price of his ad-

herence, the monopoly of the home market, by laying- a heavy
duty on the importation of corn. The Manufacturer, on whom
the high price of this necessary of life, and consequently of la-

bor, and every other article of consumption, operates as a heavy

tax, complains, and is quieted by a similar bribe,—a prohibition

on the importation of such articles as he produces. All com-
petition from abroad being thus cut off, what takes place ?

—

Each gets from the other a double price for his commodities;

the one for his wheat, the other for his broad cloth, conse-

quently notnhig is gained, and the Foreign Market is lost to both.

But this is not all. So long as they cannot be made to under-

stand the delusion the Minister has practiced upon them, in pre-

tending to enrich them solely at the expence of each other, it

is obvious that an unnatural state of things will be growing up

by the mis-direction of capital and enterprize, and the accumu-

lation of an enormous public debt, so that any relaxation of the

system will appear fraught with ruin to the class to which it

refers, by admitting the competition, in only one particular, of some

other country not so burthened, while the opposite class would,

in their own opinion, be great gainers by it. Their mutual

jealousy renders him absolute. At the head of the Landed In-

terest he imposes taxes on the manufacturer, and at the head of

the latter he draws what supplies he needs from the former.

This is what is called the balancing of interests, a phrase which

implies a trick and a fallacy. The trick which has been ex-

plained, rests on the false position that increased prices imply

increased profits, instead of the contrary position, which is a

general truth.

But although it is only in countries enjoying a certain

degree of Liberty, that such dexterity is indispensible to the

acquisition and support of a temporary despotism, yet even in pure

and inveterate Monarchies the same species of deception is con-

stantly practised. In the former case the experiment must be

varied, and the process complicated and obscured, as experience

gradually opens the eyes of the people to the unjust and unpro-

fitable and oppressive nature of each scheme in succession.

In the last, the growth of knowledge being checked by other
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means, the self-same project may last, and serve all the

purposes for which it was invented, for centuries or for ever.

In Europe the cloud of monopoly, in which the strength and

thunder of despotism are generated, is. clearing up before the

influence of political knowledge, now penetrating every mind,

and dissolving in drops—tear drops perhaps, for distress accom-

panies every change,—but they will scarcely be sufficient to

wipe out the injustice and cruelties perpetrated under its shade.

In the other parts of the world where it still exists, it owes

its continuance entirely to popular ignorance, and will dis-

appear with it.

It is not wonderful therefore, that the discussion of political

subjects, and the right of the people,—without which no

other right is secure,—rof expressing their sentiments respecting

their common interests, in public assemblies freely held, or by

means of the Press, is generally one of the last which can be

wrested from the reluctant pride of an. established despotism.

Every
.
principle on which irresponsible power is founded,

rests on the assumption, that the people are incompetent to

decide prudently on matters that concern themselves, as a com-

munity, or incapable of acting safely or with effect, from

their want of union
;

or that one individual can do all this

better for them without their assistance. The consequences

of an arbitrary system also, the perpetual sacrificing of one

class to the pretended advantage of some more favored one,

temporary expedients to conceal neglect or mismanagement,

unequal laws, corrupt courts, rash undertakings and disgraceful

failures, profligate expenditure, and abject poverty, hereditary

in absolute Governments, producing proplexity and fear, tend

to render every symptom of political inquisitiveness in the

subject almost equivalent to treason, in the weakned eyes of

a despot. But as such Rulers are disposed to resist all inquiry

into the merit of their proceedings, concealing under a pretence

of paternal solicitude for the peace of their subjects, the

grossest encroachments on their prosperity and happiness, so it

is the interest and the duty of the subject to adopt every lawful

means to break the spell and bring every part of the system to

the test of reason and justice. For no abuse, however sanctioned
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by time or guarded by force, can long- resist, the action and pres-

sure of enlightened Public Opinion.

The Governors of the Cape, being- supported by the authority

and military force of their respective sovereigns, were under no

necessity, it might have been thought, to avail themselves of

the ignorance and disunion of the inhabitants, in practising

upon them the strangest impositions. But it seems to be of

the very essence of a close system to seek its ends by subtlety

and indirect means. At one time the price of commodities was

fixed by law, to protect the consumer against the producer
;

at another the importation of commodities was prohibited, to

protect the producer against the consumer, and not unfrequcntly

both regulations were in force at the same time. There w-as

besides a peculiarity in the Cape System which deserves to be

considered. The Functionaries and their assistants, including

the whole Cohors Stipendiaria, or persons created merely to

consume the fruit of the earth, constituted in point of numbers,

nearly a tenth part of the entire free population, and in point

of union exceeded them beyond all proportion. These Gentle-

men, eating the bread of Government (to use a phrase of their

own) were ready as in duty bound to sing- the praises of their

masters seven times a day, if desired, to sign flattering addresses, or

get them signed by those under their influence, or to write good

words for them to the Ministry at home, which was generally

done when some act of questionable honesty was in progress.

For as it is a rule in dramatic poetry not to introduce supernatu-

ral ag'ents, unless tire hero or the writer is in great perplexity,

so in politics, Governors care little for the opinions of those

beneath their sway, until they have committed some mistake,

which argument cannot palliate, and it becomes necessary to

have recourse to authorities. Backed by these sturdy adherents,

they became wanton in security, and despising the groans of a

scattered and astonished population, ventured on many acts

which posterity will scarcely think possible. Being naturally

fond of money as well as of grandeur, it required some genius

for finance«to prevent the one passion from starving the other.

Sumptuous edifices and numerous dependents, the soldiers and

fortresses of this war of the rulers against their subjects, like
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the mercenary troops in the Netherlands, called aloud “Gelt,

Gelt,” even on the field of battle, and in the presence of the

enemy. The tax-payers were pretty generally on the brink of

ruin, from previous exactions, and it was like killing the goose

that laid the golden eggs, to demolish them entirely. It seemed

impossible to create money out of nothing, but avarice is fertile,

in expedients. Innumerable pieces of pasteboard, were cut

into slips, scribbled over with some nonsensical legend and

device, and distributed as Rix-dollars, with which these mer-

cenaries were ordered to continue their operations. The
unsuspecting natives, thinking the war over, received them

hospitably, giving up their corn, wine, lands, houses, moveables,

and labor—nay, even their gold and silver, for these counters,

as if they had really been good for any thing-. There ensued

a period of great tranquillity. The Pasteboard Prices of things

rose to an astonishing heig’ht. For a muid of wheat the Farmer

received, in 1800, Four R.ix-dollars (of Silver). In 1824,

he received Twelve Rix-dollars (of Pasteboard). In the

same proportion the Grazier and Wine-Farmer were en-

riched—with Rix-dollars composed of the same material.

—

The benevolence of Government increased. Loans of this

excellent currency were freely lavished—on favorites. Public

Lands were granted to such as chose to deserve them, as Go-
vernment, having hit upon a cheap method of coining money,

seemed no longer to need them. These grants, it may be ob-

served, were generally part of the pay of the mercenaries in this

curious warfare. Good God ! as Mr. Canning said on a similar

occasion, could such a system be continued for years ? How
could the selfish views of one man be permitted, in a civilized

country, to supersede the interests of a whole community ? It

would be tedious to explain it. It was so.

But it may be said—“Of what avail would a knowledge of

these things have been to us ? We had not the power to in-

terfere, or even to complain. Our Rulers were too strong for

us. Thc*y were entrenched behind incomprehensible laws, con-

tradifctory proclamations, discretionary power, and God knows

what else besides. They had, moreover, the Authority of the

King.” No. They had the King’s Authority to rule yqu with
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Justice and Moderation, against which it would have been not

only treason but madness to lift a finger. But the inordinate

taxation, the profligate expenditure, the wasting monopolies,

and the pasteboard invasion, were the work of the Local Go-

vernment, and their success was owing entirely to your own ig-

norance and disunion. Had you been aware of the nature of

those measures at their commencement, before Government had

got into difficulties, and when they could have retreated without

confusion, not one of them could have been carried into effect.

But you were blinded by an eager desire of partial gain as indi-

viduals, or at least, as classes, at the expense of the community
;

and the consequence has been a heavy and irreparable loss to

you all. Had your true interests been generally understood—had

you known that pasteboard was not silver, would all the Native

Functionaries have ventured, for so long a course of years, not

only to remain silent spectators of their country’s ruin, but, pre-

ferring a discreditable intimacy at Government House to their

reputation in the world, have acceded to measures which, in the

end, were sure to injure themselves and beggar their posterity ?

Yet there wras neither Remonstrance nor Appeal on their part

till the blow was struck and complaint useless.

To protect the Colony against the recurrence of such prac-

tices, by introducing a rational system of policy, was no doubt

the object of Ministers when they appointed the Commission of

Inquiry. But the best Laws and Institutions would be useless

to a people who remained indifferent as to the Administration of

them, and to the management of public affairs. We may get a

good Constitution as a boon from the Sovereign, but it is not in

his power to make us sensible of its importance, or jealous of all

the privileges which it confers. Popular Institutions, where a

certain degree of Public Spirit has not been excited by other

means, furnish a wider sphere to the dishonesty of the Magis-

trate, and greater impunity, than any other. The New Council

in this place, for example, so far from operating as a check on

the Chief Governor, proved a mere screen. His real power was

increased by the division of his responsibility. A Legislative

Assembly would, in similar circumstances, have added greatly

to his influence, by giving the appearance of Public Consent tc\
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’tils measures, and Trial by Jury could scarcely be thought of

without horror, for by it he could have got the life and fortunes

of every individual in the country entirely at his disposal.

As it is evident, then, that Political Knowledge must precede

the enjoyment of liberal Institutions, so it is equally obvious,

that truths of this description can be conveyed to the minds of

the people, only by a Free Press. It is not by one or two

discourses that prejudices can be removed from the mind of one

man, much less from the Public mind. They require to be re-

minded daily of the losses they sustain, and the dangers hang-

ing over them, before they can be made to drop the delusive

hope of partial advantages, and to perceive that all parties gain

by being mutually just to each other.

Such reflections as these naturally present themselves, on the

occasion of presenting to the reader a Condensed Copy of the

First Eighteen Numbers of the South African Comrnercial

Advertiser. It was commenced at a time when little was

known of the Cape System by almost any one beyond the pre-

cincts of the Coloqial Office, when the dark powers of the Go-

vernor were entire, and the submission of the public mind, in

all cases,
1 unlimited. The slightest expression of discontent

was considered by those who knew the Colony, as an act of

great imprudence, exposing the obnoxious individual to the

whole force of Government opposition in all his pursuits. For-

mal complaints, however just and reasonable, were met with

neglect, or insult, or with punishments of a more substantial

nature, the Colony being in so artificial a state, that the higher

powers could ruin almost any man, merely by withdrawing its

favor from him, while it was bestowed upon his rival; thus

destroying the balance between them. As for the public acts

of Government—they were just such as might have been ex-

pected from irresponsible Rulers, whose interests were opposed

to those of the subjects. Accordingly the establishment of

this Paper was opposed, and its progress regarded, with the

utmost jealousy, until the publication of the proceedings in a

Judicial Trial, which threatened to let more light than was
sufferable into the workings of the System, induced the

Governor to suppress it by force—for it must be recollected
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that this act was not preceded by any investigation or trial, but

was a simple exertion of Power. The particulars alluded to

will be found in the Postscript annexed to this Edition. No
farther explanation is necessary. The re-establishment of the

Taper shows that the British Government was more liberal; and

the approbation and support of the Public here is the best proof

that Ministers were not mistaken in the view they took of the

subject.

This Edition is not presented to the public on the supposition

that the papers furnished by the Editor merit preservation. Its

chief, perhaps its only value, consists in the Original Corres-

pondence, the Reports of Law Cases, and in the Extracts from

the writings of good authors. It may serve as a record of the

progress of Public Opinion, and of the inevitable fate which,

in the present day, awaits all attempts to arrest the progress of

improvement. The Articles which were considered a sufficient

ground for putting down the Press and banishing the Printer, in

1824, can, in 1826, be re-published with perfect safety. Let

those who maintain that no advantage has been gained in the

struggle—that no steps towards the attainment of Liberty have

been taken and secured, explain this? If they cannot endure the

bustle and stir of a free people
;

if ignorance, disunion, timidity,

and silence under oppression, please them better; let them leave

these shores, and, taking Mr. Huskisson’s advice, turn their

longing eyes to Spain, where the Old System, in all its vigor,

still exists. They will find their proper place there, under a

bigotted and pennyless King, among a degraded Aristocracy,

an intolerant Priesthood, Bankrupt Traders, and a starving

Population.
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SKD« WEDNESDAY, January 7 , 1824.
44 The mass of every People must be barbarous where there is no Printing”—Johnson.

That this, the First Attempt to establish a Medium of gene-

ral Communication at the Cape of Good Hope, should take

place at the opening of a fresh season—at a time when the

mind is naturally disposed to look forward with hope, that the

events of the succeeding year may atone for the disappointment

of the last—we cannot but think an auspicious circumstance :

and, as the gradual influence of the genial Seasons rears and

protects the rising blossom until the full fruit is matured—so we
cannot but hope, that the Patronage of our fellow-Subjects

will attend our progress, and finally crown our efforts with

that reward which alone will compensate our labours—the

confidence and approbation of a discerning public.

It is the privilege of reason to view the scene of life with

all its events, not merely in the light which the moment of

their actual occurrence may shed upon them, but with the eye

of retrospect to what has passed, and of caution for what

is to come
;
and, surely, if there be a time more favourable

than another, at which a reasonable being would feel disposed

to look back with reflection on the past, it must be at the com-

mencement of a new season, when another year has been

spared to his existence, another period added to that account

which he must sooner or later be called upon to render.

The last year has been an eventful one. Our late allies, the

Spaniards, have been exposed to the inroad of foreign troops
;

which, without entering into the discussion of a political question,

we are not so destitute of British feelings as to hesitate in desig.

A
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nating a gross violation of a people’s dearest right—that of

regulating their own mode of Government. The troops of

France are still in the field, and the Continental nations are

more or less agitated by this state of affairs : and, while we
cannot but express our abhorrence of the principles which led

to this disgraceful invasion, we fervently hope that peace and

tranquillity will eventually be restored.

Amid these scenes of trouble and disquiet, how stands our

native Land ? Happy, thrice happy, do we feel whilst enabled

to state, that, by the manly prudence and cautious forbearance

of her councils, she keeps aloof from the dissensions which

pervade the Cabinets of her neighbours, and nobly refuses to

enter into a contest with which she has no right to interfere.

Britain values too highly the blessings of her own constitution

to deny to other states the liberty of making their own laws;

and, while she disdains to listen to the cant of disaffection and

anarchy, knows to well the value of a Representative Govern-

ment to prevent any nation from lawfully striving to obtain it.

What may be the result of the scenes now exhibited in Spain,

or how rightfully the forces of France may have been em-

ployed in entering that ill-fated country, we shall not stop

to inquire : but we do wish our fellow-subjects to turn their

attention to their native land, and ask themselves, whether

they have not reason to be thankful for the blessings of the

past year, and whether the peace and prosperity which Great

Britain enjoys, do not afford a pleasing contrast to the turbulent

scenes we have alluded to.

Protected by the invaluable ramparts of her unrivalled

Constitution, and guided by Councils of justice and moderation,

Great Britain has added another year of peace and gradual

prosperity to that long period of tranquillity with which we
hope the Almighty Ruler of Events will crown the efforts she

has made for the protection of the Rights and Liberties of herself

and her confederates.

During the last year, in consequence of retrenchments not

more forcibly recommended in her Parliament, than more rea-

dily adopted by her Ministers, the expenditure of the nation
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has been reduced within its income; and we have now the

cheering- prospect of lessening- the debt, incurred in the pre-

servation of all that is dear to us, by gradual Instalments, which

whilst they may imperceptibly abate the pressure of the Inter-

est, will not distress the Country by too suddenly withdrawing

from circulation a species of property which has become essen-

tial to its existence.

If our Gazettes no longer teem with the news of victory,

still we have ample reason to rejoice in the intelligence which

reaches us of the general diffusion of knowledge—especially

of that which surpasses human invention—the knowledge of

the Revealed Relig'ion of Christ ip all parts of the World:

nor can we cease to rejoice, when we perceive the British flag,

which heretofore waved the signal of victory wherever it was

unfurled, now displayed as the signal of Christain Charity and

Benevolence ;—as the source of light to those who sit in dark-

ness ;—the herald of news, which we trust the Heathen and

the Infidel will soon gladly receive and duly appreciate.

The commotions which distracted our Sister Kingdom appear

gradually to have subsided beneath the influence of Councils

actuated by principles of toleration and justice. The Emerald

Isle—the birth-place of our unrivalled Hero—the native land

of a Wellington—independent of any other claim which she

has upon our affection and regard—can never cease to be an

object of the dearest interest to Englishmen
;
and we ardently

hope that the violence of angry feeling is completely abated,

and that the excesses into which the madness of party has

hurried a noble and generous nation, may never be mentioned

or remembered but as beacons to warn from dangers now, we
trust, for ever past.

Amid the rapid improvements in knowledge, which pervade

the territories subject to Great Britain, we cannot but notice

the progress which has been made in this Colony
;
and, while

we feel as little inclined to utter a fulsome panegyric on its

Government, as to canvass and criticise the measures of its Ad-

ministration, we refer our candid readers to the various Pro-

clamations which, whilst they secure to the Proprietor the
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undoubted right to his property, ensure to the enslaved that

protection which the humble and defenceless will always re-

ceive from British Justice.

In the light of information which appears now to be dawn-
ing upon this Colony, our own Publication will not, we trust,

be entirely forgotten. We have made ample arrangements

for a general continued supply of every kind of information

(particularly on Commercial subjects) : in the mean time, no

exertions shall be spared to procure any information which may
tend to the advantage of our fellow-Colonists

;
and we, with

some confidence, look for their indulgence and support.

In the hope that our efforts may succeed—that through our

pages Knowledge may be disseminated-—Virtue encouraged,

and real love of Country displayed ;—we do now, in true old

English sincerity, wish our friends and readers a “ happy new
year,” assuring them, that nothing will give us more pleasure

than to meet them, at its close, with the proud consciousness

of having deserved and obtained their approbation and support.

[As doubts have been expressed, whether “ The South
African Commercial Advertiser” is open to Dutch as well

as English Correspondents ; we beg to state, that we shall

most readily insert any Communications in the Dutch
Language, that are properly authenticated.J

Average Rate of Exchange, as per Drawing, Tuesday, Jan. 7, Rds. Sk. St.
12 1 3

Arrival in Table Bay.

Tuesday Cth.—-Flamingo, Schooner, A. Sinclair, Isle of France Oth Dec.
Cargo, Sugar and Sundries. Passengers, J. Suttlewortli, Master of the late

Brig Eclipse.

Hailed out of Table Bay. Tuesday C.h---Mary Jane, Brig, J. M‘Cormick, to

London, Cargo, Wines.

NORTH WEST PASSAGE.
The Golden Grove arrived on the 26th ult. from Coquimbo, 40 days.—-She

brings the following from Lima:— “It was confidently reported at Lima, that

Captain Parry had been spoken with in the Pacific, by a ship arrived at Pauama;
and that he has succeeded in getting through Lancaster Sound.”
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The above report we think entitled to credit, from the circumstance of Capt.
Parry having stated, before leaving England, that if he succeeded in finding a
passage it would be towards the end of 1823 ; and so fully was it believed at

Lima, that Capt. Prescott of the Aurora, was making preparations, by furnish-

ing such provisions as he thought Capt. Parry would immeuiately require.

THE PAPER.
In gown and slippers loosely drest,

And breakfast brought, a welcome guest;
What is it gives the meal a zest?

The Paper.

When new-laid eggs the table grace,
And smoking rolls are in their place,

Say what enlivens ev’ryface?
The Paper.

In vain the urn is hissing hot,

In vain rich Hyson stores the pot,

If the vile Newsman has forgot

The Paper.

What is’t attracts the optic pow'rs
Of Ensign gay, when fortune show’rs
Down prospects of “a step” in “ours*’

The Paper.

What is’t can make the man of law
Neglect the deed or plead to draw,
Ca. Sa---Fi. Fa.— -Indictment, Flaw?

The Paper.

What is’t can sooth his Client’s woe,
And make him quite forget John Doe,
Nor think on Mister Richard Roe?

The Paper.

What is’t informs the country round,
What’s stol’n or stray’d, what’s lost or found.
Who’s born, and who’s put under ground?

The Paper.

What tell’s you all that’s done and said,
The fall of beer and rise of bread,
And what fair lady’s brought to bed?

The Paper

What is’t narrates full many a story,

Of Mr. Speaker, Whig, and Tory,
And heroes all agog for glory?

The Paper.

What is it gives the price of Stocks,
Of Poyais Loans, and patent locks,

And Cape Wine at the London Docks?
The Paper.

Abroad, at home, infirm or stout,
In health, or raving with the gout,
Who possibly can do without

The Paper.
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Its worth and merits then revere,
And since it now begins the year,
Forget not ’midst your Christmas cheer,
Nor think you e’er can buy too dear

The Paper.

IMPROMPTU,
Affixed to the Apollo Head, at the Tap of the Freemason's

Tavern, Hout Street.

You may talk of your Pachts, of V—r—n—-n and L--1—y,
The whole of their efforts w ere founded in Folly,
The Nectar you sip at the Glorious Apollo,
Is drink for the Gods, and will beat them all hollow.

of (Kooir i&ope,
In 1814 and 1824 .

A familiar Epistle, from Timothy Torrid, to his Cousin
Peter, in Westminster.

At length, my dear Coz, I have made my escape,
From the boisterous waves, and am moor’d at the Cape;
Where I purpose to spend a few mouths of my time,
And send you herewith my dispatches in rhyme.
’Tis exactly ten years, if I do not forget.

Since first I touched here, a raw unfledg’d Cadet,
With spirits quite ardent, elastic and free,

Releas’d from a vessel— -full four months at sea,
With what pleasure each object enchanted the sight-—

<

Compar’d with the past, it was rapture! delight!
Lest here, you shou’d ask, if improvement appears.
Co-equal with time in the same lapse of years?
I shall slightly sketch what appears to my view,
As worthy of notice, or striking or new.
I remember, at landing, my dear sister Letty,
Was half dead with her fears, as she climb’d up the Jetty.
But invalids, now, can dispense with their chairs,

And quietly walk from the boat up the stairs—
Thus landed in safety, I took to my rambles,
And the first thing I saw was the new butchers’ shambles.
All rang’d in good order, quite cleanly and neat,
With their backs to the sea, and their fronts to the street.
Then I saunter’d along, and continued my range,
AVhere the aqueduct stood, there now stands the Exchange.
But, O monstrous ! the scandal and jeer of town-talk,
The’ve stuck a srore shops in the Gentlemen’s walk

—

Where the naked arc cloth’d, and the hungry, if heedful,
Caq supply all their wants, by the help of the needful.

What caus’d more surprise, as it w ill to my cousins.

The Bookseller’s shops are now startinghy dozens.
Once a very few volumes was full quantum suff.

And the buyers of books were the vendors of snulf.

At the first that I enter’d, believe me ’tis true,

Was (he Settlers’ Report, and the Pamphlet of Pugh-
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But how can my pen its great wonders express.

They were both dripping-wet, from a Hottentot Press.

A Prospectus was shewn, still to make the folks wiser.

By reading the Pages of Greig’s Advertiser
;

A Magazine too, in which Languages mingle,

Is announc’d from the etforts of Paure and of Pringle.

If this mania of Learning the Natives shou’d foster,

The Cape may yet rival the fam’d Paternoster,

Other Subjects crowd on wou’d the time but avail,

But my servant just tells me, they’re dossing the mail.

’Tis provoking indeed! ’tis barbare, tis horrid,

So no more at present from
Timothy Torrid.

ANECDOTE of L’ESTRANGE and NAT. LEE.
L’estrange went to visit Nat. Lee in a Mad-house.—“Mr. Lee,” said he,

“ I fear you do not know me.” “Not know you '! ” said the Poet

—

“Custom may alter men, and manners change.
But I am still strange Lee,

and you are still r ‘ strange.

LINES
Written at Cape Point.

Lives there a Briton to whose dastard heart,

No proud sensation mem’ry can impart;
f

When grandly op’ning to th’ enraptur’d view,

Majestic ocean waves her mantle blue:---

Breathes there the sordid wretch of British cast.

Who hears not in the tempest’s stormy blast---

As dash the foaming billows on the shore,

And rocks reverberate the breakers’ roar---

Some echo of his country’s hard-earned fame,
Some bright achievement, or some warrior’s name.

Mr. Moffat, who has been for some years past stationed among the Be-
chuanas, is recently arrived in Cape Town, accompanied by ‘Peclu,’ the Son
of King ‘Mateebee,’ and ‘Teysho,’ an aged and much distinguished Chief of
that nation, and five Females and a Boy, belonging to the invading Tribes of
the ‘Mantatees.’ We had been previously favored with a sketch of a ‘Pietshow ’

or General Assembly, held at the Kuruman, or New Latakoo, in the month of
June last, which we now lay before our readers, and which w ill be followed bv
Borne interesting information relating to a people whose appearance has excited
so much curiosity both here and in Europe.

It may be necessary to premise, that Mr. Moffat, having ascertained the
approach of the ‘Mantatees’ to the Bcchuana Country, hastened from New
Latakoo to the station of Mr. Melville, at Klaar Water, where he fortunately-
met some of the Griqua Chiefs, who readily agreed to proceed to the assist-
ance of the Bechuanas with as many armed horsemen as they could mus-
ter. Mr. Moffat immediately returned lo New Latakoo, accompanied by
Mr. Thompson (of the Firm of Cooke and Thompson), whom he met at Klaar
Water, and immediately after their arrival ‘Mateebe, summoned a General
Assembly of the Tribes composing the Bcchuana nation; of which the followin"-
account is taken from the notes made by Mr. Thompson on the spot.
“At Sun-rise, thousands of the Warriors assembled, and the Waar-hoon

was mingled with the discordant cries of the women and children; after
which the Warriors- formed into parties, and retired to the outskirts of
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the town, where they appeared to discuss the object of the assembly

;

they then advanced to the place of meeting, accompanying their march
with the War Song and Dance, and occasionally exhibiting their dexterity
in sham lighting.

Before ten o’Clock, the whole of the Population were assembled in a
Kraal, in the centre of the town, appropriated to such meetings. It form-
ed a circle of about 150 yards in diameter : on the one side were seated
the old men, women, and children; and on the other the Warriors, bearing
before them a shield, the handle of which was well stored with hassagais,
and on their shoulders a quiver full of poisoned arrows, a bow, and a bat-
tle-axe; from their backs hung the tails of Tigers, and plumes of Feathers
waved in their Heads.

In the centre a sufficient space was left for the Privileged (those who have
killed an enemy in battle) to dance and sing, in which they exhibited more vio-

lent and fantastic gestures that can be easily imagined, but which drew forth

clamarous applause from the surrounding spectators.
After about an hour had been spent in these exercises, ‘Mateebe,’ command-

ing silence, proceeded to his stand in front of the centre of the Warriors, and,
taking a Hassagai from his shield, pointed it towards the North-east (the quar-
ter whence the ‘Mantatees’ were advancing), imprecating a curse upon them,
and declaring war, by repeatedly advancing his Hassagai in that direction, as
if in the act of plunging it into an enemy;— this was repeated by the
warriors, who joined in a loud whistle, in token of approval. He then
turned his Hassagai to the South and South-west, imprecating a curse on
the Ox-Eaters (Bushmen), and, having repeated his warlike gestures, lie

returned the Hassagai to its place, and calling each tribe by its name—
which was answered by each with a low hollow groan, indicating atten-

tion— he addressed the whole to the following effect .-—To be continued.

Ouu Printing Office, on Wednesday last, exhibited a scene

which our warmest hopes would scarcely have allowed us

to expect. The crowd of applicants for our Paper conti-

nued to throng until an advanced hour in the afternoon.

We were gratefully surprised to see so many of the Native

Inhabitants of this Colony amongst our supporters
;
and the

numerous inquiries which were made as to our intention

in future of translating into the Dutch Language the most

interesting parts of our Miscellaneous intelligence, convinces

us of the expediency of making arrangements for that pur-

pose
;
but as this plan will require some time for comple-

tion, and will be attended with considerable expence, we

trust that allowance will be made for the difficulties of

Wednesday, January 24, 1824.
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our situation
;
and that, in the mean while, our friends,

the Native Inhabitants, will continue their patronage and

support.

In the absence of arrivals from England, we have but

little intelligence to communicate concerning the affairs of

Europe. Our readers may rest assured we shall omit no

opportunity of collecting the fullest intelligence by every

future arrival ;
and we tender our warmest thanks for the

support we have already received. The eagerness to ob-

tain our paper, and the rapidity with which the copies

were sold, is a convincing proof to us of the fallacy of

the unfounded assertions which have been made as to the

general apathy of the Inhabitants of this Colony to lite-

rary affairs, and of the certain ruin that would follow any

attempt to establish a Literary production. Our greatest

diligence sliall be exerted to preserve and improve the

good opinion of our fellow Colonists ;
and—while we can-

not be indifferent to the approbation with which our first

effort has been received—we shall rather hail it as an

auspicious omen for future exertion, than suffer this first

dawn of success to lull us into indolent security.

The warm interest taken, and the universal support af-

forded by the respectable Commercial Body of the Colony,

demand our sincerest thanks
;

and it is extremely gratify-

ing to observe, that they are in no way influenced by any

minor disadvantages under Which we at present labour.

We beg to assure them no means shall be left untried to

forward their interests, and prove ourselves grateful for

their support.

We regret to find, by papers before us, that some of the

provinces of South America are still in such an unsettled

state, that it is difficult to form an opinion as to what
will be the result of the petty wars and commotions which
incessantly harfass and distress this part of the Globe: we
do, however, fervently hope the time is not far distant,

when all party faction will cease, and be succeeded by

K
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a form of Government alike beneficial to the Royalist and

the Patriot—the Native and the Settler.

We have been favoured with copies of the correspon-

dence which took place between the British Merchants re-

sident at Lima and Capt. Prescott, of His Majesty’s Ship

Aurora
;
and the Executive Authority and General Canterac,

on the subject of a demand made by him when lying
- be-

fore Lima, of 40 per Cent, on all British Property, to meet

the exigencies of the Spanish Army, accompanied by a

threat if not complied with in 4 hours, to burn the City.

Upon this disgraceful stretch of power—when it is consi-

dered that General Canterac had previously guaranteed full

protection to British persons and property—there can be

but one opinion. The correspondence is too long for us

to insert
;

and as the subject no douot has by this time

been fully considered by His Majesty’s Government, and

amply discussed in the English Journals, we think any

further remark unnecessary.

«<»

PEZTSHOVr’’
( Continued from our last.

)

“Ye sons of Mallahowan, the Mantatees are a strong and conquering
people; they have destroyed many nations; they are coming to destroy

us. Moffat has informed us respecting their manners, their deeds, their

weapons, their intentions—by Moffat we see our danger; we Bechuanas,
or Matclapees, Matcloroos, Myrees, Baralongs, and Baracoutas, are not
able to stand against the Mantatees. The Griquas have been informed of
this by Moffat: he held a meeting with them—they are coming:—theyr

will unite with us against the Mantatees:—We must now concert,
conclude, and be determined to stand:—the case is a great one:
—you have seen the interest Moffat has taken jn our safety :—if we ex-

ert ourselves like him, the Mantatees cannot come a step further.—You
all see that the Macooas (white people) are our friends :—you see
Thompson, a chief man of the Cape, come to see us on horseback, he
has not come to lurk hehind our house as a spy, but come openly and
with confidence :—his intentions are good ; he is one on whom the light

of day may shine ; he is our friend. I now wait to hear what the gene-
ral opinion is ; let every one speak his mind, and then I shall speak again.”

Mateebe then made the same movements with his hassagai as at the com-
mencement, after which he waved the point towards the heavens, when all

called out “ Poola,” (rain or a blessing) and he sat down amid successive

shouts and other tokens of applause:—when these had subsided the warriors

began a w ar song and dance as at the beginning, which was repeated after
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every succeeding speaker, except Incha. The second speaker Moshume, af-
ter the same manoeuvres as performed by Mateebe, which were introductory
to each speech, spoke as follows : “To-day we are called upon to oppose
an enemy, who is an enemy to every one ; Motfat has been within a snort
distance of the camp of the Mantatees. We all opposed Moffat’s journey.
We are to-day all glad that he went-— he did not listen to us— -he has
warned us and the Griquas, what are we now to do ? If we fly they will

overtake us-— if we tight they will conquer
;
they are as a strong lion, they

kill and eat— -they leave nothing,”— (here an old man interrupted the
speaker, begging him to roar aloud that all might hear) “I know ye Mat-
clapees,” continued Moshume, “that at home and in the face of the wo-
men ye are men, but women in the face of the enemy

; ye are ready to
run, when you should stand—and think,* think and prepare your hearts this
day— -let them be united in one—-make your hearts hard.”

3rd Speaker Ranyouve exhorted the Bechuanas to stand on the present
occasion, not to be bold, boasting in the presence of women, making them,
believe that they were mighty men.—“Keep your boasting,” said he
“till the day when it shall be required.”
4th Speaker, Incha, a Baralong, commenced his speech by recommending

that the Matclapees should wait till the Mantatees arrived, and then attack
them

;
he had scarcely finished the period when he was interrupted by Is-

site, a young chief, who sprung up and called out,—“No ! no !” and ad-
dressing Incha, said, who called upon you to speak foolishness ?—Was there
ever a King or Chief of the Matclapees who said you must stand up and
speak ?—Do you intend to instruct the sons of Mallahowan ?—be silent !

you say you know the men; and yet wish us to wait till they enter our
town ; the Mantatees are conquerors, and if we must fly we lose all

—

hear ! and I will speak !— lot us attack the enemy where they are— if we
retreat, there will be time for those in the rear to fly-—we may fight and
fly, fight and fly, fight, and at last conquer-— this we cannot do if we wait
till they approach our town.” This speech was loudly cheered

;
Incha sat

down without answering, and Issite proceeded to remark that some one
had charged his people with being guilty of deserting in the time of war—he wished that he who asserted such falsehood would appear.

6th Speaker Teysho stood up and commanded silence, when universal
applause was manifested—a man of years ran towards Teysho in a furi-

ous manner, holding out his arm towards him and calling out, “behold
the man who shall speak wisdom ! be silent ! be instructed ! a man, a
wise man has stood up to speak Teysho commenced, by informing the
preceding speaker that he was the man who had charged his people with
deserting in time of war, “ ye vagabonds, ye deceivers, he exclaimed,
deny the charge if you can; shall I count how often you have done so? if

I do, you run away like frightened dogs, like one ashamed you will sit

with your heads between your knees,” then addressing all present he said,
“ I do not intend to speak much this day, I shall wait till the day of
turning out; I entreat you all to prepare your hearts for what is before
you, let the subject sink deep in your hearts, that you may not turn your
backs in the day of battle—You have been informed of the battles the
Mantatees have fought-—The nations they have driven. You have heard
they are now at ease. You are calculating on the Griquas with their

Horses and Muskets. I say again, prepare your hearts, be strong, be de-
termined, or the Mantatees will drive us, and we shall perish I” Turn-
ing to the King, he said, “You are too indifferent about the concerns of
your nation, you are rolled up in apathy, you are now called upon to show
us that that you are a king and a man.
7th Speaker Bromella, brother in law to Mateebe, shortly enforced the

necessity of proceeding to attack the Invaders, and urged the warriors
to unanimity.

8th Speaker Dleeloqua, a chief considerably advanced in years, addres-
sed the assembly to the following effect :

“ Ye sons of Mallahowan, ye
have now had experience enough to convince you that it is your duty to
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proceed against the Mantatees, a people who have no object hut to ste'e

;

and destroy. Ye sons of Mallahowan ! Ye sons- of Mallahowan ! Ye have
done well this day-—you are now acting wisely, first to deliberate and
then to proceed: Moffat has discoverd our danger like the rising Sun af-

ter a dark night ; a man sees the danger that he was in when darkness
shut his eyes. We must not act like Bechuanas, we must act like Macooas.
Is this our Peitshow? No! this is the Peitshow of Moffat, therefore we
must speak and act like Macooas: Moffat has gone with a great speed to

the Griquas and held a meeting with Chief Melvill and the Griciua Chiefs

;

the Griquas are coming with haste to unite with us against tlie Manta-
tees. My fathers, mv brethren, my sons, let us prepare our hearts, that
shame may not hunt us. You have all heard Teysho speak, you have all

heard what is expected from you, if all be true what is stated by Moffat,
we have cause to fear and be in readiness to defend our towns, our families,

and our properties; no one must attempt to make excuses; let them be de-
tained who intend to sojourn; all must be silent, we must all be one:-— this

is a great Peitshow, therefore make your hearts hard (or great) O ye sons
of Mallahoh an.”
9th Speaker Mongual called the attention of the Peitshow to the speeches

already made; he alluded severely to the conduct of those Who professed
great things, but did little, saying they must show by actions not by words
that they were men.

10th Speaker Seemecno stated that the object of the meeting had been
fully explained. "None can be ignorant of these discussions ; none can say
I have not heard them; I only stood up to approve of what has been said.”
After the usual gestures, sham lights, &c. Mateebe resumed, took his cen-
tral stand and commanded silence. (His object in this last speech was to

approve or condemn what had been said by the preceding speakers)
;
after

noticing some remarks, he said, “It is evident that the best plan is to

proceed against the enemy that they come no nearer; let not our towns be
the seat of war, let not our houses be the scene of bloodshed and destruc-
tion. No! let the blood of the enemy be spilt at a distance from our wives
and children; how ignorant you are, are your words not the words of
children, and men confounded? I am left alone, my two brothers have
abandoned me, they have married wives of another nation, and allow their

wives to govern them; their wives are their kings:” then, turning to his

young brothers, he imprecated a curse on them if they should follow the
example of the older brethren; then addressing all, he said, “You walk
over my head when I sleep, but you see that the Macooas are my friends;

if they were not our friends, we must have fled befire this time.” Turn-
ing to Dleeloqua (the 8th speaker), lie said, “I hear you my father, I un-
derstand you my father, your words are true, they are good for the ear; it

is good that we be instructed by the Macooas. I wish those evil who will

not obey. I wish that they may be broken in pieces. Be silent ye women,
(addressing them) “who ill use your husbands by stealing their property
and giving it to another; be silent that your husbands and children be
not hindered by your evil words; be silent ye kidney-eaters, (turning to-

wards the old men) who are of no other use but to hang about for kid-
neys when an ox is killed; if the oxen is taken where shall you get your
kidneys?” Then addressing the warriors, “there are many of you who do
not deserve to eat out of a bowl, but only out of a broken pot; you stu-
pid and disobedient, think on what has been said and obey without mur-
muring :— I command ye

! ye chiefs of the Matclapees, Matclaroos,
Myrces, Baralongs, and Baracoutas, that you acquaint all your tribes of
the proceedings of this day, and let none be ignorant; I say again, ye
warriors prepare for the day of battle; let your shields be strong, your
quivers full of arrows, and your battle-axes as sharp as hunger.” Turn-
ing a second time to the women and old men, lie said, “prevent not the
warrior from going out to battle by your cunning insinuations. No! rouse
the warrior to glory and he will return with honourable scars, fresh marks
of .valour will cover his thigh, and we shall then renew the war song and
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ilar.ee, and relate the story of our campaign.” At the conclusion ot this

speech the air was rent with acclamations, the whole occasionally joined m
the dance; the women frequently taking the weapons from the men and

brandishing them in the most violent manner, and people oi all ages using

the most extravagant and frantic gestures for nearly two hours.

The following additional particulars, furnished by an intelligent Corres-

pondent, will serve further to unravel the mystery in which the newly-dis-

covered tribe of “Mantatees” are enveloped.

Further Account of the Mantatees.

The arrival of Mr. Moffat in town, from Kuruman or New Lattakoo,

furnishes an opportunity of presenting to the public the further history of

(he Mantatees, which is in every respect closely allied to the account

.viven in the Cape Gazette of July last; and proves that they are from

The identical pla'ce therein mentioned, viz. Hambona, from whence they

were driven by two powerful chiefs, Cheka and Matebell, whose territories

extend from Port Natal to the confines of Delagoa Bay, as stated by

Messrs. Farewell and Thompson, who have lately visited Port Saint Lucia.

These chiefs they describe as being able to bring into the field nearly

100,000 fighting-men.

The Mantatees, on their first eruption, were joined by the Mapootas, a
tribe on the sources of the river of the same name

; and, after destroying

the Lahogas, were joined by a tribe of the Blaequeans, and subsequently,

in the route mentioned in the Cape Gazette of July 20th, by many of tho

various conquered nations, who flocked to the same roving standard; car-

rying devastation, with an overwhelming hand, through a comparatively

civilized part of South Africa. They were first repulsed by the wary king
of the Wankets, who fell upon them when their forces were divided, and
susequently by the Bechuanas and Griquas united:---this last defeat was
owing to the musketry of the Griquas, which was completely incomprehen-
sible to the barbarians, and was by them termed '‘•Thunder and Lightning

”

Since their repulse at Latakoo, they have proceeded in an East and S. E.
direction, in two divisions, one of which has since since met with a second
defeat from the forces of Makabba, the king of the Wankets; and in all

probability we may next hear of the other division attacking the Tamboo-
kies or the Mambookies. Their, number, at a reasonable calculation, ex-
ceeds 100,000, which is far greater than was at first supposed.

In the engagement at Latakoo, the Mantatees lost their two kings, who
were both shot while gallantly leading on their fierce companions ;— -this

circumstance, and the “ Thunder and Lightning

”

of the Griquas, have
been the main cause of checking their overwhelming progress.

It also appears, in comfirmation of a former statement, that there are
among them individuals of differrent colours, from the perfectly white to

the deepest dye. Although this may be accounted for without assuming an
intercoure with Europeans---as we often find almost perfectly white children
from Negro parents,— -yet, in this instance, we have no doubt that some
of these are the descendants of Europeans-—as the Mantatee prisoners
plainly state, that they are aware a few white and mulatto coloured
people live at a small distance from their country, due South, which is

exactly the spot where the descendants of the Grosvenor's and other
stranded vessels’ crews were seen by the expedition under Messrs, van
Reenen and others ;

and we have not the least doubt that some of the
descendants of those unfortunate people are amongst the Mantatees. There
are also some amongst them with rather long hair,* as formerly stated, and

* It is a fact beyond all question, that in many parts of Africa, thorc is a great pre-

valence of long haired-natives attributable, no doubt, to the many shipwrecks that have
’aken place on the coast of Africa. In the • Courier’ of October 4tb, a gentleman named
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some of their clothing is evidently of the manufacture of the East, which the

Mantatees must have procured from Delagoa Bay, or some other Portuguese
settlement to the North of that place. With regard to the weapon described,
as the ancient sword, it is not wholly unlike a weapon of that kind, being a
blade of iron 27 inches long, fixed on the end of a kcnni, and curved more or
less to the taste of the warrior. It was lamentable to observe, that they

evinced much of a cannibal disposition near Lattakoo; but this, no doubt, was
caused by the sheer want of requisite food.

It appears they never saw men on horseback, or horses, until the day Mr.
George Thompson fell in with them: their surprise was, of course, very great

;

and this mystery wras not unravelled until the battle subsequently with the

Griquas, who were mounted on horse-back, armed with “ Thunder and Light-
ning,” as these poor barbarians term the muskets.—From Mr. Moffat may be
learned many interesting facts and anecdotes respecting the Mantatees during
their turbulent revolution, and the countries they have destroyed; leaving us

still in surprise and astonishment at such a wonderful eruption, which may be
compared with that of the Goths and Vandals of old, that poured down upon
Europe in countless numbers ! Of the further history of the Mantatees all must
be conjecture; but we fear it will be marked with continued scenes of devasta-
tion and bloodshed, until this unhappy horde becomes comparatively annihilated.

Mr. Moffat has brought to town live female Mantatees, and a line boy, about
9 years of age; not a single adult male could be taken, they preferring death to

being taken prisoners. The countenances and appearance of the Mantatees
differ not materially from the Bechuanas: the men are athletic, brave, and
handsome; and the women possess a more plea-sing aspect than any Africans at

present known.

It is gratifying also to observe, in the suite of Mr. Moffat, “ Peclu,” the son
nnd heir of Matteebe, king of Lattakoo, as it shews the unbounded confidence
that powerful chief places in his friends the Maccoas.---PF,ct.u is a fine young
man, of excellent disposition; he is accompanied by “Teysho,” one of his

father’s sage counsellors, a man highly esteemed by the Bechuanas, and also by
the Missionaries.

Our new friends ‘ Peclu’ and ‘Teysho,’ on Tuesday last paid a visit to the
Borodino Transport Ship, lying in the Bay, where they were most hospitably re
reived and entertained by Captain Park and Lieut. Andrews, II. N. On Thurs-
day they went on board the Barossa, Captain Hutchinson, and were received
with the greatest attention.
When our readers reflect that these people had never seen the ocean until their

arrival at Cape Town, their surprise, on finding themselves on board a water-
house, as they called a ship, may be better imagined than described.
When first embarked in the boat, 4 Teysho,’ with great naivete remarked that

his heart would sink within him did he not observe that the gentlemen who ac-
companied, and the sailors who worked the boat, were perfectly at their ease,
and betrayed nosymptoinsof the fear by which he was agitated. On arriving at
the vessel, every object excited their curiosity. It was with great difficulty, and
after much explanation, that 4 Teysho’ was convinced that the vessel was afloat;
he seemed for a long time to imagine that it was a water-house, and fixed to the
bottom of the sea. As might be supposed, they were at first inclined to look
upon the ship as a work of some <;od, but the kindness and attention of the
gentlemen on board, in answering all their questions and explaining every part
of the furniture which attracted their attention, convinced them that all was the
result of human art and industry.
A loaded fowling piece was put into the hands of ‘Peclu’, who discharged

it without any hesitation or alarm. Captain Hutchinson then ordered a cannon
to be loaded, and put the ball into ‘ Peclu’s’ hands for examination. The piece

H. Campbell, R.N. states, that " in 1802 and 1803, there were more long-haired native*

on the island of Fernando Po fan island to the northward of the Equator), than'those with
the common curled hair of Africans." En.
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was raised to an elevation of 7 degrees, and the visitors placed on the poop to
watch the distance to which the hall would be thrown: tlieir astonishment, at

perceiving it drop, was greater than can be described.

Having viewed the different parts of the vessels, and received answers and
explanations to their numerous inquiries, ‘Peclu’ and his friend ‘Teysho’ re-

turned to their boat delighted with the wonders they had seen, and highly pleased
with the kindness and attention of their entertainers.

PAUPERISM IN EUROPE.
Among the 178,000,000 individuals who inhabit Europe, there are said to be

17,900,000 beggars, or persons who subsist at the expence of the community,
without contributing to its resources. In Denmark, the proportion is 5 per cent.

In England, 10 per cent. In Holland 14 per cent. In Paris, in the year 1813,

102,586 paupers out of 530,000. In Liverpool, 17,000 in the population of 80,000.
In Amsterdam 108,000 out of 217,000. The number of the indigent has since
rather increased than decreased.

Average Rate op Exchange, as per Drawing, Jan. 6, Rds. Sk. St.

12 1 3 2-5ths

Arrivals in Table Bay.

Tuesday 13th.---George the Fourth
,
Cutter, J. Alexander, Algoa Bay 4th Jan.

left Brig Mary in Algoa Bay.—Passengers, Messrs. Scott and Reece, Mr. and
Mrs. Mullet; one Corporal, nine Privates, two Women, and live Children, of the
6th Regiment.
Tuesday 13th.-— De Kock van Ghent, S. Martine, Antwerp, 9th Nov. to Am-

sterdam, Cargo Bale Goods.

Sailed out of Table Bay.
Sunday, lltli.

—

Arethusa , J. Haly to the Knysna. Ditto.

—

Kairns, H. M.
Cunningham, to London, Cargo, Sundries from Madras, and Wines and Produce
from the Cape.

Sailed out ofSimoti's Bay.
Thursday 8th— II. M. S. Espiegle

,
Captain J. T. Chapman, on a Cruize.

George the Fourth, J. Prissick, from London for Mauritius, was spoken on the
21st Dec. all well, in lat. 35 S. Ion. 1 : 40 E.

To the Memory of Lieut. -Col. Fraser, late Commandant of llis Majesty's
Forces on the Frontier.

' Rest honor’d dust ! rise gallant soul

!

Tho’ boundless time’s vast sea may roll,
And sweep with mighty flood away,
The boasted pageants of a day
Thy tow’ring fame shall proudly keep
Its laurell’d summit o’er the deep,
Base party’s fiercest storm defy.
And lose its bright top in the sky.

1st January 1824. ‘ W. S.

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.
StR,— I send you the following, thinking it may be considered worthy of a

place in your columns, and induce those who have it in their power to make
experiments which may lead to discoveries beneficial to the Colony.
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British Indigo.—A discovery has been recently made which promises the
most important consequences in a commercial and agricultural point of view.
About two years ago, 289 acres of land near Flint, in Wales, were planted

with the common) Holyhock, or Bose Mellon, with a view of converting it into

hemp or flax. In the process of manufacture, it was discovered, that this plant
yields a beautiful blue dye, equal in beauty and permanence to the best Indigo.

Sir, As the apple season is fast approaching, I avail myself of the first

opportunity, through your Agency, to give the following information to those
who may possess a superabundance of this delicious and useful fruit.

Apple Jelly.—Let the apples be quartered, pared, and freed from seed.
vessels Put them into an oven or pot, without water, with a close lid. When
the beat has made them soft, put them into a cloth, and wring out the juice.
Put a little white of eggs to it, add the sugar, skim it carefully before it

boils, reduce it to the proper consistency, and you will have an excellent Jelly.

Legal Advice. ‘‘Sir,” said a barber to an attorney who was passing
his door, “will you tell me if this is a good seven-shilling piece?” The law-
yer pronouncing the piece good, deposited it in his pocket, adding, with great
gravity, If you’ll send your lad to my office, I’ll return the four-pejice.

->»»»

Just, sav’d from a wreck,
See the head of Apollo,

To dram drinkers a sign

Their ruin will follow. Jonathan Re-rutt

Extract ofa Letter from Albany, Dec. 31.

“The Callers are again on the alert. Mr. Sefton and several others have
lost their cattle. Another Commando is talked of.

From a Parliamentary return respecting bankrupts, it appears that, on an
average of the three last years, the debts of English bankrupts amounted to

the amazing sum of 3,450,3821. a-year. The dividends fell short of! 4,5001

.

little more than half-a-crown the hundred pounds. The dead loss is more
than 15 per cent, upon the income from trade of every sort, which was as.

sessed for the property-tax.

There have been no arrivals from Europe since our last;

and few occurrences of general interest at home, except that

the Catfers seem still disposed to renew their depredations on

the Frontier. It is the opinion of many, that fear is the only

sentiment which can permanently influence the mind of a sa-

vage ; but even this feeling in the present case appears to be

BANKRUPTS.

^ ^ ^

Wednesday, January 21, 1824.
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very transitory and ineffective. When they become a civilized

people, their partiality to colonial beef and buttons may be

turned to good account. At present, it must be confessed, they

are, in every sense of the word, ‘ ugly customers.’

The Commissioners of Inquiry are still at Uitenhage. They
lately visited the Hottentot Institution at Bethelsdorp, and

seemed much .impressed with the g-ood order, piety, and clean-

liness of all connected with that establishment. The latter

virtue is certainly a great improvement among- the modern

religious. In former times an eminent Saint would wear the

same shirt of hair unwashed as long as it would last. The mat-

ted locks even of the philosophers were never subjected to the

delicate investigation of the comb, nor their beards to the

sweeping reform of the razor. A certain slovenliness in out-

ward appearance was held to indicate an extraordinary degree

of inward purity, the soul being- too earnestly busied with moral

ablutions to notice the squallid outside of its brother ass ,—as

the body was somewhat contemptuously called. These things

are now reformed altogether, and the different sects vie with

each other in their attention to the decencies of life.

The Bechuanas are still in town, and continue to be objects

of considerable interest to the curious. A great analogy, it is

said, has been discovered between their language and that of

the people of Joanna, near Madagascar. The latter are greatly

before them in civilization, and possess, of course, a more refin-

ed and copious dialect; but the resemblance, in a multitude of

particulars already compared, is close enough to put almost

beyond a doubt the opinion we had previously entertained of

their being originally derived from the same tribe. AVhether

the Joarinese have improved, or the Bechuanas degenerated,

since their separation, is a more difficult question, and one
which perhaps cannot be decided without a very large addition

to the number of facts we at present possess.

We have been favoured with a copy of the new Act of Par-

liament, passed on the 27th June last, “for the Registering of

Vessels but the great variety and importance of the enact-
c
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ments prevent us this week from giving- any abstract of it. In

our next, we shall endeavour at least to lay before our readers

a distinct view of those regulations that may more or less affect

the Commercial interests of this Colony.

We understand that an able draughtsman (Mr. De Meillon),

has engaged to take the portraits of our friends the Bechuana

chiefs, and some of their suite, in their native costume. The
subject is interesting

;
and, from the talents of the artist, we

expect something superior to the common run of Cape daubing's.

Old Teysho’s calm but marked expression of intelligence and

wary wisdom, will contrast finely with the graceful attitudes

and open manly look of young Peclu. Nor must the captive

Mantatees, nor yet the honest interpreter’s quiet look of good

sense and benevolence, be forgotten. Hatta, too, is a direct

representative of the “ native nobility” of South Africa. His

father was one of the last of the free Hottentot chiefs who
found a refuge with the Missionary Van der Kemp. Poor Hatta

is now but a humble waggon-driver, since we christain

“ Mantatees” found it convenient to enthral his nation, and

usurp his heritage
;
but he is a man of worth and principle, and

will be respected in any station.

Average Rate of Exchange, as per Commissariat Drawing, January U,
per Pound Sterling, Rds. Sks. Sts. 11 6 1

The Cornwallis arrived yesterday from England. It will be found that she

sailed before the iVepos, consequently we have no later intelligence to communi-
nicate, than what has already been laid before our readers. We are, however,
in daily expection of Arrrivals of much later date, when intelligence of a

highly interesting nature, concerning the contending Powers in Europe, may be
looked for.

»W » f<*»"

Arrival in Table Bay.

January 16.-—Mary, brig, H. Steward, Algoa Bay
;

^

Cargo, Sundries.—
Passengers: Mr. J. 'll. Luson, J. Carr and family. The Locust, from the

Kowie, was going into Algoa Bay when the Mary sailed. ---Jan. 20 .

—

Corn-

wallis ,
brig, II . E. Henderson, Gravesend 22d September, Plymouth 15th Oct.

St. Jago, 20th Nov. Cargo, Sundries.—Passenger, Capt. W. Henderson.

Sailed out of Table Bay.

January 14.—Borodino, ship, R. Park, to Sierra Leone.—Jan. 16.—Mon-
mouth. bark, R. Simpson, St. Helena and Jamaica.—Ian. 16.— Olive Branch,

brig, J. Anderson, to Calcutta.—Jan. 18.—.Vsk, brig, J. Smith, to Algoa Bay.

Jan. 20,—liurossa, Capt. Hutchinson, to the Mauritius.
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SPEECH
OF HIS MAJESTY KING MATEEBE,

At the opening of the Great Pietshow or Bcchuana Parliament held at New
Lattakoo, in the month of June last, on the invasion of the Mantatees.

(Done into English, from the short-hand notes of the Hottentot HATTA, Prince Peclu’

8

sworn interpreter, now in the Cape.)

BECHUANAS—M atclapees

—

Dare you meet the Mantatees ?

Bamacootas—Baralongs

—

Dare you front the hostile throngs ?

Myrees, Matcloroos and Briquas,
Dare \e mingle with the Griquas ?

Dare ye face with noble Moffat
These’ savage hounds and sons of Tophet ?

1 know ye well—ye Matclapees !

Your bloodless hearts are soft as cheese ;

—

Before th women always bragging.
Near the foe, your courage flagging.
Ye scamper off like scar’d jackalls
To your coverts or your kraals.
Where with heads between your knees.
Ye skulk like dogs, and kill—the fleas !

Dastard dogs, that merit not
To eat—even from a broken pot

!

Bechuanas !—Matclapees !

—

Dare ye face the Mantatees !

—

Shall we muster in the battle ?

Will ye light or lose your cattle ?

Lose your cattle—kraals—and wives

—

To cannibals with crooked knives !

But hark, ve women—hold your shrieking

—

At least till we are done with speaking

—

I say, abate your senseless squalling.
Or I will give your hides a galling !

Provoking pests of womankind !

Mr
ith fear or fury always blind

—

The secrets of our Court revealing,

—

Ever scolding—often stealing

—

In some mischief, aye delighting,
And hindering the men from fighting :

—

Such milky-liver’d sneaking things.
Are men who make their wives their, kings.
A husband who can’t use the sambok
Has less discretion than a ram, bok,
Baboon or jack-ass !—take for sample,
My recreant brother’s late example

;

Which, if you younger ones shall follow,
And I be left solus cum sola ;

I say no more—but wish that Evil
May catch you—which the whites call Devil!

And tho’ wc sore might feel the want
Of females born to build and plant.
And dig, and do domestic duties

—

(Not done so well by Cape Town beauties,)
Yet, by the head of Mallahavlin
1 swear I will not shake a javelin,
Nor draw an arrow from my quiver.
To save the carcase, limbs, or liver,

Of women that shall scold and squall,
From the ravenous maw of the cannibal

!

Keep silence, too—ye kidney-eaters,
Coward, cunning, canting cheaters 1

Oft incog, upon my rambles,
I’ve found you near the royal shambles.
Hanging round, like gaunt hyspnas,

Of the guts and grease to drain us

—

Think, if foes our cattle did seize,

Where would ye get tripe and kidneys ?

But listen to your king’s command.
Ye chiefs and champions of the land !

To your wives no more be trucklers.
Seize your kirries and your bucklers ;

Smear you* limbs with melted lard.

Let your hearts be great ami hard!
Banish fear and faint demurrage.
Strike your shields and rouse your courage !

Rouse yourselves for feats uncommon.
Curse the Bushmen and the foemen !

Lo, Melvil, Lord ofGriqua—Bastards,
Hastes to help ye, heartless dastards 1

And, eke, upon his fiery steed,

A trusty friend in time of need,
Call’d Captain Tonson of the Cape town,
Comes to ride the rascals down ;

From the Cape-land Chiefs he kindly greets
you

—

And here he’s !—present at your Pietshow,
Noting down, with pen and ink.

All that now we say or think

—

Consider, then, how ye shall look,

When put into a printed book ;

And how white Captains that wear breeches,
May criticise black Captain’s speeches !

Rouse up for shame, ye warriors, then!
Up and quit yourselves like men.
Like heroes now, and Mallahowans,
Give to vengance full allowance !

—

Fight not as ye use to do—as
Children fight—but like Macooas

;

Make your bull-hide targets stronger,
Your battle-axes sharp as hunger J

In their faces howl defiance.
Gnash your teeth and roar like lion9 !

Point your arrows at their eyes,
Pin them with your hassagais !

Drive them back from whence they came
And blast their nation and their name I

Then to your kraals return in glory,
While Hatta shall rehearse our story,
To the Captains of the Cape,
Who at our daring deeds shall gape !

IJpTeysho, Issita, Moshuma

!

Up India! Dledoqua, Ranyuma !

Scmeeno, Mengual, and Bromello !

Each wary sage and warlike fellow f

Up, and arm you for the battle

—

We must fight, or lose our cattle \
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To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.
Sin,—-Manure being- an indispensable article in Agriculture, and there being

a great scarcity of it in many parts of this Colony, I inclose the following Re-
ceipt. As I believe it is not generally known, it may convey information to some
ot your readers, and by inserting it, oblige A Subscriber.

Recent for making Manure from green vegetable matter, decomposed by
quick or fresh burnt lime.---A layer ot vegetable matter a foot thick, then a
thin layer of lime alternately; in a few hours the decomposition will begin, and
unless prevented by sods, or a fork full of fresh vegetables, it will break into a
blaze; in 24 hours the process will be complete; weeds of every description will
make good manure; a small quantity of lime will make manure for four Acres

;

Hse
i -,

e ve§' l“ta f>
J
PS as soon after cutting as possible, and the lime as fresh from

the kiln as the distance w ill allow, Thus, in the short space of 24 hours, a Far-
mer may, at a very trivial expence, make as much Manure as will cover two
Morgen of Land.

.
Female Conversation.---I conceive, that a little grain of the romantic is no

ill ingredient to preserve and exalt the dignityof human nature, without which
it is apt to degenerate into exery thing that is sordid, vicious, and low. If there
were no other use in the conversation of Ladies, it is sufficient that it would lay
a restraint upon those odious topics of immodesty and indecencies into which the
rudeness of our northern genius is apt to fall. Swift.

Mr. Editor,-— It is not a little surprising, while the barbarous Mantatees,
Appollo’s Head, and Drunkenness, in all its various shades, occupy so large a
share of your Paper, that they ‘whom men were born to please,' are almost ex-
cluded. This unfriendly conduct, Sir, is creating you many enemies; and,
unless you are indifferent to the displeasure of thefemale world, you must im-
mediately alter it. In a female party the other evening, it became the subject
of conversation

;
and though none of us could reason well, we could all abuse

and call names
; one said you were a bachelor, who, perhaps, had not studied

the ladies, and were afraid of them:—another ventured to suggest, that
every lady should have notice to run at your approach :-— Rebecca Doubtful
thought you a libertine, because you had never recorded a marriage; and Debo-
rah Tabby, an old maiden-lady, remarked, that it must arise from some mental
deficiency, for regard to the ladies was alw ays the first proof of reason in man ;

but though we could not agree as to the cause, all united ill reprobating that
indifference w hich has been said by one of your sex to be more provoking to us
than downright abuse.—Now, Sir, as it would be so easy to please us, at least
to give us something to -talk about (which is the same thing,) I shall think you
you a most disagreeable, odious creature, if you continue to exclude us from
your pages. A little moralizing for the old ones— a few literary flowers for the
sentimental— the pattern of petticoat— -the shape of a cap, and the colour of a
ribbon for the young and sprightly-—whom you must love best if you can love
at all, will redeem you, and quite delight us, and none more than your humble
servant, Letilia Tattle.
We acknowledge the justice of ‘ Miss Tattle's rebuke

;
and are. much concerned

at falling under the displeasure of our fair readers ;—-however, as an earnest
of our disposition to ‘ please them,’ we insert the latest, accounts of the pre-
vailing ‘ vanities of the flesh,’ and so far are quits with the 'young and sprightly

an early opportunity shall be taken to cull a few ‘literary flowers,’ forthe ‘senti-

mental,’ from the gardens of our friends:— as regards the ‘old ones,’ our
readers, wc fear, think the weather a sufficient opiate without our adding to their

drowsiness by ‘ moralizing.’

Slave Trade.---The ‘ Quarterly review’ states that France, notwithstanding

a written pledge ofher King, is the most active in pursuing this accursed traffic;

and that 100.01)0 negroes are annually ravished from the bleeding bosom of their

parent country by France and Portugal alone I
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No. IF.
Wednesday, January 23, 1824.

In the last Number but one of the Quarterly Review, we
have an article on the Progress of Infidelity, evidently from

the best prose pen of modern times, Mr. Southey. Good men, and

lovers of their fellow-creatures, will derive a lively pleasure

from (he spirit of pure and rational piety pervading it
;
though

it appears to us that his views of the malignant nature of the

evil are more correct than his representations of its extent and

progress. That a few men of extraordinary genius, and a great

many of still more remarkable impudence, are carrying on an

open and regular war against every virtuous and amiable prin-

ciple, is no proof that the bad cause is gaining ground. Their

works may gratify for a moment those who are chained by their

passions beneath the Upas tree of Unbelief
;
but modern society,

with all its sins—and they are many—possesses too much
elegance of sentiment to endure the intrusion of unvarnished

wickedness
;
and even in the gayest circles, a degree of intel-

ligence exists sufficient to resist the influence of this dismally

misnamed philosophy. It is true that writings, at once seditious,

immoral, impious, and in every respect disgraceful even to their

degraded authors, are numerous, and seem to enjoy a certain

sort of popularity
;

but when we consider how greatly what
are called General Readers have multiplied of late, and how
many purchase these bundles of poison, solely for the purpose

of ascertaining their specific qualities, in order to devise a method

of protecting the minds of those whom they love against their

effects, the quantity disposed of does not appear by any

means an unquestionable sign of degeneracy. And, on the

other hand, when we reflect a little on the amazing pu-

rity which throws so much splendor on the pages of the

real and permanent favourites of the public, and contrast

with it the perpetually recurring indiscretions of thought or

expression in the . best specimens of former times—to say

nothing of the worst, whom it is almost indecorous even to
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name—we shall discover strong- reasons for adopting- a more

consolatory view of the spirit of the present age. It is

small praise to say of such men as Scott, Campbell, Rogers,

and Wordsworth, that they are faultless in this respect.

We must acknowledge their positive merit. Throughout

their poetical works, they keep up a constant reference to

the pure and purifying principles of the Christian Faith, and

exalt, even to a chivalrous degree, our ideas of personal

honour, conjugal fidelity, loyalty, and heroism. The same

tone pervades the leading periodical publications of the day,

which from their nature and destination indicate with great

certainty the prevailing taste. Now, where such producti-

ons are sought after and perused with an avidity and to

an extent unexampled in the literary history of any other period,

it is impossible to admit the notion of a comparatively great or

growing spirit of Infidelity. But though this argument, consi-

dered in all its bearings, appears to us decisive of the point, we
can refer for farther confirmation of our opinion to those asto-

nishing Associations in behalf of truth and human happiness, the

Bible and Missionary Societies, and to the innumerable Religious

Works constantly issuing from the English Press. Indeed the

Reviewer himself, in one part of the article before us, admits

that there is probably more Religion in reality, as well as in ap-

pearance, among the higher ranks now, than there has been in

any age since the Revolution. He should not have limited his

concession, for the great body of the people ought certainly to

have been included.

While we are on this subject, we cannot help adverting to

the zeal, courage, and perseverance of the Missionaries in their

Apostolic labors among the wild tribes bordering on this Colony.

Unarmed—except with that meekness in which they endeavour

to imitate the first teachers of Christianity—they approach, and,

in spite of the most contumelious treatment, take up their abode

in the midst of savage hordes to whom violence, robbery, mur-

der, and every abomination, are familiar
;
and proceed, by per-

suasion and good example alone, to rekindle, in the breasts of

these wretched beings, the principles of justice, benevolence,
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and the love of God. Their success will soon give to all the

world another proof of that Divine Wisdom which commanded

this method in the conversioruof the Heathen.

By last post we received letters from the Frontier, which
state, that there are great indications of the Caffer Chiefs

coming to hostilities among- themselves. Slhambi and his party

threaten to fall uponG.uKA: The latter is in great apprehen-

sion, and, it is said, has applied for support to the Colonial Go-
vernment

;
which however refuses again to interfere in their

internal quarrels, and now communicates with the different clans

separately, without the intervention of their feudal superior,

or King, as we are accustomed to style him. This policy is

very congenial to the general wishes and political constitution

of those tribes, who cannot be persuaded that there is either

treason or injustice in the other Chiefs levying war upon their

nominal liege lord. The early history of Europe will shew
that this practice was equally common among our progenitors :

and the grant of the Magna Charta proves that it was, at least

sometimes, justified by the result.

This same “ King” Gaika, by t! e way, has received from

Barrow and other respectable travellers a reputation much be-

yond his deserts. He appeared in early life certainly as a young

Chief of much spirit and enterprise, and he was then very po-

pular among his followers, on account of his successful forays
against his uncle Slaham, and other neighbouring ‘Magnates.’

But, from those who have had longer and more intimate acquain-

tance with him, it appears that he has always been of a trea-

cherous and truculent disposition
;
and he has long ago lost

among his own countrymen the eclat he gained in former days

by his warlike achievements. His moral character is greatly

below the average scale of respectability in Cafferland
;
and the

Dutch Colonists on the frontier universally regard him as a de-

ceitful or “ double-faced Schclm,” (as they express it,) who,
while expressing unceasing gratitude and amity to the Colony,

connives at and profits by the continual depredations of his sons

and followers.—Whatever may be the result of these internal

commotions to the Caffers themselves, they will at least proba-
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bly keep them so fully employed for a time, as to abate their

incursions on our side of the frontier.

A Correspondent who lately visited the Moravian Institution

of Enon, or White Water, states that these worthy people had

suffered severely by the violent storms in October last, when the

floods overflowed their garden-ground and carried away part of

their mill
;
but they have already repaired their losses, and

every thing seemed to be proceeding prosperously.

—***nn«*»-*

The following letter is from a highly respectable Correspondent: its sub-
ject is one of such deep and real interest to this Colony, that we have
great pleasure in pointing it out to the attention of our readers.

Hints for the formation of an Agricultural Society in Cape Town.
If Agriculture is justly considered as the basis of national prosperity,

no person, who is not indifferent to the interests of his country, can regard
without attention any plans that may be proposed for the advancement of
so valuable a branch of knowledge.

If we turn our eyes to Great Britain, and contemplate her pre-eminence
in all the arts of civilized life-—her extended commerce and immense
riches—can we doubt that it is, in a great measure, to be ascribed to the
high rank which agricultural pursuits hold in the estimation of the country,
and to the many benefits bestowed on Agriculture by legislative enact-
ments for forming roads, constructing bridges, canals, &c. ail contributing

to facilitate the intercourse of the kingdom, and consequently favouring the

transit of agricultural productions.
Only secondary to these advantages are the encouragements which agri-

culture receives in England from the voluntary association of individuals,

forming themselves into societies, by whom premiums and rewards are given
for the best productions of the soil and the fold, and through whose medium
every improvement of the practical fanner, and every suggestion of the

man of science, arc communicated to the public at large, and submitted to

the test of general experience.
If life and vigor in the natural body proceed from the centre to the ex-

tremities, so in the body politic the march of improvement appears to be

from the Parent country to the Colonies; and it is to Great Britain that

we in this Colony should look for principles of Legislation, for models of

free and enlightened Institutions, that have for their object the diffusion of

moral and intellectual knowledge, and for plans for the advancement of

national prosperity.

It might have been expected, from the time this Colony has been in our

possession, that we should have caught something of the spirit of Agricul-

tural improvement that characterizes our native country ;
but to whatever

cause it may be ascribed, whether to the enervating influence ot climate—
the baleful effects of slavery, or the torpid indolence of our nature, little

or nothing has been attempted to augment or improve the productions and

resources of the country. We are aware, that before scientific research,

or adventitious decorations can be expected, persons must either have their

taste cultivated, or be in easier circumstances than the farmers in South

Africa in general appear to be;-— but when we consider that life is sup-

ported by the fruits of the field-— that the labour of the farmer gives em-

ployment to the manufacturer, and is the spring that sets the whole machine

of commerce in motion, it is matter of Some astonishment t!
'* amidst the
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Valued talent, intelligence, and activity of Cape Town, it lias never oc-

curred to any one to propose the formation of a .Society, that should have
for its object the encouragement of Agricultural and Horticultural pursuits

in this Colony. In New Holland-—a colony of much more recent formation

---a society of this description has been already established, and it is diffi-

cult to say how much that country is indebted to the encouragement
thereby afforded to Agriculture for the rapid increase of its exports, and
the great national importance which it is beginning to assume.

It these observations be well founded, it is to be hoped that steps will

immediately be taken for the formation of a similar Society in Cape Tovyn,
the details of which could be easily arranged, if only the first principles

—

the general outline and scope of such an Institution, be approved and adopted.

If thought adviseable, the Society might be extended so as to comprehend
within its range objects of general interest, whether of a literary or sci-

entific nature, by which means the tone of society would be raised, the

general fund of intelligence increased, and the most important benefits con-

ferred on the Colony.

Our limits last week not allowing us to enter fully into the provisions

of the act of Parliament “for Registering Vessels,” we now lay before

our readers, as briefly as the importance of the subject will admit, an

abstract of its leading features. It will be observed, that all former laws
on this subject are repealed, and their general provisions consolidated into

this one act. An. 4. Geo. 4. cap. 41.—“An act for the registering of

Vessels.” [Passed 27th June 1823.) The Preamble sets forth, That the

wealth and strength of the kingdom, and the prosperity of every part of

the British Empire, greatly depend on the encouragement given to Shipping
and Navigation, and that various regulations hitherto made, for securing
certain advantages to Ships wholly built, armed, and navigated by British

Subjects, had been found ineffectual and inconvenient, and it was deemed
adviseable to repeal all former provisions, and consolidate all previous re-

gulations into one new Act:— It is accordingly enacted, that all former laws;
7 & S W. 3. c. 22; 15 G. 2. r. 31.; 26 G. 3. c. 60.; 27 G. 3. c. 19.;
28 G. 3. c. 34.; 34 G. 3. c. 68.; 48 G. 3. c. 70.; 49 G. 3. c. 41.; 55
G. 3. c. 116.; 59 G. 3. c. 5.; 1 G. 4. c. 9.; And all other acts relating

to the registry of Ships, shall be repealed. Sect. 2. requires all Ves-
sels, above 15 Tons, to be registered ;

which register is to contain a list of
all the owners, with their respective shares, entered on the back : An excep-
tion in favor of Ships (under 30 Tons) employed in the Newfoundland Fishery.

Sect. 3. enacts, that the persons authorized and required to make
such registry and grant such certificates, shall be the Collector and Comp-
troller of Customs in any Colonies in Asia, Africa, and America, and also the
Governor of said Colonies: Attd in Malta ,

Gibraltar, Heligoland, and Cape
of Good Hope, the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and Commander in Chief.
Provided always, that no Ship or Vessel registered in India shall be enti-
tled to the privileges and advantages of British Ships in any Trade or Voy-
age beyond the Limits of the East India Company’s Charter, except such as
are specified in 53 G. 3. ‘lor regulating the Trade to and from places within
said Company’s Charter,’ or any subsequent Acts. Sect. 4. From and after
Dec. 31, 1823, any Ship or Vessel not duly registered, and not having obtained
certificate of registry required by this Act, may be seized by any officer or
Customs, and forfeited, together with her Tackle, &c.; but not to extend to
Ships registered prior to Dec 31, until expiration of time allowed by this Act
for registering de novo. Sect. 5. Ships not entitled to registry, (or having
been registered, shall be deemed not duly registered) except wholly of the
build of Great Britain, Isle of Man, Guernsey, Jersey, or the Colonics, Planta-
tions, &c. in Asia, Africa , or America, or of Malta

, Gibraltar, or Heligoland :

or Ships condemned as Prices of IVar, or for having been engaged in Slave
Trade

,

and wholly belong, and continue to belong to British Subjects. Sect.

D
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6. No Ship or Vessel shall enjoy the privileges of a British Ship after being
repaired in a Foreign country, if repairs exceed 20s. per Ton. unless such re-
pairs are necessary

,

by reason of extraordinary damage sustained during her
absence from His Majesty’s Dominions, to enable her to perform the Voyage, and
return to some port of said dominions: on arrival, master to report on oath,
that such Ship was so repaired, under penalty of 201. per Ton

,

and prove to
Commissioners of Customs that such repairs were necessary. Sect. 7. If any
Ship or Vessel registered under authority of this Act, shall be deemed unsea-
worthy or stranded, and incapable of being recovered or repaired to the ad-
vantage of the owners, the same shall be deemed a Ship lost or broken tip, and
shall never again be entitled to the privileges of a British-built Ship for any
purpose of Trade or Navigation.—Sect. 8. No British Ship captured by an
enemy, or sold to Foreigners, shall again be entitled to registry; but not to
extend to Ships condemned as prizes, or for breach of laws for preventing
Smuggling. Sects. 9 & 10. Ships to be registered at Port to which they
belong, except leave be granted by Commissioners of Customs. Ships deemed
to belong to Port near to which some or one of the owners subscribing the oath
of registry shall reside. On transfer of shares, Ships to be registered dc novo.
If note registry cannot be made, one voyage may be performed, with permis-
sion indorsed on back of existing certificate. Ships built in Foreign parts be-
longing to His Majesty, for owners resident in Great Britain, may proceed
on their voyage, on receiving a certificate from the Collector or Comptroller
of the port, and making oatn of names of principal owners, and that no Fo-
reigner has any interest therein. Sect. 11. Foreigners not to be owners of
Ships, unless naturalized, or partners in, or agents for any house actually-

carrying on Trade in Great Britain or Ireland. Sects. 12 & 13. Owners
of Ships to take oath previous to registry: when number of owners exceeds
two, oath to be made by greater proportion, if resident within 20 miles of
port of registry. Sect. 14. Vessels to be surveyed, previous to registry, by
persons appointed by Commissioners of Customs. Certificate of survey to be
given to Collector &c. of Customs, signed by the master. Sects. 15 & 16.

Relate to method of admeasurement. Sect. 17. Relates to Steam Vessels.

Sect. 18. Tonnage of Vessels being ascertained, to be repeated in sub-
sequent registries, unless form and burthen be altered. Sect. 19. Bond to be
given in penalties varying from 100/. to 1000/. for Ships from 15 to 300 tons, that

certificate shall be appropriated solely to the use of the Vessel for w hich granted.
Sect. 20. If Master be changed, name of new Master to be indorsed on new

certificate. Sect. 21. Certificate of registry to be given up (when necessary
to be cancelled,) under penalty contained in bond. Sect. 22. Name of Vessel,

under which registered, never again to be changed; and name to be painted on
stern, in letters four inches long, before taking in cargo, under a penalty of 100/.

Sect. 23. Builder'; particulars to be produced, on applying for certificate.

Sect. 24. On proof that certificate of registry is lost, Commissioners of Cus-
toms may grant another, or give a licence, upon bond being given, that should
original certificate be found, it shall be delivered to Commissioners of Customs to

be cancelled. Sect. 25. Persons detaining certificate of registry, to forfeit

100/. Sect. 20---29. Contain general provisions. Sect. 30. Property in

Ships tube divided into 61 shares; and owners’ proportions to be described

as certain numbers of 61th shares.— Co-partners holding shares of Vessels not

obliged to particularize individual shares; but the whole to be considered

partnership property. Sect 31. Not more than 32 legal owners of one
Vessel. Sect, 32. Owners’ shares to be registered as far as practicable on
back of new certificate of registry. Sect. 33. All Vessels, and Shares, must
be registered within two years

;

unless Commissioners give further time. Sect.

34. No stamp duly on first registry required by this Act. Sects. 35---40. Con-
taingeneral provisions as to bill of sale, and transferofshares, enacting that trans-

fers are to be indorsed on certilicateof registry, or new registry granted, ifdesired.

Sect. 41. Copies of oaths, and extracts from books of registry sufficient,

without producing original; and admitted in evidence. Sect. 42. If Vessels,

or shares of Vessels, are sold in absence of owners, without formal powers.
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Commissioners may permit record of such sales, or registry lie novo, as circum-
stances may require, on security being given to produce legal powers, or abide
future claims. Sects. 43 & 44. Mortgagees not deemed owners. Rights of
mortgagees not affected by bankruptcy of mortgagor, if transfer of Ships for

security of debts be registered. Sect. 46. Governors of Colonies, &c. may
stay proceedings in suits touching the force of Ships’ registers, until His Ma-
jesty’s pleasure be known. Sect. 47 & 48. Falsifying documents, or making
false oath, punishable as perjury.— Penalties recoverable in like manner as for
other offences against Custom laws; and officers’ shares of seizures to be paid
in same manner as for unlawful importations.

It is with much concern we have to state, that our able and active Colonial
Secretary, Col. Bird, has met with a very serious accident. On Friday eve-
ning, when mounting his horse, the animal reared, and fell back over upon him,
by which means the bone of his left leg was fractured just below the knee, and
the knee-joint also severely injured. The fracture was reduced by Dr.
O’Rkilv ; and, notwithstanding the extreme heat of the weather, we are
happy to hear there is yet no appearance of fever. Last evening, he was re-

ported to be doing well.

Advices from America states that all American Vessels fitted out for, or
in any wise connected with the Slave Trade, are hencefortli to be considered
aspirates, and the Officers and Crew to be treated accordingly.

Average Rate or Exchange, as per Commissariat Drawing, Rds. Sk. St.

Jan. 14, per Pound Sterling, 11 6 I

(Itw

POSTCRTPT.
(Halfpast Eight o'clock.)

We are happily enabled to contradict the Report of Lord Amherst being about
to return to England on account of ill health. His Lordship

, tee learn bv the
Elizabeth, had been slightly indisposed, but leas quite recovered on the 19/A Nov.
when the Elizabeth sailed.

Arrivals in Table Bay, last Night.

H. N. M. Ship, Eagle, Aaron Daaley, Esq. Commander, from Batavia 8th Dec.
to Holland.
H.C.S. Waterloo, R. Alsager, Esq. Commander, from Batavia, China 19th

Dec. to this Port and London. Cargo, Teas.— Passenger, Dr. Morrison.

H. C. S. Charles Grant was to leave China a week after the IVulerloo.

Waterloo, Dutch Ship, A. Heinsken, Batavia 15th Nov. to Amsterdam. Car-
go, Coffee and Sugar.—-Passengers, Mr. Grumpfel, Wife, and lour Children,
Mrs. Halsenbach, and Mrs. Detmeyer.

Elizabeth, Ship, W. Swan, Calcutta, 22 d Nov., to London. Cargo, Sundries,

Suicide at Camp’s Bay.—On Wednesday last, a German named Godlieb
Blcitzer, lately discharged from the 6th Regt. hanged himself on a tree in the
garden of Mr. Horak, near Camp’s Bay. The unfortunate man, it appears,
was on Monday week at a public house in the Town Market, kept by J. Rutgers,
who, observing his despondency, inquired the cause ; his only answer wasl “I
am very low spirited —he soon after left the house, and was not heard of
until Wednesday morning, when he was discovered suspended to a tree. In ail
probability he bad wandered about from the time of leaving the public-house,
till he committed the rash act, as when found, he was dressed inexactly the same
slothes he wore on Monday..
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[from a correspondent.]
Colchicum Seeds and Buchu leaves in Rheumatism, <$*c.

(Prom Dr. Reece’s Monthly Gazette of Health.)
We refer to the Gazette itself, No. 65, pag. 909, selecting the following case

of rheumatism out of three:

—

‘A labourer, aged 41, had been afflicted with rheumatism for seven years, had
been in two hospitals, and discharged without any material relief. He began
on the 7th Feb. last to take one drachm of the wine of the Colchicum seeds,

tlifee times a-day; and was so much better on the 21st, as to be able to walk in

his room with a little assistance, before which time he was scarcely able to move
in his bed. He now takes the wine night and morning, and is able to go
out, having but little pain. Another took, with benefit, one teaspoontul of the

wine twice a-day. In chronic, rheumatism, or in acute, or bordering on chronic,

or of some weeks standing, we have found the alcaline wine to succeed far be-

yond our most sanguine, expectation, in conjunction with an infusion ot the

Buchu Leaves, in the following proportion:—Of Buchu Leaves four drachms;
infuse in a pint of boiling water, in an ounce of the alcaline wine of the_ Col-
chicum seeds. A wine glass full of this mixture to be taken twice a
day, two hours before dinner, and one hour before bed- time. The Buchu Lcaveshave
long been held in great estimation by the natives of the Cape of Good Hope, as

a remedy for rheumatism. They not only take an infusion of them, but apply an
embrocation, a poultice, and an ointment of them externally, in cases ol rheu-

matic pains. These leaves are a warm and grateful stomachic, and the many
trials we have made of them in cases of rheumatism, chronic gouty affections,

and morbid irritations of the bladder, &c. justify their recommendation.’

SONG.
Through furious blasts andbursting waves.
The sailor seeks the golden shore.

The soldier, midst a thousand graves.

For fame defies the battle's roar.

- Then deem not love is lightly got.

Nor months nor years of pain regard.

Hard is the lover’s, soldier’s lot.

But rich as Heaven the dear reward.

Then let us to our ladies bright

—

Though coldness in their looks appear

—

A gallant bumper crown to night.

And bravely banish pride and fear.

For ours are not the hearts that rove

With selfish haste from flower to flower.

One early, first, eternal love.

Hath fixed us with a spell of power.

To each, to all whom we adore.

Pledge then the sacred goblet round,
And may true hearts for ever more
With friends and maids like ours be crowned.

CROSS READINGS.
(From, the Cape Town Gazette.)

There are now residing, at a village in the district of Swellondam, several

persons who have attained to the advanced age of 100 years
;
their longevity is

attributed to there not being a Medical gentleman within 30 miles of the place.
Found, last Monday evening, a canvas bag, containing Notary Public,

who will immediately be returned to the owner, on his describing the
animal, and paying the eipences of keep, &c.
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A list of such persons as have taken out licences to retail scandalous
ami unfounded reports will shortly be issued.

African Theatre
,
Cape Town:—This evening will he performed. The Wonder.

or a woman keeps a secret we understand several other murders have
been committed there.

One of the most amusing and interesting publications now extant is The
Cape Town Ga/.ette, and African Advertiser !

Wanted, for a family in the vicinity of Cape Town, A Tutor---he must under-
stand washing, and the getting up oi plain linen. Marriages—The fol-

lowing persons were married at the Dutch Reformed Church on Monday the

unhappy wretches did not appear the least concerned at their approaching fate

Died ,
on the night of February 3, Mr. D. Von Grable: a loss which his

w idow cannot announce to relatives and friends but with feelings of the utmost
gratitude toheaven for her deliverance.— At Graaff Reinot, Mr. Jacob

van Hummel; his death was occasioned by inadvertently swallowing 10
pair of fine draught oxen, a new four wheeled waggon, and 13 muids of oats
an emetic was administered, but without effect.

Bad Memory.-—The neplusultra of a bad memory was described by a gentle-
man the other day, in a party where one or two individuals complained of their

forgetfulness:—“As for me,” said he, “ my memory is so desperately bad, that
I forget I have a memory /”

BESCHULDIGING
Van den Bybel tegen J. Onachtzaam gedaan in tegentvoordigheid van den

regter, Conscientie.

(Verzoekcnde zyne tusschenkomst, om hem nit zynen vernederden en gevaarlykcn toe-

s/and te redden.

Hoog Achtbare Heer ! De persoon over wien ik my beklaag, was met
my sedertjaren lang reeds bekend ;---Zyne genegenheid was ten dien tyde, en
gedurende eene reeks van jaren verbazend sterk, hy beminde my als zyne eigene
ziel en verklaarde dikwerf bereid te zyn ter myner verdediging den wreedsten
dood te willen lyden ;---In dien tyd was ik zyn gemeenzaamste vriend en med-
gezel,—rydende of wandelende wierd ik door hem menigmaal geraadpleegd
nopens de allerbelangrykste en gewigtigste zaken, en ik gaf hem dan altyd

eenen onfeilbaren raad : ook is hy nooit bedrogen uitgekomen, wanneer hy myne
raadgevingen getrouwelyk opvolgde.—-Genoegzaam altyd waren wy by elkan-
der, en de naauwste vriendschap greep tusschen ons plaats

;
David en Jonathan

waren niet hartelvker en met meerder opregtheid aan elkander verbonden
; in

het Veld, in den Tuin, in de Kerk, en in zyne Kamer, ja genoegzaam aan alle

plaatsen wilde hy dat ik hem vergezelde; ook liet hy nimmer toe, dat ik door
eenig Vyand mishandeld wierd, of dat men kwalyk over my sprak, zonder in den
geest eenes opregten vriends, myne eer te handhaven. Menigmaal was hy over
my .... tydigen raad en de uitneemende Beloften, die ik hem schonk, zoo sterk
btwogen, dat hy sommigen myner bladeren met zyne tranen bevogtigde, en dan
plaatste hy my in de zon of by het vtiur om die te droogen, op dat ik toch geen
het minstenadeel mogte komen te lyden.—Hem is zeer wel bekend, dat ik hem
geen de minste reden gegeven heb, om my te verwaarlosen;-—nimmer heb ik

hem in eenige mate gering gesehat
;

nooit heeft hy my in eene moeyelyke om-
standigheid om raad gevraagd, zonder dat hy oogenblikkelyk van my de best*
onderrigtingen erlangde nooit vervoegde hy zich by my op luilpe, zonder dat
ik hem blymoedig en gereedelyke ondersteuning gaf; in alle opzigten was ik

zyn getrouwe vriend, gaf hem Mdk, Brood, en Honig , en alles wat hy ter zynen
verlroosting, aanmoediging en versterking behoefde.

Uit al het geen ik U. H. Aciitb. tot dus verre heb te kennen gegeven, zal
het derhalven duidelyk blyken, dat ik niet zonder redeu klage, wanneer ik hiev
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by voege, dat hy my nu sinds eenigen tyd met de grootste minachting beliandelt,

liy gaat my thans voorby even als of ik hem gelieel vrecrad was, ja ! hy vermydt
enschuwtmy, als of ik zyn openlyke vyand ware;— -lnstede my van plaats tot

plaats mede te nemen als voorheen, worde ik thans altyd te huis gelaten
; en in

plaats van my in gewigtige omstandigheden om raad te vragen, geeft hy thans
aan de verleidende stem van een bedrieger gehoor. In plaats van my in zyne
eenzame uren tot zyn gezelsehap te kiezen, heeft hy thans keunis gemaakt met
de zulken, die my en myne beste vrienden gedurig bespotten, en met een woord :

Hysehynt genoegzaam in alle soorten van gezelseliap meerder genoegen te

smaken, dan in het myne, de Heeren Aartig, Praatachtig , Losbanilig , en anderen
van die broederschap zyn thans zvue gemeenzaamste vrienden.—Myn toestand
is inderdaad zeer beklagenswaardig, ik ben byna onder het stof begraven en ten

prooi gegeven aan een vyand, wiens naam Motte is, en indicn ik nict spoedig uit

dien gevaarlyken toestand gered worde, zoo zal ik onvermydelyk geheel ver-

teerd worden.— Ik hope dus Hoog Achtbare Heer! dat U de zaak voor het
hoge geregtshof zal brengen, en aldaar uw invloed in het werk stellen, ten

einde de wederzydsche vriendschap tusschen ons te herstellen, daar het U thans
moet gebleeken zyn dat ik van myne zyde geene reden tot myne verwaarloozing
gegeven heb; ookis het U. H. A. bekend, dat Onachtzaam veel gelukkiger is

geweest ten tyde toen ik zyn medgezel was, dan hy tegenwoordig is, of met

„ mogelykheid zyn kan, ten zy onze wederzydsche vriendschap weder hersteld

worde.

jvcTr.

Wednesday, February 21, 1824.

NOTICE.—Inconsequence of a representation to His Excel-
lency the Governor, the rate of Postage to the Country Districts

is fixed at One Skilling, as will be seen by the subjoined Letter.

It is therefore respectfully announced, in answer to numerous
inquiries on this subject, that the price to those resident out-of

Cape Town will be 20 Rix-dollars per Annum (Postage in-

cluded). The Proprietor thus sacrificing profit to a desire to

circulate useful information, hopes this liberal arrangement will

be fully appreciated.

It will be regularly forwarded every post to, and subscriptions

(in advance) received by Mr. Wrankmore, Stellenbosch; Mr.

E. Evans, Paarl
;

Mr. Dunn, Postmaster, Port Elizabeth

;

Messrs. P. HeughandCo., Uitenhage
;

Mr. C. Stone, Gral.:m’i

Town ;
and such other Agents as may be hereafter named.

“ Sir, Colonial Office, Jan. 28, 1824.

I am directed by His Excellency the Governor to inform

you, that he has been pleased to fix the Rate of Postage to be

paid for the Paper you have established, at One Skilling for each

Number sent to the Country Districts. I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Mr. G. Greig. (Signed) P. G. BRINK.”
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*** Having: been repeatedly and earnestly solicited by several

of the most respectable Dutch Inhabitants of the Colony to pub-
lish in our Paper a Dutch Version of our Leading Article, and
other parts of general interest or usefulness, we beg leave to an-

nounce our readiness to do so, provided an additional number of

Annual Subscribers, to the amount of two hundred and fifty,will

first enter their names. The expense of translating and printing

in Dutch is great—not to mention the occasional enlargement of

our Paper—and the object of communicating important informa-

tion, and diffusing knowledge, being one of public concern, it is

therefore but reasonable that the whole risk should not lie on an
individual. Arrangements for the work are already made, and it

will commence the moment the above condition is complied
with.

*** Herhaaldelyk en ernstiglyk, door verseheidene der
achtingswaardigste Hollandsche Ingezetenen dezer volkplanting,
uitg-enoodigd zynde, om de Inleiding en andere gedeelten van
algemeen belong of nut, in ons Weekblad, ook in de Neder-
duitsche taal te drukken, zoo nemen.wy de vryheid, by dezen
onze gewilliglieid ten dien opzielitc te betuigen, mits dat het
getal der Teekenaars nog met Twee honderd en vyftig zal
vermeerderd zyn.—De onkosten van vertaling en druk in het
Hollandsch zyn aanzienlyk, zonder de mogelyke vergreoting,
daardoor, van het bestek van het papier zelve, te rekenen ;

—

En daar het doel, om belangryke onderrigtingen mede te deelen,
en kundigheden meer algemeen te verspreiden, iets is, waarin,
ook het Publiek zeer veel belong heeft, zoo schynt het sleclits

billyk, dat niet al het gevaar op een individue alleen ruste.
Schikkingen, ten einde het werk in zyne nieuwe gedaante te
voorschyn te brengen, zyn reeds gema’akt, en hetzelve zal dus
zoodanig in het licht verschynen zoo dra aan de bovenaange-
haalde voorwaarde zal zyn beantwoord.

In our two preceding Numbers we have given some account
of Van Diemen’s Land from the Quarterly Review, and in to-
day s Paper will be found an English Farmer’s description of
Messrs. Birkbeck and Flower’s settlements in the United States.

It may prove, we think, both useful and interesting to compare
occasionally our own character as a community, and the progress
and prospects of the Colony we inhabit, with those of other
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countries in a like state of immaturity and probation. Our situa-

tion and circumstances are in many respects so very different

from those of the old and long-improved nations of Europe, that

any strict comparison with them must be often unfair and en-

tirely fallacious. The tutor and the tyro cannot meet on equal

grounds
;
and that they may confer on a friendly footing, the

guardian must abstain from all unkindly mockery of his pupil.

To tell a child, who has scarcely mastered his horn-book, that he

is vastly inferior to his guardians and other grown people in

learning, intelligence, and good breeding
;
and to upbraid him

as being, therefore, unworthy of regard and utterly intolerable,

—may probably excite his resentment, and render him sulky

or revengeful, but is not likely to improve his behaviour, or

animate him to nobler exertions. Yet in this unwise spirit too

many of the travellers, who have visited this and other infant

countries, have filled their journals with angry and insulting-

declamations about the poverty and ignorance, sloth and vulga-

rity, of the inhabitants
;
as if the two latter defects (even ad-

mitting their existence, which we by no means do in an unqua-

lified manner) were not the natural offspring of the former ;

—

and as if the two former were not generally more the fault of

the parent than the child

!

It is, no doubt, a certain and humiliating fact, that civilized

man, when withdrawn from the control of improved society,

sinks, in general, much more readily to the level of the savage,

than the latter rises to his level, when brought from the woods

and forests to enjoy social intercourse with people of humane

and polished habits. A thousand complicated levers are requisite

to elevate the barbarian to the rank of cizilization
;
but you

have merely to withdraw these levers to throw him back to his

former state of brutal and sensual existence. What is true of

individuals is equally true of bodies and communities of men. To
establish a flourishing Colony, therefore, in the midst of savage

tribes, it is not merely requisite to transplant thither a few hun-

dred or thousand families of civilized people, and as soon as they

have taken root to abandon them to nature and themselves
;

but

the “ Plantation*’ (to adopt the obsolete but expressive phraseo-
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logy of our ancestors) must be fenced, and sheltered, and unre-

mittingly watered, and weeded, and pruned, end new grafted
;

—and we “ must dig about it and dung it,” and watch over it

with unsleeping diligence, if we wish to reap any return de-

serving our regard, or worthy of the stock it was derived from.

If we act otherwise, and neglect the duty of good husbandmen,

what can we expect but that our “ Plantation” will either pine

away in sickly and dwarfish degeneracy, or, on a soil of greater

fertility, shoot up in wild and wasteful luxuriance, undis-

tinguished for any profitable quality from the native thickets

around it.

We do not make these observations with any direct reference

to the former situation of this Colony, though it was doubtless

too long treated by its early occupiers as a mere out-post or half-

way-house of refreshment for their Indian commerce. But all

the European nations appear to have been, with regard to their

Colonies, too eager after commercial gains, and too careless of

the moral and intellectual improvement of the inhabitants they

placed in them.

The conduct of William Penn in North America, and the

better policy of Britain in later times, form the most pleasing

exceptions to this observation.—But the Colony of South Africa

had been too long- mismanaged and neglected to be speedily

restored to healthful and vigorous progression under happier

auspices. That we are now improving- is obvious to ourselves

and to all the world
;
but that there are still many things about

us to amend, need neither surprise nor irritate our observers. Mr.

Barrow saw and said the worst of our Colonial character 20 years

ago. We have much improved our manners since that time
;
and

in the points where we are still most defective, if we are below

our elders, we may venture to maintain that we are at least equal

to several of our compeers.

If it be wise for us to look up with reverence to our Father-

land, and to emulate the knowledge and the virtues of those

from whom we are descended, it is well also to compare our

character and progress with our equals in years and station, and
E .
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be at once warned by their faults, and encouraged by their suc-

cess in the race of improvement.

Our kinsmen of the United States, (like ourselves, in some

degree a mixture of Dutch and English,) have become a great

and powferful people, of high enterprise and growing reputa-

tion
;
yet in several points of character and in polish of manners

they are still fully as far behind our mutual ancestors as we are

ourselves. While in the wildest parts of the back settlements in

South Africa, life and property are more secure than in many po-

lished countries of Europe (except perhaps on the very line of

the Gaffer Frontier), let us contemplate the accounts given by an

English Farmer of American knavery, and of the atrocious bru-

tality of the American “ Roudies,” and thank Heaven we do not

inhabit the banks of the Wabash !

Mr. Birkbeck, on his first arrival in the Illinois territory, sent

forth to the public such enticing accounts of the advantages of

emigration to the United States in general, and to his own set-

tlement in particular, that half the gullible people of England

seemed inclined to follow him. Mr. Faux and others have since

brought home very different descriptions of these regions and of

Birkbeck’s situation. We refer our readers without farther com-

ment to the “ English Farmer’s” frank and amusing details. In

Canada, matters have taken a course not far dissimilar.

Four years ago the advantages of the Cape Colony were held

forth by ignorant and interested pamphleteers to the admi-

ration of the world, in terms equally overstrained and de-

lusive
;

and 100,000 Emigrants were eager to follow where

5000 have since lamentably failed. The character of South

Africa has consequently suffered in proportion
;

and the Colony

is at present generally under-rated as far below its just deserts as

it was for a while .rated above them.

Van Diemen’s Land, in its turn, is now “ the rage.” It is

certainly an improving, and promises to become eventually a

prosperous Colony. But we cannot help suspecting that the

exaggerations of many who are eager to emigrate to it are far too

extravagant ever to be realized. The Quarterly Review has

pleasingly described it from report—but not from Mr. Bigge’s
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11 Report.” That candid and competent inquirer, (whose

opinion on the subject is worth that of a hundred Reviewers,)

speaks in more qualilied terms. While auguring very favorably

of its future advantages to Emigrants, he adds :
—“ In the mean

time, the condition of those who have long been settlers in the

Colony does not afford proof of this proposition : there are very

few persons of the free classes who, however respectable in

character, are not still suffering from the effect of early or

later embarrassment. Their habitations possess little of the

comfort or convenience that distinguish the houses of the middle

classes in England
;
and it is chiefly amongst those who have

been connected with the superintendance of the labour of con-

victs and the sale of spirits, that the traces of wealth are yet to

be distinguished.”

However the fluctuating tide of public opinion and partiality

may ebb or flow, it is clear that our several Colonies in America,

Africa, and Australasia, have each their respective advantages

—

and in each these are also counterbalanced by serious defects.

All of them, in point of active intellect, refined manners, and

social happiness, are now, and must long- continue, far inferior

to their illustrious parent and protectress. They are happily

controuled by, but cannot be contrasted with her
;
with each

other, however, we conceive that they may be candidly and in-

structively compared
;
and on some early day we shall endeavor

to accomplish what, on the present occasion, our limits have only

allowed us briefly to indicate.

-**••**•*-

WORTH SWEST EX&E&ITZGN.

W e regret to find that the reports circulated both here and in

England, of Captain Parry having effected the North-West Pas-
sage, have been unfounded. This second arduous attempt of a
very able officer to accomplish what so many former navigators
have failed in, has proved abortive. Yet, no great exertion in

the pursuit of science and knowledge is ever entirely fruitless.

Much is often gained though the chief object in view may still

elude our grasp. Such has been the case in many former voyages
of eminent navigators—and such we are persuaded will aiso be
the case in the present

;
though the facts which have yet
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reached us are too limited to enable us to judge with clearness

of the probable result.

Captain Parry arrived in London on the l8thOotober, having
landed at Whitby, and left his ships to pursue their way to the
Thames. It appears that in 1821 the Expedition, after explor-

ing Repulse Bay and other inlets in that quarter, without find-

ing any passage to the westward, wintered at a small isle which
they named AVinter Island, in lat. 66. 11. long.. 83.

In 1822 they pursued their course to the northward, guided by
a party, of Esquimaux, and after examining many inlets towards
the west, they at length arrived at a Strait which separates the

American Continent from clusters of islands, extending north-

ward towards the scene of their former voyage. Following up
this Strait about two degrees towards the west, with awakened
hopes of final success, they at length found their progress finally

stopped in a narrow port of it, by what appeared to be a barrier

of perpetual ice. Here they spent their second winter in lat.

69.20 long. 31.50.—In the summer of 1823, perceiving no
grounds to hope that this obstacle could in any way be sur-

mounted, Captain Parry abandoned the attempt, and returned to

England.—The two vessels lost only 5 men by illness and acci-

dent during the expedition.

BIRBECK and FLOWER’S SETTLEMENTS in ILLINOIS.
—»» «•-

The following account of these Settlements is from a work just published

by William Faux, an English Farmer.—The date of the visit is Nov. 1819.

“ This family (the Flowers) otvn a large and beautiful domain of prairie,

containing unnumbered acres of fine land, beautified by British park

scenery. The visitor coming here out of the forest, fancies himself in Eng-

land, especially if he looks at the country tnrough the windows of Messrs.

Flower’s and Birbeck’s houses, during ihe green and flowery season, when

the scenery presents a wide waste of grass, flowers, ahd shrubs, of every

hue: but the flowers have no fragrance, the birds no song. The sight of a

flock of 500 Merino sheep, and a large herd of cattle, all their own, is in-

deed a novel and unexpected pleasure in these wild regions; and, aided to

all these the comfort of such houses and harmonious families, escaped from

the embarrassments and anxieties of England, to quiet rest and independence,

makes it indeed a delightful spectacle. All say they have nothing to regret,

and are full of satisfaction, except the wish that more friends would follow;

whom, unless they follow, they shall see no more. They acknowledge that

they have much to do here, from want of servants. One female, Biddy by

name, recently came and engaged to do only what she pleased, and to sit at

the same table. The terms were complied with, but a plan to cure Biddy

was laid. On a certain day many visitors were invited to dinner, at which

Biddy was allowed to rise, even to help herself to anything, but all vied

with each other in attending on Miss Biddy, who in great confusion left the

room, fully sensible of her folly, and next day determined to be a servant

for the future.
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“ Mr. Flower would not live on Woodland as a gift, if prairie land could

be bought. The latter certainly seems most adapted for an English farmer ;

yet it costs as much to fence and bring it into cultivation as woodland; for

though less manual, yet more horse labour is necessary than in the woods.
Six horses are necessary for the first ploughing, as the grass and shrub roots

are deep dow n and uncommonly tough, having been growing for ages. It is,

therefore, worth five dollars an acre to effect the first ploughing, and three or

four dollars the second. A summer’s fallow is, besides, necessary for rotting

the roots, and properly pulverising the soil ; and. unless so managed, it is

badly managed. Both Flower and Birbeck sowed nothing the first year,

which came to any use. The latter planted corn, which the cattle destroyed,
through the want of good fence, which must be hauled from the woodland, a

considerable distance, to the prairie ; the enclosing is, therefore, more ex-
pensive than on the woodland.
“ The hunters, or Illinois Rowdies, as they are called, are rather troub'e-

some. They come rudely with their hats on, into the parlour, and when
drunk, threaten Mr. Flowers’s life ; but they are great cowards; firmness

and a fearless resolution are necessary in dealing with them. One of a large
offended party came drunk to Mr. Flower’s house, and said he would enter
and shoot him. Mr. Flower got his rifle and pointed it at (he fellow, on
which he rushed up and put his mouth madly to the muzzle, and said, “ fire.”

Mr. F. then laid it down, seeing the effect was not good, and some less

drunken members of (he party dragged the fellow away. Law has no in-

fluence over these rowdies. Violence must be opposed to violence.

“24th.— Left Mr. Flower and Albion for Wanborough, a village rising on
the estate of Mr. Birbeck, and named after the village in Surrey, where he
had last lived. Industry seems to have done more for this village than for

Albion; every log-house has a cleared enclosure of a few acres attached,
and what is done, is done by the occupants or owners, and not by Mr. Bir-
beck; whereas, in Albion, all has been done by the purse of Mr. Flower.
Both villages are the abode only of the humble mechanic. The farmers live

on their quarter-sections, and both are but scantily supplied with water at a
distance. Wells, however, it is hoped, will soon be dug with an unfailing

supply. Wanborough has, 1 believe, and will have the advantage over Albion,

as it regards water; but both Flower and Birbeck have never failing water
in wells close to their houses, to which people by permission come to draw it.

Springs and streams are found in other prairies. On stopping at the tavern
in the ville, we were met by the young Birbeck, who welcomed and con-

ducted us to the seal of their father, who we met near the house returning

from shooting, dressed in the common jacket, &c. of an English farmer,

sporting over his own lands. Know ing my friend, he received us both very
giaciously, and with a hearty welcome conducted us into the ladies. He ap-
proached us at first asstrangers, and, as is common with him, with a repel-
ling sternness and earnestness of manner, seemed to say, “who are you?”
But this manner, if he is pleased with appearances, soon dies away into

smiling kindness and hospitality, which makes all at home. “ If I am not,”
said be, “ pleased with all who come, and I cannot, and will not, they go
away abusing me and the settlement.” Gentler and kinder manners, perhaps,
to strangers indiscriminately coming from afar, would be no bad policy.
Mr. Birbeck is of a small, unformidable, but erect stature, and swarthy
Indian complexion. The contour of his face, with the exception of a fine

nose, possesses little that is striking; and (he face, viewed as a whole, indi-

cates little of the exactness, ripeness, sweetness, and finished taste, which
are known to distinguish him. Notwithstanding the 6hock his feelings re-

cently received, he seems enviably happy in the bosom of his family, which
consists of four sons and two daughters, mistresses of the lyre and lute, and
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of many other accomplishments. Mr. B. and every branch of this happy
family, with the exception of his son Richard, retire at ten every evening
to their sleeping rooms, where a fire is kindled for them to read and study
by, half the night. “ I am happy,” said he, “ in my family !” His favour-
ite son Morris, a finished scholar, disliking a rustic life, is about returning

to England. Mr. Birkbeck had not the advantages of bis children, but still

is master of the dead and several of the modern languages. He, only a few
days since, returned from a tour through Illinois, by way of Kascasky,
where he was chosen President of the agricultural society of Illinois, one
grand object of which will be, to rid the state of stagnant waters. He visited

many settlements, but saw none so desirable as his own. On the Little

Wabash is one, of which he says Mr. Grant of Chatteris farms a part, very
fine rich land, but rather sickly, and during the winter and spring inaccessi-

ble, by the overflowings of the Little Wabash, which then becomes five miles

w ide, imprisoning the settlement. Mr. Grant has been burnt out once, and
lost cabin and all it contained. His daughter lives away from him at board.

Not wishing to become prisoner to the Little Wabash, I declined, though I

once intended, visiting the first-rate English farmer, late.of Chatteris-ferry

in the Isle of Ely. This gentleman died shortly afterwards, a victim to the

climate.

“After this conversation within doors, we agreed to walk out and view
the house and estate. The first is very capacious and convenient, furnished

with winter and summer apartments, piazzas, and balconies, and a fine

library, to which you ascend by an outward gallery. Every comfort is found
in this abode of the emperor of the prairies, as he is here called. It is si-

tuated out of the village, and on an elevation, having a fine view of his

estate, and the prairies generally in front. It is a pity that it is not built of

brick or stone, instead of wood: once on fire, it will be inextinguishable,

and the loss of comfort and property considerable, and, moreover, irre-

coverable. There is no limestone here for mortar, but w hat is made, ex-

pensively, twelve miles off, of shells from the Wabash. Brick buildings are

laid in muddy clay !

“ This estate, consisting of 16,000 acres, which he sells as customers offer,

comprises some fine, and some wet land ; and at present, with the exception

of a few acres of wheat just sown, too late, it is all uncultivated. Many
acres are, however, enclosed by a ditch and rail fence, formed by stakes,

bands, and split rails, which will oftener need repairing than the worm fence,

without being so complete a protection. Less timber, however, is needed in

this mode ; and timber drawn from a distance, is now, and, in times to come,
will, if no green fences are raised, become a matter of great importance.

I believe this fence will not be imitated by any American. Land here is of

no value without fences which will keep cattle in and pigs out. He does not

intend to farm much; “I had enough of farming for thirty years in England.

I came here to rest. It ought not to be expected of me that 1 should incum-
ber myself with much business.” He means to plough two years, and then

turn the land into pasture, it being not desirable to have a large surplus pro-

duce above what can be consumed by the settlement ;
but of this there is

little fear, as not above six original farmers are yet here—Mr. B. discovers

that ditching and fencing removes the cause of the fogs which hang over the

low prairies. About nine to twelve inches of surface, good soil, rather light,

is found. Underneath is white clay, which an animal like a crab, but called

craw-fish, throws up into numerous hills, bigger than the large anthills in old

English pasture. This white clay, thus mixed, is, by Mr. B. deemed a bene-

fit. These curious creatures delve down into the water under the soil. They
are like moles, seldom seen but in their effects.

“ During our pleasant morning walk, John Ingle said, “ His Father (the
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patriarch) wished to come, but found it difficult, as his daughters were marry-
ing, and giving in marriage, and therefore impeding the father’s wishes.”
“ YVhat,” replied Mr. Birbcck, “ What, stay and breed beggars in England.
Well, with industry, we shall always have an asylum for them here, but not
soft independence.
“ Mr. B. said the rowdies had threatened him with asssasination ; but shew-

ing and convincing them he would shoot them if they attempted to enter his

house without permission, they had abandoned their design. This circum-
stance, no doubt, gave birth to a report of his death which I saw entered in

the news-book at Wheeling, and at Zainsvillc, Ohio.
“ 26lh.—At Breakfast, this morning, the young Birbecks said they had

seen a general employed in pig-killing, and a judge driving his own waggon.
I asked the young ladies how they relished the rattle-snake. They said as it

wes of a prodigious size and tough and old, it was scarcely eatable, though
it looked w hite and delicate, and tasted like a chicken.
“The term elegant is no where so little understood as in this country.

One of Mr. B.’s neighbour’s sons falling sick, the father applied to Mr. B.’s
chest for medicine, and received it. Mr. B. next morning said to his father,

“Well, sir, how did the medicine operate?” Oh, sir, elegantly” was the

reply.
“ The hour was now come for quitting this distinguished man and harmoni-

ous family. He wished me to stay longer, and to hear of and from me after
my return to England, and that his sou Morris, w ho is coming to a mercan-
tile concern at Bristol, might accompany me.
“ I dined on fine roast beef, with Dr. Pugsley, physician to the settlement.

Here are English elegance and comfort, but no servants. What a change!
And, as the settlement is said to be healthy, what a change for a mere doctor

!

In the afternoon I called on Mr. Cowling, late of Spalding, Lincolnshire,
who, with his brother, is settled on a corner or a quarter-section, living with-
out any female, and fast barbarising, in a most miserable log-cabin, not mud-
ded, having only one room, no furniture of any kind, save a miserable
filthy ragged bed for himself and his brother, who is lamed and prostrated
on the floor, by a plough-share, though unable to move, yet refuses a doc-
tor. Both were more filthy, stinking, ragged, and repelling, than any Eng-
lish stroller or beggar ever seen : garments rotting oft

-

, linen unwashed, face
unshaven and unwashed, for, I should think, a month. Yet Mr. Cowling is

a sensible, shrewd man, quite a philosopher, though filthiness is against the
law of nature.—“ Here (says he) a man learns philosophy and its uses!”
He expects his sisters and brothers into this miserable abode. What a shock
will such a spectable be to their feelings!—He went, during the summer, five

miles for water, though a well might have .been dug on his farm. He grum-
bles about having given 50 1. per cent, profit to Birbeck for his land, for by
this policy the latter has inj ured the settlement and himself ;

and as he does
not farm, as was expected, he must lose his capital as well as Mr. Flower.
He says prairie lands cost as much getting into cultivation as the wood-

land. People coming here without fortune must have industry and work, if

they would live. He does not, how'ever, regret emigrating, but people
should be taught the truth, and come with no inflated notions. Birbeck
has deceived himself and the public. Cobbett’s rubs against him are good,
but some are false.

“ I rested this night at the one-room log-cabin of Mr. Woods and family, a
real Nottinghamshire farmer, on 400 acres of good land. Here we found an
excellent cleanly supper, good whiskey, segars, and a friendly welcome.
The room contained four beds for nine of us, standing on a dirt-floor, while
the chimney poured nearly all its smoke upon us. With a scolding wife, in-

stead of his pretty, cleanly English niece, things had been complete. But
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Mr. Woods lost his wife on the Ohio l iver, where many poor English, this

summer, have either died or been drowned. He has brought with him four
bushels of English haw-thorn, for green fencing ; without green fencing woe
be to the prairies. Mr^ Woods seems to be a plain, judicious, industrious
man, sensible of the wisdom of his chojce. The Woods are men eilher for

prairie or the wood country.—Not far from Mr. Woods live a Mr. Bently
and lady, late of London, who, here, with a little property, have turned
farmers, doing all the labour in the field and log-house themselves, and, it is

said, seem very cheerful, happy, and healthy. In London, he had the gout,

and she the delicate blue devils, but here milking, fetching water, aid all

kind of drudgery, in doors and out, have cured her, and ploughing him. He
never, he says, loved her, or she him, half so much as in Illinois. At a dis-

tance of five miles from any dwelling live also two young gay gentlemen,
late of London, of the name of Millor, now called children of the wood, who
cultivated one quarter-section, and shift for themselves in great comfort,
cleanliness, and satisfaction, though they never saw a plough before. Here
they do all. Mr. J. Cookson, of Bond-street, is now in Fordham’s store.”

Extract of a Letterfrom

-

-, a IVeslcyun Missionary at Delagoa Hay, to a

friend in the Colony, dated Nov. 29, 1823.

“This Fort is a miserable place, and a perfegt hell for wickedness. There
is a Portuguese Governor and three officers, with about fifty Mosambique
black soldiers. 1 1 is much like old Theopolis in a ppearance, and stands on
a low part of the banks of the English River, on the northern side.

“The country in the neighbourhood of Delagoa Bay, taking it as a whole,

I believe w ill be found, an examination, to be a most interesting one. It is

beautiful, and fertile in native productions beyond description ; but for the

last two or three y eai s there has been but little rain, which, together w ith the

devastation of the Boatwahs ( a warlike and powerful tribe to the S.W.), has

produced a famine in most of the stales. The rivers are wide and deep, and
navigable a long way from the mouth. I have been up once in a boat up-
wards of 30 miles, and found it still wide and deep, with many feet rise of
tide. The country is very woody, and produces fine timber in abundance.
On a clear day three or four ridges of mountains are seen, the farthest of

which is exceedingly high, and appears to be about 100 miles distant. It

would be a great and dangerous undertakng to cross, and see you in Albany
by way of Lattakoo. Such a communication would, however, be very desira-

ble. I hope my continued residence here is designed for some good end. Pro-
vidence prevented me when 1 wished to leave the country, and I believe all

things work together for good. This country you know is extremely un-

healthy. People who wish to come and keep me company, should count the

cost before they pack up.

Extract of a Letterfrom an English Farmer in the upper part of the Mlbany
District, dated Jan. 17, 1821.

“The principal grain that has succeeded throughout this part of the coun-
try is the colonial Bengal, or strong-stemmed wheat. The common Bengal
wheat, lately imported, is also a most excellent kind of wheat for this Colony,
from its rapid growth ; for it grows quite as quick as barley, which is an im-

mense advantage where irrigation is much depended on. But on the other

hand, it is subject to be destroyed by rust, though not quite so much, I

think, as the Cape wheat. The rye crops in Albany have been destroyed

by the rust and caterpillar. I have a very fine crop of strong-stemmed Ben-
gal wheat on my farm here; and the short Bengal is better than half an
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average crop throughout (his and the neigbouring districts of Graatf Reinet
and Cradock, according to the heat information I can collect. Early sowing,
and as little irrigation as possible, are the best preventatives of rust. Low
damp grounds are particularly subject to it.

“
1 would recommend the cultivation of (lax as an article for exportation.

In most situations three crops in the year might be depended upon; and the

oil expressed from seed would be valuable for home consumption. I would
greatly recommend the elder bush to be planted for fences, particularly on
exposed situations. Its growth is rapid beyond any thing I have met with
in the Colony, and I believe no animal will eat it. A decoction from its

roots also forms an excellent purgative, when there is a want of other drugs.

The follow ing questions were sent to the Rev. Dr. Morrison, who, not-

withstanding his short stay, kindly returned the following answers, with

pet mission to make them public.

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—To the questions following, sent me last evening, I now give the

answers subjoined:—
First.—What are the feelings, in a Commercial point of view, of the Chinese
towards the English;—does any bias exist in favour of America;—are the

Chinese in possession of a general knowledge of European modes of Com-
merce ;—and what, in your opinion, will be (he result of the quarrel
between the Captain of the Topaze, and the Chinese ?

I believe the feelings of the Chinese towards the English are, respect and
jealousy ; respect foi the upright, honourable, and independent character
generally exhibited and maintained by the representatives of ihe East India
Company in China ; and jealousy, not unmixed occasionally with feelings

of dislike, for being thwarted in the measures„which the local government
wishes to pursue. The supreme government in China is not ignorant of
the power and growing influence of Great Britain on her western frontier,

which does not, 1 suppose, give any great uneasiness; for Britain’s power,
China thinks, is still far too remote, and her resources far too distant, even
if there did exist a hostile feeling, to make Britain feared— but still the
growth of Britain’s power increases the ever-watchful vigilance of the
Tai tar-( hinese Rulers. Next to Russia, Great Britain has more influence

in China than any other of theKuropean or Trans' Atlantic Nations.
The two English Embassies to China, which failed in effecting an ami-

cable intercourse between Ihe Governments, proved to the Chinese Court,
that England would not concede the principle of entire independence ; that
China must not consider England her vassal. In this England set the ex-
ample to Russia: and however ridiculous and vain the assumption of the
Chinese Monarch may be, the firm rejection of the vain assumption, whilst
it is not pleasing to the self-named “ Son of Heaven,” who tenaciously
clings to the fantastic idea, that he is, by Divine right, the universal Sove-
reign, to whom all nations should do homage; still, however fond of the
flattery ho may be, leads him to respect more those nations which asset

t

their independence, and who will not perform Ihe ceremony of prostration,
than those who full down at his feet, and own themselves his vassals. There
is nothing of which the Chinese Government is more tenacious than first

principles, and therefore it will not dispense with the ceremony of homage
to confirm its right to treat the nations as vassals, and give orders or issue
mandates to their kings: and when the kings, by their ambassadors, ac-
knowledge the Kntperor as their liege Lord, their subjects in China cannot

F
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justly complain of being treated agreably to the relation which has been
recognized between the Monarchs of the two countries.

The extensive Commerce of England is useful to China, and she would
not, for trivial causes, or what appeared to her reasonable concessions,
relinquish it ; but she would not for it sacrifice what she deemed national

honor, nor consent to violate the integrity of the empire. She would not
give territory to preserve the trade.

The affair of the Topaze yet remains unadjusted. Commerce is per-
mitted to go on for the time being, but China still looks to the British Go-
vernment, through the medium of the Honourable Company, for satisfac-

tion. The relations of the deceased Chinese have carried their appeal
before Ilis Imperial Majesty; and have been assisted by some malicious
person, in writing their appeal, to persuade the Emperor that England in-

sults the Majesty of China. To support this plea, the writer had rtcourse
to most exaggerated statements, and pulpable untruths, which the Governor
of Canton, in writing back to the Emperor, flatly denied. This happily
tended to defeat the malicious intention, but as there were acknowledged
facts mixed up with the untruths, the Governor, according to Chinese law,
struck a balance, and allowed that the truths should be pleaded in mitigation
of punishment for the falsehoods.

In the season 1824-25, it w ill, in all probability, be finally decided

;

but in what way, it is not easy to foresee. Similar cases have heretofore
been arranged by the local Government making out false statements to

satisfy the supreme government, and keep up the appearance of strict ad-
herence to the letter and spirit of the laws.

Second.—Do you think that a competent number of Chinese might be in-

duced to come to this Colony to cultivate the Tea Plant ; or do any ob-
jections—on the part of the Hon. East India Company—the Government
—the proper degrees of heal—nature of soil, &c.—occur to you, to

render it impracticable ?

The emigration of any Chinese is illegal iu China; but necessity, or
the hope of bettering their circumstances, induce many to quit their native
country. The class of people who would be required to manage an exten-
sive cultivation and mauufacture of Tea, would not leave China without
high inducements, which would make, in all probability, the undertaking
too expensive.
The experiment has been made in the Brazils, and failed, not from any

difficulty in rearing the plant, but from the espenceof gathering the leaves,
and the drying processes being too great.

I am not aware of any objection on the part of the Honourable Company.
As to the fitness of the soil iu this Colony for the growth of the Tea Plant,
1 cannot speak.
Third.—Are you sanguine in your expectations of the ultimate success of

the Missionary Cause iu China ?

There is not the least ground to be “ sanguine” in the expectation that

Christianity will speedily prevail extensively in China, or be adopted as
the religion of the Government ; but of its “ ultimate success'’ in China, as
well as in other countries, no Christian can entertain the least doubt. The
reasoning of our Saviour, in reference to the resurrection of the body, is

applicable in this cqse : the appeal is to the Scriptures , and to the power
of Goo. These dt ".are His will on the subject, and, were the difficulties

a million times greater than they arc, the Almighty arm can remove them
all. He, who ventures to blaspheme and call Jezusof Nazareth an Impos-
tor, may, with some appearance of consistency, deny the possibility of
converting the Nations, whether savage or civilized; but for professing

Citristiaus to doubt of “ ultimate success" amounts to a denial of their faith;
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for tliey must eilher prove that the Sacred Scriptures do not foretell the

universal reign of the Messiah; or they must affirm that the Creator of the

Universe cannot effect his purposes in this speck of the Creation : or that

the Almighty is not Almighty: which is both blasphemous and nonsensical.

It may be answered to this, that Christians who despair of success_do not
deny the Divine Power, but wait till God shall be pleased miraculously to

convert the Nations. To this the reply is ;—people do not wait till Heaven
cause a field of corn to grow up miraculously ; they plow and sow—they use
means; and the Christians, who use means for propagating the Christian

Religion, are on the same principle. They do not imagine that human efforts,

unassisted by the Almighty, can convert the Nations. But they sow the

seed, and look to Heaven for rain and sunshine: they preach or proclaim
to mankind the command of the Most High God to repent, and avail them-
selves of pardon through Christ Jesus. In doing this, they are not only
“sanguine,” but confident of “ ultimate success.” Of the Messiah, it is

said, “ All Kingdoms and Nations shall serve Him.”—“ Is any thing too
hard for God?”
Fourth.—What, with reference to the Missionary Cause, are Dr. Morrison’s

intentions from the time of his arrival in England ?

Dr. Morrison having remained in China many years, generally quite
alone in his pursuits, and having recently lost by death some of his most
intimate friends and relatives;— the late Dr. Milne, who was a Missionary
to China, Mrs. Milne, and Mrs. Morrison— is going to England chiefly on
personal and domestic concerns; uniting, however, with these, an intention

to promote the interests of the Anglo-Chinese College, and the Singapore
Institution. He purposes to leave England again in December next, and
return to China, via Bengal and Malacca.

I am your’s, &c. R. M.

NOTICE
Medical Advice.—It is the opinion of some of the first Medical Gen-

tlemen in Town, that much chattering, tale-bearing altogether, mnd an
over-anxiety about the transmission of minute intelligence are, especially du-
ring the summer months, exceedingly injurious to the public health. We
would therefore advise, that our fellow citizens should suspend their exer-
tions in this department till about the middle of April.

Cape Town, Jan. 30, 1824.

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—T beg leave to repeat to you some observations which fell from my
friend Dr. Morrison the other day, respecting your Fourth Number. He
stated that he had seen it and read the leading article with great pleasure ;

and taking it up from the table, he began perusing it again, observing,

—

“ This is a well purposed article.” Having proceeded a little further, he
said, “ This man writes in a truly Christian manner.” He had previously
been speaking of what true Christianity was, enforcing the idea that it was
the proper application of all the powers of the mind, including in its range
Science and Philosophy ; it not being possible, in his opinion, for a Christian
to be indifferent to any of his Heavenly Father’s works. He then reverted
to your Paper, and said, in reference to some part of it which I need not
quote. “This is what should be done. The mighty apparatus” (meaning the

Press and Periodical publications) “should be taken possession of by men
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of giod principle and strong talents. It is a bad thing when they remain in

tile hands of wicked men.”
This unbiassed opinion of a passing stranger, (ihe Doctor had only come

ashore on the morning of the day when this occurred,) so distinguish«d for

talent, Oriental Learning, and long experience in the art of attempting to

infuse good thoughts into the minds of great collective bodies of men, being
expressed in the presence of several Ladies, and some Clergymen, and
Literary men, I thought it not improper to communicate it to you. The
peare of your own heart, if you really feel and act upon the principles you
profess, can receive little addition from the applause of others; yet it is

consolatory and sometimes strengthens us in the hours of fatigue, or when
struggling against unkindness in some around us, to know that the feelings
of the good, and the views of the learned and w ise, coincide with ours.

Permit me to add, though it may appear presumptuous, that I think a
clearer method of arranging your paper might be devised. I mean the

latter, loose, unconnected parts of it. I remain. Sir,

Your obedient Servant. A Lady.
[To this Lady we present our respectful thanks. However highly we

prize the approbation of the learned, we are still more deeply sensible of
the kind attention of such pure and feeling spirits as the writer of the above
proves herself to be.]

Average Rate of Exchange as per Commissariat Rds. Sk. St.

Drawing, Jan, 14, per Pound Sterling, 11 6 1

jvo. m.
Wednesday, Februray 11, 1S24.

We have, since our last, received a mail from England, and
papers up to the ‘29th of Oct. 1823. They contain a great deal

of important matter, and open a wide field for speculation re-

specting the future proceedings of the leading States in Europe.
Great Britain has appointed Consuls General for several of the

chief towns and places in South America, and evinces in other

respects a very friendly disposition towards the new Independent

States. In Spain, King Ferdinand has resumed the functions of

despotism—re-established the Inquisition—annulled all the acts

of the late Government—and is proceeding, with his usual vigor,

to kindle anew the tlames of resistance and revolution. The
French, it is said, arc to continue the military occupation of this

degraded country to a certain extent, and for a definite object :

—

namely, until the Government of Ferdinand is entirely and
firmly established. If this is to be the case, Lours may consi-

der Spain as annexed for ever to his own dominions : for it is not

in man to submit, without compulsion, to the stupid presumption

of this detestable Ruler. The Spaniards will remain quiet, and
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it will be their wisdom to* do so, as long' as 30,000 well disci-

plined and well paid troops occupy commanding positions in Iheir

country
;
but the moment they are withdrawn, human feelings

will resume their course, and bury this stain of Kings in the ruins

of his unnatural system. The fury of a patient man is prover-

bial. The people of Spain have been tried to the utmost. Their

next reform will be a “ root and branch” one.

The Greeks are full of hope and courage, and seem on the eve

of complete success. History furnishes us with few things more
instructive than this noble struggle of a handful of people

against their powerful and long-dreaded oppressors. The love

of Freedom seems to invest the bodies as well as the minds of

men with supernatural strength and energy, and we do not re-

member an instance (unless in very extraordinary circumstances)

of the good cause having failed, unless where there was an evi-

dent want of the inward principle. The Scotch not only re-

sisted for centuries an adversary many times their superior in

numbers, discipline, and resources, but had (he credit of giving

them one of the most terrible overthrows their Monarchy ever

sustained. Holland in the 17th centuary defeated all the forces

of the most powerful Sovereign in Europe, in his attempts

against her independence. And, in our own times, England
triumphed over the united power of the whole continent, di-

rected by the most active, skilful, and bloody antagonist that ever

threatened the existence of Liberty. So true are the lines of

the Poet >

—

Freedom’s battle onec begun

Defends from bleeding site to sun,

And vanquished, oft, is ever v, on.

The insurrection of the Slaves in Demarara has been com-
pletely suppressed, and the island is restored to a state of tran-

quillity. The previous arrangements of the Rebels seem to have
been conducted with a degree of secrecy and address sufficiently

alarming. Their plot was almost ripe before it was discovered,

and the discovery may be considered as purely accidental. Such
dangers open the eyes of men it little to the real nature of the
relation subsisting between Masters and their Slaves,

It does not appear that war is at present in the contemplation
of the British Government, though considerable anxiety on this

subject has for some time agitated the various money markets.
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INDIA.
Stf.Am Navigation.—In cons -quence of a requisition addressed to the

slier i If of (he town of Calcutta, signed by forty-three respectable individuals,
a meeting was held at that place, on the 5th of November 1823, for the pur-
pose of publicly discussing ‘•'the feasibility of establishing a communication
with Great Britain

,
by means of Steam Navigation." The rout by the Red

Sea, the Isthmus of Suez and the Mediterranean was proposed; and a rough
calculation of the outfit of two Vessels of 400 tons, with four engines of
fifty horses’ power each, and other necessaries, &c. amounting in all to

33,2601. read to the meeting. Lieut. Johnston, R. N. stated, that the pas-
sage across the Isthmus, which is not more than 100 miles, could be rendered
expeditious and safe at a very small expence, and that, calculating the num-
ber of passengers far within their probable amount, no doubt could be enter-

tained of a very high profit on capital embarked in this entcrprize. Mr. H.
Mackenzie, in answer to a question put by Mr. Paton,gave it as his opinion,
that Government would liberally support such an undertaking.

It was resolved :—That it is desirable to encourage such an establishment ;

—

That a premium or bonus should be offered to those who may first establish it

on a permanent footing;—and that a Committee be appointed to consider
and prepare the rules and restrictions under which the premium shall be
granted; to obtain subscriptions, and to adjust the other necessary details.

—

A Committee of tw enty-four individuals was a p pointed accordingly.
With respect to the above project, our opinion is that it will succeed:—

That it will prove a profitable speculation to those who may engage in it, and
that very great advantages will be derived from it by the European inhabi-

tants of India, the nations bordering on the rout which may be adopted, and
also by ourselves in this Colony, if we choose to take advantage of so ex-
cellent a method of communicating with the best portions of Europe. On
some early occasion we will resume the subject, and in the mean time, we
would be glad to hwe the opinion of judicious merchants and traders on the

possibility of establishing a packet some where on our own coast, to fall re-

gularly in with the India one, in its way up or down the Red Sea.

[We have received the following letter from a highly respectable quarter.

The information promised us is, in our opinion, of very great value to the

public ;
and we trust, with the assistance he has kindly offered, to be enabled

to lay reports of such proceedings in the Courts as are of interest, regularly

before our readers.]

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

It has long been admitted that few things have contributed more to

that intimate knowledge of the laws, customs, and usages of their native

land, which all classes in our mother country possess, than that particular

application of the Liberty of the Press, by which a summary of all judicial

pioceedings in the Courts of Law is regularly given to the public. Personal

attendance is obviously out of the power of persons engaged in the necessary

pursuits of their respective professions; the elaborate and often tedious

mazes of legal pleadings, and the “ Ambages Juris,” rendering it a matter

of difficulty even for those whose interests are immediately concerned. The
great body of the people, therefore, without the intervention of Newspaper
Reports, would of necessity remain lamentably dcficieut in a species of

REPORT of LAW PROCEEDINGS.

•$ ^
‘ Sir, Cape Town, 4th Feb. 1824.
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knowledge so useful to them, as individuals, in l lie management of llieir pri-

vate allairs, und of the the last importance to them as members of the com-
munity. For surely nothing can be more important to a citizen than a
competent degree of information respecting those laws on which the security

of his person and property depend, and according to the spirit and letter of
which tie must regulate his intercourse with others. But when the "lies
Judicater” and the “ Jle.ipoma Prudtnlum’’ are recorded in every public

New spaper, they become the subject of reflection, and a (heme for agreeable
and instructive conversation among the belter sort during their hours of re-

creation
;
and by this simple method—

(

delcctando pariterque monendo )—also

a general insight into the laws of his country is Conveyed to the mind of
every peasant and tradesman, by which his habits of thinking are improved
and directed, and thus the basis of an enlightened and independent Jury
laid on the surest grounds.

In the hope that results equally beneficial may he obtained in this Colony
by the same practice, I propose reporting, through the medium of your paper,
such Cases occurring in our Courts here, as, from the nicely of the questions
at issue, or their general importance to the Colony, appear to merit the

attentiou of the public.”

One of the first Cases deserving such notice is an action brought before the

Court on the 22d January last :
—

Korstex v. Alexaxdcr.
Advocate Joubert stated, for the Plaintiff, that he had obtained from this

Government, in J une 1822, a lease of a cluster of small islands denominated
the “ Chouan” or “ Bird Islands,” off the mouth of the Bosjesman River;—
that this lease was to continue for three years; “That the plaintiffs chief
object had been to kill Seal upon those Islands, and at the same lime to pre-
serve them by judicious treatment. That the defendant had visited these
Islands, put his men on shore, indiscriminately killed these animals, and
caused a loss which he estimated at Rds. 20,000 ; for the recovery of which
he had arrested the defendant and his ship; and had brought the prescut
action.”

Advocate Cloete, on the part of the defendant, contended, “That the
latter was the master of the ship, George IV.-—licensed from home for the
Southern whale-fishery ; and purposely filled out to procure Seuls along
these coasts, where it was known they were abundant, without any tiling of
the plaintifl’s lease being know n at home: That as such the defendant had,
by vai ious acts of parliament, the right to visit the seas and shores to the
eastward of the Cape of Good Hope, and consequently all the islands
situate in those seas. That the plain till” s lease did not give him any ex-
clusive right of fishing, that not being so much as mentioned in the lease:—
That moreover, Seals were known to be animals “feree Suturas" in which no
person, even upon bis freehold, can claim any dominion, as both by the laws
of England anc Holland, they become the property of the first occupant, and
ihal consequently the plaintiff having had no pioperty in them, can have
sustained no loss or injury.

The Court, to reconcile these jarring rights, referred the case to a sitting
Commissioner for an amicable adjustment. That meeting having, however
taken place without the desired effect, a verdict upon the merits of the case
is anxiously looked for.

—
[WECopy, with great pleasure, the following letter of his present Majesty,

the spirit of which contrasts so strongly with the contracted views and
gloomy jealousy of knowledge, which dim acidise the Pseudo-Legitimate*
of the Comment of Europe.]
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Dear Lord Liverpool,—The King', mj late revered and excellent Father
having formed during a long series of yeais a most valuable and extensive
Library, consisting of about One Hundred and Twenty Thousand Volumes,
I have resolved to present this collec tion to the British Nation. "Whilst 1

have the satisfaction by this means of advancing the Literature of my Cou-
try, I also feel that 1 am paying a just tribute to the memory of a Parent,
whose life wasadorned with every public and private virtue.

I desire to add, that L have great pleasure, my Lord, in making this com-
munication through you. Believe ine, w ith great regard,

Your sincere friend,

Pavilion , Brighton, (Signed) G. R.

Jan. 15, 18<i3.

Extractfrom a Letterfrom Gi anjf Beinet, dated Jan. 9.

During a violent Thunder Storm, w hich took place at Graalf Roinet on
the 81st Dec. Mr. Olivier, sen. had two female slaves struck dead by light-

ning, and several other slaves inj ured ; also at the same lime Mrs. Olivier

jun. had her child killed in her aims, and received a serious injury herself.

Melancholy Occurrence.—On the 5ih tilt, a man was found drowned in

the Breede River; and an inquest having been held upon the body, it was
ascertained to be that of the Rev. J aincs Small, a Scotch Presbyterian t lergy-

man, who has for some years been wandering about the Colony in a slate of

poverty and wretchedness. He did not emigrate W ith any party of the Set-

tlors, but came out shortly after them as a solitary adventurer, and has since

been employed as a School-master, and occasionally as a Preacher, in vari-

ous parts of the Colo'hy. He appeared to have been originally a p r-mn of

respectable character and acquirements, but had, through misfortune or ma-
lady, become unsettled in his habits and apparently deranged in his mind.

MERKWAARDIG GETUIGENIS.

( Xopt ns het getrouw iraarnemsn ran den Sabbat.)

Een jong mensch in Engeland, die het opzigt had over den tuin van een
zeker voornaam lleer, kreeg eene sterlte neigingom zyn furtuin in de Ifoofd-

stad te beproeven.—Hy begafzich diet) ten gevolge naar London, en wierd

weldra naar zyn genoegen in het westely ke gedeelte dec ft d geplaalst,

alvvaar hy in weiuige jaren zt» veel opzamelde, dat hy zith in staat bevontl

een stuk grontls te huren on zyne eigene zaken le doen.— lly was godsdien-

stig en in de getrouwe waarneming van den Sabbat opgevoed, ma.tr de liefde

tot de wereld had nu zoo verre hy hem de overhand verkregen, dal hy ilezen

geheiligden t.ag schende, door het verkoopen van onderscheidcne voortbreng-

/elen van zynen tuin. De voorzieniglieid editor toonde derzelver misnoogen,

zoo dat by ondervondt dat de vnornitzigtan van die gi note w insten, vvaar

medc hy zicli gevleid had, gelled verdwenen; alle zyne plannen mislukten

door onvoorzienc gebeurlenissen, zoo dat hy hitmen weinigen tyd in ml vent

werd; zyne zuster, een zeer godvieezend jong mcisje, die zynehtn ho iding

w aarnam, deelde hem hare veitnoedens mode, dat het onlhciligcn van den

Sabbat de ware reden van zyn ongelukwas, en dat zy hem dtts ten sterkste

aanradtf weder op nieuw in het klein le beginnen, hiudende Item te veils duar-

toe alles wat zy bezat, hetgeen slechts de geringe som van 30 Engelsche

Schdltn ,ren was, aan ; evenwei under die byzonderc voorwuarde, dat op den

ga |)!,at niets door Item zonde verkocht worden, maar hy dien dag, integen-

deel, gehcel on ul aau deu Godsdicnst zoude toeweideo, in welk geval zy
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hern verzekerde, dat liy op den Goddelyken zegen met vertrouwen konde
slant nmken ;—Deze rand zyner zuster besloot liy op te volgen, en onder-
vond ook spoedig deszelfs wysheid ;—Weldra toch ontwaarde liy, dat zyne
znken byzonder voordeelig gingen, verkrygende hy binnen weinige jaren
zoo vele middelen, dat hy niet alleen in staat was, bet stuk gronds hetwelk
hy in huur had in eigendom te koopen, inaar tevens, om van zynen overvloed
rykelyk te kunnen mededeelen, ter eere van God en ten nutte van vele
zyner armere medemensohen.
Geloofwaardigen, die den persoon en zyne lotgevallen gekend bebben,

waren weinige jaren geleden nog in het leven, en hebben de waarheid van
het bovenstaande bevestigd.

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—One of your Correspondents having been so kind as to communicate,
through the medium of your Paper, the invention of Mr. II. Browne, to re-

duce green vegetables into manure, 1 referred to the 9th volume of the ‘ Re-
pertory of Arts,’ Si c. and found, that Mr. B. calculates, that 18 tons of vege-
table matter require about three tons of quick Lime, and will yiejd ashes

sufficient to manure four acres of land, the cost of which, he estimates at

four pounds sterling.

This experimentmay answer the purpose in England, but in this Colony,
the lime only would cost Rds. 75 :—and it would therefore be better to

to continue the present practice of committing the green vegetables and
weeds to the dunghill.

I beg leave to add the following remarks met with in the 9th Volume
of the said Repertory.

‘ The rise of manures has been known in all ages, but we are yet far from
having any precise idea of the nature of the juices which are destined for the
nourishment of vegetables, and of the manner in which they are transmitted
to their organs.’

The Author having made several observations, concludes as follows :

—

‘ These observations, to which I could add many more, may serve to ex-
plain why vegetation is slow and weak in a soil which is too much charged
with saline matter, while it is rendered quick and vigorous by a small quan-
tity of the same matter applied on different soil; and why earth, which is

perfectly lixiviated and watered from time to time with distilled water only,
is capable of giving to bitter plants their bitterness, to sweet ones their sweet-
ness, to acid ones their acidity, to aromatic ones their spiciness, and to
poisonous ones their deleterious qualities;—in short, why the inherent cha-
racters of plants are more strongly marked in proportion as the soil in which
they grow is furnished with natural or mechanical means to produce a quan-
tity of gas, necessary to the formation of the substances on which those cha-
racters depend.’ I am, Sir, &c. A Subscriber.

Hatred.—“ A man (said Napoleon)—he who has the truefeelings of a man
—never cherishes hatred. His anger or ill humour never goes beyond the
irritation of the moment,—the electrical stroke.”

New Association.—There is just formed at Caen a society of mutual re-
liance, of quite a new species. Several anxious husbands have entered into
an agreement for stricter surveillance over the conduct of their wives. Each
of them undertakes to watch the conduct of his neighbour’s better half, and
to warn him of whatever he may have discovered. It is said they intend to

publish a volume of th,eir transactions every six months. The boldness of this

scheme throws the Holy Alliance itself into the shade.

G
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[FROM A CORRESPONDENT.]

On an old Lady's being found dead in a praying altitude.

Shut out the world-—let angels hover near,

God and his Saint commune in silence here.

See on her bended knees the matron kneels !

Hopes all she knows; and all she hopes forfeels :

Wide spread before her lies the book of grace,

The taper’s beam reflecting on her face,

Her eye is raised—-and both her hands are spread,

One on her breast, one on her bible laid.

Mute is her tongue, and fix’d her gaze on high

—

She ceased to live-— but found she could not die.

Her soul rose up, her Father to adore,

It rose in praise, but ah ! returned no more.

Like Enoch vanished; but she left behind,

Her praying statue to instruct mankind.

W.

No. VII.

Wednesday, February 18, 1824.

The arrivals during- the preceding week, though they have
not brought us intelligence of a date much more recent than we
possessed at the period of our last publication, have yet some-
what augmented our general stock of information respecting

the politics of Europe. It seems pretty certain that the vio-

lence of King Ferdinand has far outstripped the wishes of even
his ultra-legitimate Cousin of France; and it is affirmed that the

Duke of Angouleme has already delegated the command of his
“ liberating” army to one of his Marshals, and is hurrying home
to Paris in disgust. Of the Spanish Constitutional Leaders some
have escaped to Gibraltar or to England

;
some are said to have

fallen by their own hands, or by secret assassination
;
some are

in the dungeons of Ferdinand
;
and a few resolute men are still

afoot, with arms in their hands, in Catalonia and the Northern
Provinces,—though it is not expected they can long hold out

against the overwhelming force of disciplined French battalions,

and amidst the prevailing apathy or treachery of their own
countrymen.
Some plan of reducing the South American States to the re-

newed yoke of Ferdinand seems to be contemplated by the

Chiefs of the Holy Alliance
;
but it is understood that England,

and probably the United States, will strenuously oppose any
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third party taking- a share in this long- protracted contest
;
and,

without foreign assistance, degraded and ruined Spain is utterly

unfit to renew the struggle with any prospect of success.

The English papers which have lately reached us, are filled

with the details of a barbarous and revolting- murder which has
been perpetrated in the vicinity of London by a desperate asso-

ciation of Gamblers and Pugilists. The principal, John Thur-
tell, had held a Lieutenant’s commission in His Majesty’s

Service, and fought in the late war under Wellington
;
and he

and some others of the gang are said to be connected with
respectable families. The unfortunate man they destroyed ap-
pears to have been of character and habits similar to their own,
and intimately connected with them in their gambling trans-

actions. But the circumstances that appear to have excited such
general horror and alarm in England are not merely the appar-
ent respectability of the parties, or the cool and savage premedi-
tation of the crime,—but the discovery of a well-planned and
systematic association for robbery and murder by such men—of
plausible pretensions, pecuniary resources, and unhesitating har-
dihood in atrocious guilt. They had houses hired in secluded
situations both in town and country, where they carried on their

villanous trade of entrapping the unwary; adding murder to

fraud whenever it seemed requisite to secure success or gratify

revenge. It has not yet been fully ascertained how many other
victims, besides the present, have actually perished in their toils,

but several persons had been repeatedly attempted on, and very
narrowly escaped destruction

;
and the various apparatus of air-

guns, dumb-bells, and other devices for secret assassination were
found to have been ready prepared and regularly practised upon
in their private haunts.

Our first feelings, on perusing these frightful accounts, are
horror and humiliation at the increase of barbarous crimes in

England ;—our next are indignation and disgust at seeing the
prelude to such barbarities daily and directly promoted by the
open encouragement of Pugilism by English Gentlemen and
English Journals: for we hesitate not to attribute the increase

of cruel murders in England in no slight degree to the eager
and increased encouragement of pugilistic “ Sports” by Eng-
lish Editors and men of rank. We know all that has been
urged in defence of these brutalizing exhibitions, and were it

worth while could answer it all in a few sentences. But we
feel it an insult to our national character to allow any one but
a Frenchman even to insinuate that the descendants of those
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who conquered at Cressy and Agincourt require the disgusting

aid of pugilism to keep up their hereditary courage ! Such vile

stuff may be fit for the pages of General Pillet, or the cock-pit
of a Sparring Club—but ought not to be heard from the lips of
British Gentlemen.
Were the Dutch Burghers in the days of Philip Second—or

the Swiss Peasants of the last century—or Ihe Scotch High-
landers of the present, trained to patriotism and hardihood by
such decipline ? but the ruffian Thurtell was an educated pugi-
list, and his future course did credit to such a school.—In
Spain he disgraced the British service by brutality to his men,
and by treacherous assassination and plundering of a disarmed
enemy. In after-life he has added fraudulent bankruptcy in trade

to fraudulent betting on the Turf and at the Boxing-ring; and
he has dexterously conjoined the various, though kindred pro-

fessions of house-breaker, swindler, cheating gambler in the
“ Hells” of Pall Mall, with those of cut-throat, robber, and
secret assassin. Such are this man and his associates

;
and such

is the natural termination of a course commenced under such
auspices! While therefore the miscreant retailers of blasphemy
and sedition are held up (and righteously held up) to the exe-
cration of all good men and lovers of their country, let thought-
less men of rank and influence, who patronize these irrational

and degrading “ Sports,” consider whether they are not equally

abetting, by such unchristain courses, the enemies of the human
race, and promoting the progress of corruption, violence, and
abandoned vibe throughout the world.

We do not think the details of such crimes can be of any
advantage to our fellow Colonists, but we may perhaps notice

the subject again, when the course of Justice is consummated in

regard to them.

GREECE.
Accounts from Greece confirm the rumoured defeat of the Pacha of Scu-

tari, on whom the Porte chiefly relied for success in the present campaign.
It took place at Agrapha, as we have already stated, on the 20th of August,
but the brave Bozzaris fell in the moment of Victory. “ They carried at his

funeral” says an article from Augsburg, “ the heads of seventeen Beys or

Agas, whom he killed with his own hand before he received the mortal

wound.” The Turks lost 5000 in killed, all their artillery and baggage, and
thirty-seven standards.”—

(

Edinburgh Weekly Journal, Oct. 29, 1823.

The King of the Netherlands last month signed a resolution to encour-

age the building of ships intended to trade to the East and West Indies. By
the first article, every subject who shall build in a dock-yard of the King-

dom, for his own account, a vessel of 300 tons or more, with sheathings of

copper or zinc, and which shall be perfectly equipped to navigate in all

seas, shall receive a bounty of 80 florins per ton.
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We are Imppily enabled to state that the report, respecting the impossibility

of establishing a Newspaper in Cape Town, turns out to be unfounded.

*»» » «»«»

population or Ireland.
It appears, from the Report of a Committee of the House of Commons,

that there are more than 400 persons for every square English mile in all

Ireland, a population twice as dense as that of England and Wales, which
average 201 persons to the square mile. Ireland contains 7,000,000 of
people, of which, according to the evidence appended to the Report, 200,000
at the least have no sort of employment beyond what the landlords exact for

rent, and what they make for themselves by cultivating potatoes; and nearly
twice that number have no employment or occupation by which they can
obtain as much clothing, in addition to the meanest sort of food, as will keep
them in a state which in England would hardly be called decent.

We are happy to learn that the Commissioners of Inquiry arrived at

Graham’s Town on the 14th, andseemed to be enjoying good health and spirits.

LAW INTELLIGENCE.
Monday, 16 February 1824.

BeforeW. Rentinck andP.J. Tru ter, Esqrs.as Commissioners of the Court-

His Majesty's Fiscal v. Launcelot Cooke, Win. Edwards, and
J. B. Hoffman.

This was an ear officio prosecution brought by His Majesty’s Fiscal against
the defendants; charging the first with having written and signed, the second
w ith having drawn up and forwarded to His Excellency the Governor, and
the third with having copied a certain libellous statement, in the shape of a
Memorial to the Lords of the Treasury, accusing Mr. C. Blair, Collector of
His Majesty’s Customs, of having committed divers mal-practices in the dis-

tribution of Prize Negroes, and of having, in many instances, made dona-
tions of these people to satisfy the claims of several of his creditors.

A list of about sixty witnesses (among whom the name of His Excellency
the Governor appeared) was exhibited, by His Majesty’s Fiscal, as contain-
ing the names of witnesses required by the second defendant ; but to this mode
of proceeding the Fiscal objected, as being contrary to the Roman and Dutch
Laws, which leave it to the discretion of the Judges to inquire into the nature
of the evidence, and authorize them to select those only who appear relevant
to the matter at issue ; and therefore prayed, that the Court should require
from the defendants to state the facts to which they required every witness to

speak, with liberty to the Judge to curtail such as might not be relevant.
The Court decreed the inquiry to be proceeded in regularly—reserving to

themselves to decide upon this question after the interrogatories were an-
swered by the defendants.
Upon proceeding to the interrogatories, the second defendant, W. Edwards,

proposed Four Exceptions, as a plea in abatement.
1st. That His Majesty’s Fiscal had committed a gross neglect of duty in

not attending to the 23d article of the ‘ Crown Trials’ which directs, that all

trials should be proceeded in within eight days from the decree of the sum-
mons in person; whereas, the decree was granted by the Court on the 5th
instant, and the trial commenced only this day, the 16th—which by no rule
of arithmetic could be made to come within the time prescribed by the statute.

2 cTT That His Majesty’s Fiscal had been guilty of a dereliction of duty, by
not summoning all the witnesses to appear this day : none in fact bad been
summoned—and thisatso was contrary to the 38*.h article of the 4 Crown Trials.’
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3d. That His Majesty’s Fiscal had been guilty of a gross and detestable
y/- falsehood, in not religiously adhering to the truth and tFe'evidence^before

him, as preset ibed in the 36th Article of the Crown Trials; he stating that a
Prize Negro, William Cousins, had been compelled, by threats of Mr. C.
Blair, to return into his service after the expiration of his 14 years’ appren*
ticeship; whereas the Memorial to the Lordsof the Treasury deemed libellous,

did not warrant that assertion ; as nothing could have compelled that negro
to return into his service.
The defendant (Mr. Edwards,) was proceeding to charge His Majesty's

Fiscal with similar untruths—which, in bis opinion, would render him liable

to corporal punishment—when the Fiscal arose, and in great warmth claimed
the protection of the Court against the scurrilous language used by the de-
fendant:—The Court, after having twice warned the defendant against
using such indecorous language, condensed him to imprisonment for One
Month :—and postponed the trial until a future day.

Orphan Chambei v. Uemmington.
This was a case of arrest, brought by the plaintiffs in their capacity as

Orphan Masters, against the defendant, for tbe delivering-up of the property
of tbe late Col. Dewar.

Advocate Truter, for the plaintiffs, stated, that the ship Providence, of
which the defendant was Captain, had arrived in Table Bay on the 7th of
February last ; that the plaintiffs having been informed that Col. James
Dewar, a late passenger on board the said ship, had died about 10 days
distance from this harbour, thought it incumbent on them, and according to

the regulations prescribed to them by this Government, to inform themselves
whether the said Col. Dewar died ah inteslalo, and if so, to take the whole
estate under their administration ; that, however, the defendant refusing to

admit the plaintiffs on board his ship, and stating that the said Col. Dewar c id

not die ah inteslalo, without nevertheless exhibiting any proof thereof to the

plaintiffs, they therefore prayed the Court, that the defendant should be con-
demned either to prove that the said Col. Dewar died testatus, or to give to

the plaintiffs an inventory of all the property being in the possession of the

defendant, and belonging to the said Col. Dewar.
Advocate De Wet, for the defendant, stated, that when Col. Dewar died,

it was at sea, 10 days off, and actually not under the jurisdiction of the plain-

tiffs ; and that therefore they had nothing to do with the estate of Col. Dewar,
and had no right to interfere. That the defendant intended to carry the pro-

perty of Col. Dewar with him to England, to the family of the deceased.

Advocate Truter, in reply, contended, that although Col. Dewar died at

sea, and at the moment not under the jurisdiction of the plaintiffs, that he,

the defendant, touching this harbour as the first after the decease of Col.

Dewar, and interring the body of the deceased on this shore, constituted the

jurisdiction of the plaintiffs. That the plaintiffs were bound by their Instruc-

tions, the more so as there were children of the deceased of minor age, for

whose behalf they interfered.
Advocate De Wet signified to the Court, that the defendant, who was in

attendance, had in bis hands a copy of a will of the deceased ("the original

being sealed up on board), in which he appointed executors and wards in

England.
Tbe Court then referred the case to the Commissioners, in order to have

the case brought to an amicable arrangement; and as the defendant signified

to the Court his intention to sail as early as possible, J. H. Neethling, Esq.
and It. Rogcrson, Esq. the two commissioners, then left the court, to attend
in the committee room ; where, ns we were afterwards informed, this case w as

finally settled in an amicable manner, the defendant having agreed to shew the
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deceased's testament, and give to the plaintiffs au inventory of the property

left by the deceased.

STELLENBOSCH, Feb. 7, 1824.

A Dinner was this day given in Stellenbosch, by Mr. ^qhn Collison,

to a large party of Wine Growers, with whom he has been in the habit of

dealing; at which he took an opportunity of presenting a Cup to Mr. C. J.

Briers, and another to Mr. J. M. van Hclsdingen, in order to express his

sense of their merit in having greatly improved certain descriptions of

Wines in this Colony. His object, which is a public, and we think, an
excellent one, will be best gathered frem the subjoined Report of his Ad-
dress to the Company, with which we have been obliged by a Gentleman who
was present.—After several loyal and appropriate toasts were given—the

last of which was “The Memory of Van Riebeck, the Founder of the

Colony.”— 1). J. van Ryneveld, Esq. the Landdrost, (who, together with
the Hemraaden of the District, honoured the company with their presence)
proposed “The Health of Mr. Collison.” Mr. Collison then addressed the

Meeting in substance as follows;

Gentlemen, 1 cannot express the feelings of my heart at being thus sur-
rounded. I can only say, that the recollection of this day will always be most
pleasant to me. I have always thought that the Wine Growers and Merchants
ought to be better acquainted with each other-— their interests ought to be the
same—they should assist each other ;

and our old English way of bringing this

about is, to eat and drink with one-another; and I do hope that this good old
custom will be adopted here, and that I may live to see an Annual Dinner
established in this place, at which we may meet in good fellowship, and com-
municate such discoveries or improvements as have been made in growing and
making Wine—whether as regards the soil, the aspect, method of planting and
cultivating, or the after process of gathering, selecting, pressing, and ferment-
ing. // each man would throw his stock of information into the general heap

, it

would correct all. If this should take place I will most assuredly make one
among you. I think it cannot be too generally enforced, that the Grower should
pay more attention to the quality than the quantity of his produce. I know the
fault has been as much with the purchasers as with the Growers

;
many of them

have given the same prices for all kinds of Wine, and by this means the Grower
had no encouragement to take pains. This, however, is not my case, I pay
according to the quality. Suppose two Vineyards, each of which can produce
100 leagers of wine; the proprietor of the one grows the utmost quantity, and
produces the 100 leagers, for which he gets 5000 Rds. the other prunes his wines,
selects his grapes, and makes only 50 leagers of good wine, for which he gets
100 Rds: per leager, which gives him the same sum. Now, this he brings in 25
waggons or trips, which at 20 Rds. per trip, is 500 Rds.; but this is not all;

—

the grower who selects his grapes has still the refuse grapes, from which he can
distil good brandy, which is all clear gain to him.
The same rule holds with Brandy. Why should a farmer be at the trouble

and expence of carrying mere Water to Cape Town ? If he has justice done
to him, be will be paid according to the strength and qualify of the Spirits
and may then save nearly one-half of the carriage of what is usually sent in’
I would particularly recommend your attention to your Brandies; and I am
certain that, if proper attention is paid, they will sell well in the Cape at
this moment. I never use a drop of them; for, as they are at present made
they would poison the Wines.
Gentlemen, many of your Wines have, for some years past, been pushed

into the market in England too young, without proper pains being taken
and have got so bad a name that many persons will not even taste them

; but
I hope the time is approaching when this will wear off, and when, convinced
good Wines can be sent from the Cape, they will obtain such prices as shall
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satisfy both the Grower and the Merchant. As far as I am concerned, this

has already been the case. I have much satisfaction in being able to say,
that the Wines I have shipped have been pronounced “ excellent,” and I

hope tile prices I have given have satisfied the Growers.—The Wines, which
have as yet approached the uearest to perfection in this Colony, are Madeira
and JHock : I have shipped both, and have had favourable accounts of them.
To Mr. C. J Briers, I present this Cop, for his improvement in Cape Ma-
deira; and to Mr. J. M. Van Helsdingen, I present this Cop, for his improve*
mem in Cape Hock ; and I beg of you both to accept them, as a just token
of the greatly improved quality of your Wines, and my esteem for the up-
right and honorable manner in which you have ever dealt toward me: and I

heartily hope, not only that you will go on improving your Wines, but that

you will have so many imitators, that we may hear our Wine have found a
place at the tables of the wealthy equal in extent to Madeiras and Sherry.

—

Gentlemen, I drink most heartily “The Wine Trade of this Colony.”

IMPROMPTU,
On passing a certain new Catholic Chapel.

“ Is this Chapel of Roman or Gothic, or what style ?”

Said Dick Smith to his friend, who replied with a Pat smile,
“ I should rather suppose, from the name of the Priest,

Mr. Scully, ’tis Roman-Golgothic. at least.”

VERSES.

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

We hail the bursting rays of light,—
Are charmed to see the Star appear,
That twinkles through the clouds of Night,
And indicates that Day is near.

From hence may Arts and Science spring.

The flowers of genius to expand,
Till the bright noon of Knowledge fling

Its radiance o’er this darken’d land.

And from our much-lov’d Father-land
A distant murmur strikes our ear,

And speaks of all that’s hop’d or plann’d,

Or acted by our Country dear !

We feel we are not quite forgot,

Tho’ from our kinsmen far exil’d.

And less deplore our luckless lot

As Pilgrims in this parched wild.

All this and more to Thee we owe.
True friend of Afric’s genuine weal.
Who know’st to soothe the Exile’s woe

5/

And mak’st our wither’d hearts to feel.

May Virtue and prevailing Truth,
And love of Freedom grace your page,
To elevate the mind of Youth,
And cheer the heavy hours of Age.

May Christian Faith and Candour fair

Still find a champion in your pen.

Till railers leave the “scorner’s chair,”

And learn to love their fellow men.

Albany, 3d Feb. 1821. W.ll.
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Extract of a Letterfrom Graham's Town, dated Feb. 3.

On Wednesday night, the 21st ult. a seriorts accident happened at the

Cavalry Barracks, Graham’s Town, by the falling in of the old stables, by
which three Hottentot Soldiers were unfortunately killed. Such a circum-
stance was the more unlooked for, as the building, though a temporary erec-

tion, had withstood the recent violent storms, when so many substantial build-

ings were either injured or destroyed. The following afternoon the poor
unfortunate sufferers were buried.”

N’s admirable paper on the spirit of violence and private animosity too

often exhibited in periodical prints, has our hearty approbation. As his

views coincide exactly with our own, we prefer shewing in practice what
we conceive a Newspaper ought to be, to laying it down in words, as our
observations are intended for Readers rather than for Authors. As to our
avoiding Personality, on which he is pleased to compliment us, we assure
him that the person mnst be important indeed, who can fora moment excite
our anger.
To our friend L. who complains of petty Slanderers, we would willingly

offer some consolation. A good name is undoubtedly a precious jewel, and
the person who filches it will find, when accounts come to be finally settled,

that he has not enriched his own soul by the robbery But there is a pos-
session on which human happiness still more immediately depends, namely,
a good heart—we mean a pure and a fearless one. This gift of Gon, obtained
through the medium of undefiled religion, will be found a wall of brass
against all the attacks of malice and uncharitableness. Let him throw his

life open, and live down his enemies.
Our Correspondents are requested to authenticate ail communications of

importance.
Our other Correspondents we will attend to in due time.

Average Rate of Exchange, as per Commissariat Drawing, Jan. 14,

iter Pound Sterling, Rds. Sks. Sts. 116 1

N.B.

—

A Commissariat Drawing takes place this Day at 12 o'clock.

JVo. VIII.

Wednesday, Febmray 25, 1824.

It is a remark of Fielding-, that he, as author of Tom Jones,

Amelia, and Joseph Andrews, and such writers as describe the

customs, manners, and sentiments of the people, are the only

historians to whom any credit is due, or from whom much prac-

ti cal wisdom can be derived. Works dig-nified with the titles

of Histories of England, France, America, and so forth, he

H
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insinuates, if we remember rightly, to be down-right Roman-
ces, and calculated only to afford subjects for the stage or the
scaffold, according as the minds which are influenced by them
happen to have a poetical or a political bias. And to say the

truth, if you cut out all the illustrious scoundrels and disturbers

of the peace of society, who make a figure in writings of this

description—if you send to Coventry all your rascally Alexan-
ders, and Csesars, and Charles the Twelfths—all your accursed

Corteses and Pizarros, who went about beating the watch and

breaking the lamps of this world—you will find these imposing
tomes dwindle to a size woefully insignificant. Now look in

the remaining pages for the men of Commanding Genius, who
have diffused their own spirit through the whole body of the

human race, and by their wisdom almost created anew the in-

tellectual and moral world.—Where is the Inventor of Letters

—of Printing—of the Telescope—of the Mariner’s Compass

—

of the Steam Engine—the Discoverer of the Circulation of the

Blood—of Vaccine Innoculation ? See how they are thrust

into corners, omitted altogether, or barely named. Having
satisfied yourself on this head, look next for something' of a

higher order. Who invented, if we may so use the word, The
Liberty of the Press—Representative Governments—Religious

Toleration—Open debates in Parliament and Courts of Law

—

Reports of Proceedings in these—News Papers—Post Roads,

and Mail Coaches to carry these and all other sorts of intelli-

gence, faster than the winds, to all quarters of the civilized

world. Yes! To whom do we owe these? To no man exclu-

sively. They are emanations from the Spirit of “ this Majestic

World” brooding on its own thoughts. They resulted from the

collective wisdom of the Race, resting on its two main wings

—

the past and the future.

A knowledge of the real character of man, then, is not to be

obtained from history, technically so called
;

seeing it is chiefly

occupied with the paltry intrigues of Courts, the rage, and

falsehood, and treachery of party men, or the ravages of mili-

tary violence. From this body of Actors, however contempti-

ble in number, and generally in intellect, compared with the

mass of mankind, and the calm and retired observers,—Orators,

Moralists, and Divines have been accustomed to draw all their

opinions and their common-place topics of abuse respecting the

depravity of our nature, while those on whom their reproaches

should have fallen, took advantage of their concessions, making

them arguments for imposing every species of coercion and re-

straint on a creature thus naturally depraved and prone to mis-
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chief. It is amusing, now that Man may be said to have got

upon his feet, having gained courage, like the frogs in the fable,

to approach these Earthly Jupiters, and to look them in the

face, to hear the words which passed for good sense, and were

said to have Divine Authority even in respectable times. “ It

is amazing to me,” said Henry VII Ith, to the Citizens of Lon-

don, “ that ye, who are but brutes and inexperienced folks,

should presume to represent to Us whom We may employ in

Our counsels.” Even in the present day, though such expres-

sions are not used, the spirit of them seems to actuate almost

every sovereign in the world, except our own and one or two
of his most respectable allies. Some half-dozen old Gentlemen

of this sort, at Verona, have actually given notice to the Bri-

tish Government that they intend to discuss fully, at their next

meeting, the Affairs of the New Independent States in South

America ! They might as well set about legislating for the

World before the Flood, or prescribing diet and regimen for the

Men in the Moon.
The truth is, History misleads those who seek from it their

principles of action. They see there, countries of immense ex-

tent over-run and kept in subjection by a handful of troops, and
one or two bold men managing the public affairs of half the

world. But they forget that men then wanted union and re-

sources, and were frequently so oppressed by their own govern-
ments, that it was well if they remained quiet during an attack

made from without against their Rulers—their general course

being junction with the invaders, thus turning out the most
dangerous antagonists of the two. Matters are now com-
pletely changed. The people are now united and combined to-

gether by ten thousand ties which no created arm can break
asunder, and can, if so disposed—and, owing to their intel-

ligence, no cause but a good and g-reat cause can so dispose

them,—in a few hours put into motion a degeee of strength

which no created wisdom can evade or defeat. The English
Revolution is an example in point. The French one is less re-

spectable, but not less instructive. Look to America, Greece
(and, we hope soon to say, to Spain), and the truth of these
remarks will be sufficiently apparent.

Extract of a Letter from St. Helena, dated, Dec. 23, 1823.

“ The examination of the Schools took place last week pub-
licly before the Governor and Council, when the interesting
spectacle was exhibited of nearly four hundred Children of
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the poorer classes, educated under the auspices of the ‘ St. He-
lena Benevolent Society.’ Our present Governor is a strenuous

advocate for the diffusion of Knowledge, and he spares no pains

to promote the moral and religious improvement of all classes
;

and in his own family he sets an example worthy to be imitated.

He has also instituted a Market, and an Agricultural and Horti-

cultural Society. The first show of Cattle took place, on the

.5th of this month, at Deadwood Fair, and the Horticultural

Exhibition will take place in James Town next June:—these

are a few of the effects arising from our being blessed with a

good and liberal Governor.”

Extract of a Letter from Graaff Reinet, dated Feb. 14.

“We have had an astonishing fall in the price of Bengal
Wheat;—it is now as low as 8 Rds. the muid, when only a few
weeks ago it was as high as 20 to 25. There has, generally

speaking, been a good harvest, in this district, of all sorts of

Grain, except the Wheat of the Colony, which was slightly at-

tacked by the rust ;—the country is in a fine state for Cattle

just now, plenty of rain having fallen.”

THE CAFFERS.

Extract of a Letter from Mr. Wriqht, Missionary at Theopolis,

Feb. 9, 1824.

“ The Caffers have visited us twice within the last week.
The first time they took away all the Iron they could find, such

as Spades, Picks, Masons’ Tools, &c. The second time they

took away a Milch Cow, which was tied to a pole by the kraal

for the night. Our people went upon the tract the following

morning, and about two miles from this came to the place where
they had slaughtered the Cow, and made a fire. They pursued

the track into the Kareega woods, but night coming on they

returned without overtaking the robbers.”

REMARKABLE OCCURRENCE.
We extract the following striking anecdote from the letter of

an esteemed friend who was present on the occasion.

“ On (he 31st of December last, a Slave Man appeared at the Landdrost’s

Office at Graafl' Reinet, and stated to the Magistrate, that after having from

his infancy served his Master faithfully, and when beginning at length to

entertain some hope of being in time enabled, out of his own savings, to'
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procure his freedom, that hope had of a sudden been cut off by his mistress

taking a dislike to him, and determined on selling him by public auction that

day; that however, one of the sons of the family was inclined to become the

purchaser, and grant him his freedom afterwards; but that the sum fixed by
the step-mother was too high for his moans, and that therefore no securities

could be got.
“ The son alluded to, being sent for, came, and generously confirmed the

Slave’s statement, giving him at the same time a very high character; upon
which a person who happened to be present, but a stranger to the parties,

seeing the Slave’s distress, volunteered to become security, and was con-
sidered sufficient.

“The poor Slave, seeing his own lot thus favorably decided, with tears in

his eyes thanked his benefactors, at the same expressing his heart-felt solici-

tude for the fate of his youngest daughter, whom he w ould be obliged to leave
behind in slavery. Mr. Slockenstrom pacified him by saying,—“ Her free-

dom may, perhaps, also be procured by some other means.” The sentence
was but half expressed w hen a clap of thunder shook the offices. The Slave
went away delighted with his prospects ; but soon after returned, the picture
of despair. By “ other means” indeed had the freedom of hiS daughter been
obtained! For the lightning which struck into the master’s kitchen, and the

stroke of which was felt throughout the town at the very moment when her
cause was pleading in the Landdrost’s Office, had emancipated her from
slavery and worldly troubles for ever !

“ Another female Slave of the family was killed on the spot by the same
stioke, and it was found necessary to bleed two or three others. One young
woman was affected to that degree that her life was despaired of for some
time, whilst the infant, which she had in her arms at the moment she was
struck, escaped without the least injury.”

LAW INTELLIGENCE-

Wednesday, Feerijary 18th 1824.

Before W. Bentinck and P. J. Truter, Esqrs. as
Commissioners of the Covrt.

His Majesty's Fiscal V. Lancelot Cooke
, Wm. Edwards, and

J. B. Hoffman.
This case, the hearing of which was put off on Monday the 16lh, came on to

be further heard this day, and seemed to excite very considerable interest. The
avenues leading to the Court were crowded at an early hour. On the assem-
bling of the Court, the defendants were not, as before, called in together, but
separately.
The proceedings were commenced by the Court calling the first defendant,

Mr. L. Cooke, who was asked, whether lie was willing to answer such interro-
gatories as had been exhibited by the Fiscal ?

M. Cooke said, that previously to answering any questions, he had an excep-
tion to take to the incompetency of the Court"; which he begged leave to read
as follows :

—

“ I cannot allow this inquiry to be proceeded in, without laving before your
Worships a true statement of this case, the result of w hich 1 doubt not will
prove that his Majesty’s Fiscal has been premature in bringing this action for-
ward : that there can exist no grounds for the present action in the present state
of this case, and that therefore this action, in limine

, ought to be withdrawn
trom the cognizance of your Worships. I commence by acknowledging what
I conceive would be a disgrace to my character to deny, and an insult to the per-
sons whose grievances I thought it necessary to lay before the Competent Autho
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rities, that I directed to be drawn up, examined, proved, and signed, /lie

Memorial addressed to the Right Honorable The Lords Commissioners of His
Majesty’s Treasury, treated as libellous by His Majesty’sFiscal, and the subject
of the present prosecution. In how far this document may be deemed libellous
does not belong to me now to consider, although I trust I shall be able fully to
exculpate myself on that head, should the principal merits of this case still

remain to be discussed hereafter; but here I beg leave, with the utmost sub-
mission, but still with the greatest confidence, to maintain that this document,
whether libellous or not, cannot legally, in the present stage of the proceedings,
form the subject of a criminal prosecution. Impelled by a sense of duty to-

wards the public, and to several unfortunate subjects, whom I saw the silent

victims of arbitrary power; become myself the object of violence and insult,

because I presumed, in the mildest manner, to advocate the cause of one of
these who had faithfully served me for several years, to whom I felt a reciprocal
attachment, and hearing at the same time, from various channels, of similar and
worse practices, in the disposal of Negroes, I thought it a duty to them, as well
as to society in general, to represent such cases of which I had proofs in support
of my assertions, through the proper official channel, to the constituents ot my
present accuser, Mr. Blair.

“This Memorial is drawn out without the slightest wi-sh to be offensive to His
Majesty’s Government. It contains an official charge and information solely

against Mr. Blair, not affecting his private character, but his public situation as
Collector of His Majesty’s Customs. This Memorial was not published, no
publicity whatever was given to it here, and it was only forwarded to his Ex-
cellency the Governor (with the knowledge of the Collector of Customs), for the
sole pu rpose of being laid by his Lordship before the proper authorities, as an
official impeachment against the Collector. This Memorial was diverted from
that channel. The Right Honorable the Lords of the Treasury have not as yet

pronounced upon its contents. And I therefore beg leave to submit that ft

would be prejudging this case, that it would be doing an injury to me and to

justice in general—an injury which never could be remedied—-were this pro-
secution allowed to be gone on with, in the fare of a charge which has been
made officially, from a sense of duty to myself and the public, through the proper
channel and to the proper authorities ;— -a charge which has not as yet been in-

puired into— for which the time is not yet come to inquire. Upon these grounds,
therefore, I beg leave to propose an exception against the legality of this sum-
mons, and to pray for an absolution, nb instantia , with costs.”
The Fiscal replied at some length, contending that it was a Libel, and that

the Treasury was not the competent authority to which to appeal.

Advocate Cloele, for the 1st defendant, asked leave of the Court to argue in-

support of the exception.

The Fiscal objected to it, as being contrary to the 42d Article of the Crown
Trial. •

The Court rejected the application of Advocate Cloete, and over-ruled the

exception.
Advocate Cloete, for Mr. Cooke, gave notice of appeal, against this decision,

to the full Court.
The 1st defendant was then interrogated, whether he had w ilfully and with a

malicious intention composed, published, and signed a certain libellous writing,

which was exhibited.

Mr. Cooke admitted that he had signed the Memorial, but not with a malicous

intention.

He was then interrogated as to what he could advance in excuse 'l

Mr. Cooke requested to be heard by his Advocate, Mr. Cloete, who proposed

to conduct his defence by calling some of the witnesses named by the 2d

defendant.
. , , . ,

Mr. Edwards, the second defendant, was then called, and informed by the

Court, that he was at liberty to proceed with his exceptions:-—he then replied,

that on a previous day, in urging his third exception, he asserted, “That the

Fiscal had stated a detestable falsehood,” for which he was committed to prison :

that he had been three days in prison, considering the matter, and had not
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altered his opinion one jot ;
but for fear he might again be incarcerated, be would

not further pursue his exception. In support of his fourth exception, “as to the

ducompetenoy of the Court, Mr. Edwards had intended to have urged, that the

step which he had taken was the only mode of bringing Mr. Blair to justice;

His Excellency the Governor having declared officially, that the Colonial Govern-
ment had no authority over Mr. Blair in regard to Prize Negroes. He further
cited ‘ Blackstone,’ vol. 1. p. 113.---showing that in case of uncommon injury.

His Majesty’s subjects might seek redress by Petition to the King or Parliament.
And by statute I W. and M. all prosecutions for so petitioning are illegal. He
went on to state, that Mr. Cooke, himself, and Mr. Blair, were all natural-born
subjects of His Majesty; and cited ‘ Blackstone,’ vol. 1. p. 370, which states,

“the Prince is always under a constant tie to protect his natural-born subjects
at all times, and in all countries He cited also, ‘Justinian’s Institutes; to

prove, that any subject detecting and exposing the malversation of public
officers, so far from prosecution, was entitled to certain honors ;— and that the
Fiscal, (instead of prosecuting him) had he faithfully discharged his duty, on
reading the Memorial, should have brought Mr. Blair to trial. He boasted in

this Court that he had courage to attack any person, however exalted his office,

who offended against his duty. Vain boast ! Why did he not, when he read the
serious charge contained iu a Memorial from so respectable a gentleman as Mr.
Cooke, cause an investigation into the conduct Mr. Blair, as was done in the
case of the Lapddrost of Tulbagh? Why did he not prosecute the culprit who
intercepted that Memorial, if he had so much courage? “I,” said Mr. Edwards,
“boast no great courage ; yet, if you will show me the man who presumed to
intercept,<fiat complaint to the Lords of the Treasury,— be it Mr. Fiscal, Mr.
Blair, o/any other Mr. ; whatever may be his rank or title— -I will pray the Court
to plaeb me in the situation of Fiscal, pro lenvpore ; we will change places

;
he shall

stand where I now do, a prisoner, and I pledge myself, in defiance of every
obstacle, to bring the delinquent to justice. Then you shall see, Mr. Fiscal,
who has the courage to attack malversation.”

' He further cited 12 W. 3. c. 2. to prove that no Denizen can hold any office of
trust, civil or military, under the Crown. And that Mr. Denyssen, not being
even a denizen, was not eligible to the office of Fiscal. These and many other
arguments he could have urged, but feared the warmth of his feelings might be
again construed into disrespect to the Fiscal, and render him liable to further
imprisonment : he would therefore abstain from pressing his objections.

The Fiscal replied, in answer to the first exception, that although the summons
for personal appearance was granted on the 5th of February, yet, as he did not
take it from the office until the 9th, he w'as entitled to calculate the eight days
required by the 33d Art. Crown Trial, from that day. In replying to the second
exception, he said that he had submitted to the Court his reasons for not summon-
ing the witnesses for the accused, agreeably to the 8th Art. many of them were
public officers, and their attendance would be inconvenient. An entire silence
he thought the most becoming course with regard to the third exception. As to
the fourth, he contended, that as Mr. Edwards had in a former case submitted
to the jurisdiction of one Commissioner, he couTd not now object to that of two.
He admitted the parties were English subjects, but he did not see that they were
consequently entitled to be tried by English law in every part of the globe. The
defendant had objected to his being Fiscal; he could however tell him, that he
had the honor to be approved by His Majesty’s Secretary of State ; that he had
filled the situation 12 years, and this was the first time his conduct had ever been
called in question; and he desired the defendant to understand, that he would
continue to hold his office until deprived of it by better authority than the defend*
ant could produce.
The Court was cleared, and on our re-admission, we found that all the excep-

tions taken by the 2d defendant were over-ruled.
Mr. Edwards was then interrogated, whether he had wilfully and maid fide

published, by sending to His Excellency the the Governor, the said Memorial ?

Mr. Edwards answered.—“ I did nothing wilfully nor mala fide. I wrote the
part of the Memorial signed by Mr. Cooke

;
and sent it to the Lords of the
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Treasury bonafide. I never published it, nor do I know how it was intercepted
or came here. 1 ’

On being- asked what he could urge in excuse for it
;
he answered— 11

1 justifyit—
t glory in it. It is the duty of every good subject to inform His Majesty of

the malpractices of His servants. I have ever done it, and ever will.”
Mr. Hoffman, the 3d defendant, was then called, and, in answer to interroga-

tories, denied all knowledge of the transaction.
A letter from Mr. W. Bird was here produced by the Fiscal, stating that Mr.

Blair was seriously indisposed, and could not attend. The Court therefore ad-
journed the further hearing until Friday.

FURTHER PROCEEDINGS, Friday, Feb. 20.

The same degree of interest was excited as on Wednesday. The Court
was nearly filled from the commencement ; and the further hearing of this
case was resumed. The three defendants were all in Court this day.
The Fiscal moved the Court to extend the whole charge to the 2d defendant.

He said he grounded his application on the defendant’s answer to the inter-
rogatories on a former day: and cited the 24th Article of an English trans-
lation of the laws of Demerara, as his authority. He then handed the book
over to tlie defendant Mr. Edwards. On reading this article, the defendant
declared, that the Fiscal must be wholly ignorant of the English language,
or have wilfully perverted its meaning, the article in question not in the
least justifying the conclusion the Fiscal had drawn. He conceived this'was
a continuation of that system of persecution which had been adopted against
him, for doing that which the Fiscal should have done, but which he had not
courage to attempt, after Mr. Cooke’s complaint had lain dormant in his

office for seven or eight weeks. He would take this opportunity of saying,
that as it had been alleged that lie had treated the Court disrespectfully, he
felt it necessary for him to repel so foul an insinuation. He had been bred
to the law ;—he had been for many years a witness to the impartial distri-

bution of justice in his own country ;
during which lime he had learned to

honor and revere every honest magistrate, meet him where he would; and
he would tell the Fiscal that even in this place he could not shake oft' his

early impressions. In that Court the Fiscal was entitled to no more protec-
tion than any other advocate. In his office, the Fiscal had oflered him a
private insult, and the present was the only opportunity of retaliating :

—
“ Yes,” added Mr. Edwards, “when l was in his office, arguing dispassion.
ately and respectfully against the illegality of his conduct, in intercepting a
complaint, by one of His Majesty’s subjects, against one of His Majesty’s
servants, and that all prosecutions for writing petitions were declared by
6tat. I. W. & M. to be illegal ; he burst into an impertinent and intemperate
declaration, (worse than that for which 1 was sent to prison—because it was
unprovoked, unjust, unlawful, and unbecoming,) that he would hold no fur-

ther conversation with me until we met in Court:—‘There,’ said he, ‘ you
shall hear me.’ Now, had the Fiscal known to whom he addressed that impo-
tent taunt, ho would have felt it was dangerous to rouse a lion (hat w ill

destroy him ; he would have known that I cared as little for his menace ns
for his persecution or himself; and that in Court—out of Court—at all times
—and in any place, I am, at the very, very least, his equal—taking his gown,
his influence, his office, and his authority into the bargain ; he would have
known there was something in the free, honest, unbending spirit of an Eng-
lish lawyer, not to be insulted wi.th impunity; he would have known it would
take more grates, bars, and oppressions than he can possess, to tame a soul

reared in the lap of liberty: he would have known that he may manacle my
hands, he may schackle my feet, and he may cast my person into a cell ; but
I can tell him my soul bids defiance to every Fiscal; it will soar above him.
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it will hover over him, it will pounce upon him when and where he least

dreams.”
The Fiscal here interrupted the defendant, and claimed the protection

of the Court against expressions so personally directed; and declared, un-
less he were protected, he could not continue to sit there.

The Cotfrt was then clea red to deliberate, and on its re-opening, Mr. Ed-
wards was informed, that the Fiscal’s application was refused.

The Fiscal then gave in a list of his witnesses, consisting of Mr. C. Blair’

Mr. Wilberforce Bird, Mr. Ponterdent, Mr. Tyrholm, Mr. Lind, and Mr"
Bendall. The two latter, were to prove the Memorial was copied by Mr"
Hoffman; Mr. Tyrholm to prove that Jean Bile had been his servant on
his tirst landing, and, after some years, was restored to the Collector of the

Customs, for ill-conduct ; the three first were to prove the falsehood of the

Memorial.
Mr. Edwards here objected to evidence being called to prove any thing

not charged in the indictment ; it not being therein once alleged that any part
of the Memorio! was untrue. Outlie contrary, the indictment says, “that
the Memorial w as written seemingly with the intention to bring to the cog-
nizance of the Lords of the Treasusy Air. Cook’s complaint against the

Collector of Customs, requesting them to cause an investigation thereof, and
afford him redress; and that he did also, with the intention to expose the

officers of Customs to the hatred and contempt of their superiors, and to

bring them in danger of being ignoaiiniously discharged from their situations,

make remarks, and allege facts, by which they are represented in a con-
temptible and criminal aspect.” He then argued, that inasmuch as the
assertions in the Memorial were admitted to be “ facts,”—and as facts are
truths—he could hardly conceive how any man, pretending to be a lawyer,
would attempt to call witnesses to prove that his own assertions were false.

He had no objection that Mr. Blair, Mr. Bird, and Air. Ponderdent, shonld
be called to prove the truth of the Memorial, as out of their own mouths
he would convict them. He admitted that Jean Elle had served Air. Tyrholm
faithfully while a prisoner of war, but on the war terminating, he became
a free-man, and was no longer willing to serve as a Slave. He thought it a
novel thing to bring a writing-master to prove Air. Hoffman’s w riting, and
upon that proof prosecute him;—the paper-maker, or the goose, whence
the pen with which it w as written was plucked, might as well be pros°cuted.
The Court called on Air. Edwards to say what was the purport of the

proofs he wished to produce. He answered, he was prepared to prove the
truth of every thing contained in the Alemorial, and much more. The de-
fendant then asked the Fiscal whether he had not communicated a list of
his witnesses to Mr. Blair? This the Fiscal refused to answer.

Air. Edwards stated, that this refusal, in his opinion, proved the fact;
and as the Fiscal would not answer, he could tell the Court that this list had
been exhibited to Air. Blair, who had taken advantage of it, by tamper-
ing with some of his (the defendant’s) witnesses. He would put this ques-
tion to Mr. Blair on his oath ;—if he denied it, by the evidence of two wit.
nesses he was prepared to prove it to the Court.
The Court intimated to the defendant, that if he could prove what he as-

serted, he might proceed against the Fiscal and Mr. Blair.

The defendant replied, he was aware where and how to seek for justice.
But he knew belter than to assail a snake in its own hiding place, It was
nothing encouraging to him to be told by the same breath which sent him
to prison for exposing the Fiscal’s falsehood, that he might prosecute him
for it. He then declared that he had already petitioned the House of Com-
mons against the unjust and unlawful proceedings the Fiscal had adopted.—“ Here” (said he) “ the Fiscal sits dressed in all possible power—there b*

I
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will appear a culprit; and I not only received as a man of well known
character, but as an undaunted patriot:—my character will place me as
far above him there, as he is here above the lowest menial of this Court.”
The Court was cleared for deliberation, and on onr re-admission, it was

adjudged, that no witnesses should be examined as to the truth or unt.uth
of the memorial.—Mr. Advocate C loete, for ]\lr. Cooke, appealed against
this decision, as did Mr. Edwards.

Mr. Edwards then stated, that as at the best of times he was unable to

bear the expences of this prosecution, be was the less able to do so in

prison, having little but the honest earnings of his business to support him

:

—he therefore prayed the Court to grant him an Advocate to plead pro Deo,
and also to have copies of papers, &c. free from Court fees.

The Court required a certificate of his inability to defray the expence,
which being made, we understand Mr. Advocate Brand was nominated.

Mr. Lind was called and sworn.—He had formerly been a Clerk to Mr.
Hoffman. Thought some words like his writing, but he could not speak to

the fact. Many years had elapsed ; and lie would be a bold swearer who
should speak positively, after so great a lapse of time. Mr. Hoffman’s pro-
tocol was shown to the witness.—Ho could discover no decided resemblance.

Cross-examined.—He had never seen Mr. Hoffman write.

Mr. Bendall was called, and sworn.—Is a writing-master and teacher of
mathematics. Could not professionally decide whether two hand-writings,
bearing some resemblance, had been written by one person.

The Fiscal proposed, in the absence of direct proof, that Mr. Hoffman be
acquitted :—And the Court, after a short deliberation, pronounced him
Acquitted.

N •

[We extract the following passage from De Loi.me’s work on the Consti-
tution of England—a book in which there are many sound views of Govern-
ment in general, and a very happy union of boldness and prudence in the ex-
amination of very delicate subjects. It has been long published, greatly
applauded by very competent judges, and very generally read. But as in

this colony people residing at a distance from Cape Town experience great
difficulty in procuringor obtaining access to even the most popular books, we
need make no apology for inserting now and then such abstracts from authors
of good reputation, as we may judge likely to afford amusement or instruc-

tion to our readers.] Ed.
“ Another great advantage, and which one would not at first expect, in

this unity, of the public power in England,—in this union, and, if 1 may so
express myself, in this conversation of all the branches of tho executive
authority,— is the greater facility it affords of restraining it.

“ In those stales where the execution of the laws is intrusted to several
hands, and to each with different titles and prerogatives, such division, and
the changeableness of measures which must be the consequence of it,

constantly hide the true cause of the evils of the taste : in the endless fluctu-

ation of things, no political principles have time to fix among the people ;

public misfortunes happen, without leaving behind them any useful lesson.
“ At some times Military Tributes, and at other Consuls, bear au absolute

sway ; sometimes Patricians usurp every thing, and at other times those w ho
are called Nobles: at one time the people are oppressed by decemvirs, and
at another by dictators.

“Tyranny, in such states, does not always beat down the fences that are
set around it ; but it leaps over them. When men think it confined to one
place, it starts up again in another;— it mocks the efforts of the people, not
because it is invincible, but because it is unknown ; seized by the arm of a
Hercules, it escapes with the changes of a Proteus.
“ But the indivisibility of the public power in England lias constantly
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kept the views and efforts of the people directed to one and the same sub-

ject; and the permanence of that power has also given a permanence and
regularity to the precautions they have taken to restrain it.

“Constantly turned towards that ancient fortress,— the Royal Power, they
have made it, for seven centuries, the subject of their fear : with a watch-
ful jealousy they have considered all its parts; they have observed all its

outlets; they have even pierced the earth to explore its secret avenues and
subterraneous works.
“ United in their views by the greatness of the danger, they regularly

formed their attacks. They established their works, first at a distance;
then brought them successively nearer ; and in short, raised none but what
served afterwards as a foundation or defence to others.
“ After the Great Charter was established, forty successive confirmations

strengthened it. The Act called ‘ The Petition of Right,’ and that passed
in the sixteenth year of Charles the First, then followed:—Some years after,

the ‘ Habeas Corpus’ Act was established ; and the Bill of Rights at length
made its appearance. In fine, whatever the ciscumstances may have been,
the people always had, in their efforts, that inestimable advantage, of know-
ing with certainty the general seat of the evils they had to defend themselves
against: and each calamity, each particular eruption, by pointing out some
weak place, served to procure a new bulwark for public liberty.

“ To conclude in a few words ;— the executive power in England is formi-
dable, but then it is for ever the same ; its resources are vast, but their na-
ture is at length known; it has been made the indivisible and inalienable
attribute of one person alone, but then all other persons, of whatever rank
or degree, become really interested to restrain it within its proper bounds.”

The illustrious author who wrote these lines six-and-twenty
years ago, with all the buoyant and unchecked enthusiasm of
opening manhood,—yet scarcely anticipated, even in Poetry, the
actual realities the whole has attained, much less, the brighter
prospects now opening on humanity in almost every quarter of
the globe. At that period unhappy France had extinguished in
guilt and blood the better hopes of her fervid Revolution

;
and

a military Leader of gigantic but unprincipled genius, had arisen
to wield the resistless energies which the love of country and of
freedom had originally called forth, but which, exasperated by
foreign interference, were now successfully exerted in vengeful
and insolent aggression. Apathy, anarchy, or trembling imbe-
cilty, prevaded the rest of Europe—England excepted. Fear

Wednesday, March 3, 1824.

“ Come bright Improvement ! on the car of Time,
And rule the spacious world from clime to clime;

Thy handpiaid Arts shall every wild explore,

Trace every wave, and culture every shore.”
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and apprehensions, almost superstitious, had seized the other civi-

lized or semi-civilized nations, whose interests or security were
affected by European politics. A free press had ceased to exist

on the Old Continent
;
and, except Britain and her genuine off-

spring in America, (which alone maintained a seemingly-pre-
carious independence,) the kindred families of the Christian name
had bowed down politically and intellectually before the military

prowess of one people, and the all-grasping sway of one am-’
bitious chief. The civilized part of mankind seemed on the

verge of being again prostrated beneath the paralysing domi-
nation of one insolent nation, cursed with the perilous corrup-

tion, without the imposing grandeur, of Imperial Rome. The
remaining quarters of the world mostly continued to groan
under hereditary and hopeless oppression, in the unpenetrated

shade of heathen darkness. The Slave Trade stilljiisgraeed the

Christian Legislature, and degraded the glorious name of Eng-
land. British pliilantrophy had yet to triumph in the senate,

and British courage in the field.

Matters are assuredly much altered since those times; and, in

spite of the Holy Alliance, altered for the better. The most
gigantic military despotism that the world ever witnessed, and
of which the portentous shadow withered even the hearts of

nations, which its direct power could not immediately reach

—

this mighty Destroyer, which cast down crowns and dominions,

and stamped them under its feet, has all at once crumbled to

dust and ashes before the united hearts and hands of the Euro-
pean people, inspired by the love of Country and the hope of

Freedom. And though the patriot warriors, who battled for

the liberties of Europe, have been, in many cases, most ungrate-

fully requited and grievously betrayed by the short-sighted and

faithless rulers whom they then reinstated in their hereditary

thrones;—and though Italy and Poland have doubtless been

losers even in exchanging the vassal cuirass of the warrior Em-
peror for the leaden yoke of the Russian and Hun

;
and though

France, Spain, and Naples, have been all and each, in spite

of their convulsive writhings, forced into the harness of a priest-

ridden dotard race, incapable of amendment :—aye, and though

the Members of the Holy Alliance (with Alexander the Empe-
ror at their head, much in the vein of Alexander the Copper-

smith at the head of the Craftsmen of Ephesus) have leagued

themselves to oppose, by open force or secret guile, the progress

of free institutions over the world; yet we feel assured that

their craft and their power shall not prevail—and we repeat it,

that, notwithstanding all this, the political prospects of mankind
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are prodigiously improved within the last five-and-twenty years,

—and are now far more promising than at any previous epoch

in the history of our race.

For, whatever clouds may hover over the political horizon of

Europe, we can see nothing to awaken such melancholy fore-

bodings as are now croaked forth from most of the Whig and
Opposition journals. On the contrary, is it not obvious that

both Knowledge and the love of Liberty ore rapidly pervading

every part both of the old and new Continents? And though
immature, and therefore unsuccessful, attempts at regeneration,

;<nd the brute force of military oppression, may seem for a time

to repress the natural manifestation of these principles,—yet in

fact they will but concentrate their overflowing streams into

deeper channels, and enable them again to resume their resist-

less course with increased energy. For be it ever remembered,
that mankind, however apparently controlled by physical power,
are always in reality governed by Opinion; and by opinion

only can any permanent sway be retained. If mere physical

force, or the brutafulmina of Pontiffs and Potentates, could have
chained down the opinions of men as they can chain their bodies,

then might kings aspire to direct the course of human events

—

and then had modern Europe been long ago reduced to a worse
condition than that of the Roman Empire in the middle ages, or

of Turkey in the present day. But thanks to the invention of
Planting, all peril of such a deplorable catastrophe has passed
away. Truth must prevail, and the mightiest must yield to it.

Privileged associations in private life seldom do much good.
Associations of irresponsible Sovereigns must do evil; though
not so much nor for so long- continuance as appears to be dreaded.
The Prostentant Reformation was effected in spite of many
“ Holy Alliances,” and in the teeth of associated princes, equal
at least in ability to the Three Gentlemen of Verona, with their

Bourbon Allies to boot, and with an infinitely greater proportion
of moral zeal and physical force in their favor. The political

Reformation of Europe has commenced, and, in spite of every
reverse, will prove also ultimately successful.

Rut not to dwell too long on the map of Western Europe

—

which, if we are not mistaken, is destined soon to assume a very
different aspect, let us turn to the East, and contemplate, in the
political resurrection of Greece, a living proof that valour and
patriotism hare not forsaken the world. Let us exultingly ac-
knowledge that the prophetic apostrophe of the poet we have
already quoted, to the heroic spirits of classic times, has been
already nobly realized in their regenerated offspring:

—
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“ Departed spirits of the mighty dead !-

Ye that at Marathon and Leuctra bled !

Friends of the world ! restore your swords to man,

Fight in his sacred cause, and lead the van !”

If we turn to America, we see, over the whole extent of that

immense continent, a race of young- nations spring-ing- up to pro-

sperity and importance under the auspices of liberal institutions

and equal rig-hts
;
and forming- an association of free states which

the envious genius of European Legitimacy will vainly attempt
to assail.

In India, under the influence of British power and the ex-

ample of British character, a higher scale of honour and morals

has already begun to prevail
;
and, for all that the Catholic

Dubois has lately published, we trust to see the gradual but

glorious consummation, in the triumph of Christianity, over the

degrading superstitions of that country, under the apostleship of

British Missionaries.

This cheering hope, which we cannot and will not resign even
in regard to Hindostan and China, is already realized over many
of the populous islands of the Pacific,—is realizing on the once
savage coast of Sierra Leone,—and is ripening into first fruits of

pleasing promise (after many years of trying expectation) among
the native tribes of South Africa. With genuine Christianity

the arts and the decencies of civilized life, and the love of

rational liberty, go ever hand-in-hand. Of other parts of the

world, and of the important aids which civilization may derive

from the continual improvements in the mechanic arts—from

Steam Navigation, and the almost universal influence of the

Press—we have not now room to speak ;—but the amount of

the whole is in the highest degree animating and consolatory.

Far be it from us, then, to despair of the political and physical

amelioration of our species—farther still, of their moral and
religious regeneration. The means and the mode are in the

hand of Providence—the human appliances will be called forth

when opportunity requires them.

Government Free Schools.—There are now on the books of the (wo

Free Schools maintained by the Colonial Government in Cape Town, the

names of five hundred and twenty children. Of these, one hundred and
eighty are slaves; fifteen are apprentices (or prize negroes ;) and four are

Hottentots. The remainder are, for the most part, the children of the

citizens.

The whole number of pupils in actual attendance at these Schools usually

averages from 250 to 300.
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POPULATION OF CAPE TOWN.
From the Census taken by the Wardmasters up to (lie close of Feb. 1821.

White Inhabitants 8,246

Free Blacks 1,870

Apprentices (or Prize Slaves) 656
Hottentots 520
Slaves 7,076

Total.

—

18,368

Neither the Military nor the recently arrived Settlers are included in

this Census; and even exclusive of these, it is believed the actual popula-

tion does not fall short of 20,000 souls.”

REPORTS Or LAW PROCEEDINGS.
Some years ago an action was brought, in the Court of Common Pleas,

against the Editor of ‘ The Times’ Newspaper, for publishing a Speech of

Counsel in that Court on a former Trial; at which speech the Plaintiff in

the present case seems to have taken umbrage.
The whole Court concurred iu opinion, and ruled, that this was not Libel,

nor the subject of an action, it being a true account of what had passed
in the Court.

Ch. Just. Eyre said,—“Though the publication of such Proceedings
may be to the disadvantage of the particular individual concerned, yet it is

of vast importance to the public that the Proceedings of Courts of Justice
should be universally known. The general advantage to the country, in

having these Proceedings made public, more than counterbalances the in-

conveniencies to the private persons whose conduct may be the subject of
such proceedings.”
“The same reasonsalso apply to the Proceedings in Parliament. It is of

advantage to the public, and even to the Legislative Bodies, that the true
account of their Proceedings should be generally circulated ; and they would
be derived of that advantage, if no person could publish their Proceedings
without being punished as a Libeller.”

LAW INTELLIGENCE.

Thursday, 26(h February 1824.

The case of Barker v. Barker, stood first on the paper, but was, on
the application of Mr. Advocate Truter, further postponed.

His Majesty’s Fiscal v. Lancelot Cooke and Wm. Edwards.
On appeal to the Full Court (with the exception of Sir John Truter Ch.

J. who was out of town.)
Long prior to the opening of the Court, every avenue was crowded : and

an expression of the deepest interest pervaded every countenance. On the
Court being opened, the rush was tremendous: in a few moments every
place, affording the least chance of hearing, was occupied.

The proceedings were commenced by Mr. Advocate Brand, who rose to
argue in support of the Exceptions taken by the defendant Mr. Edwards
on a former day, and which, having been over-ruled by the Court below'
were appealed from to the Full Court.

[The Arguments of Counsel, and the Replies of the Fiscal will appear in
our rtearf.]
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Mr. Advocate Cloete, who appeared for Mr. Cooke, in the course of his

argument, read the Memorial, which gave rise to the prosecution: this we
now subjoin, together with the Indictment.

—

To the Right Honorable, the Lords Commissioners of His Majestys Treasury.

The Memorial of Lancelot Cooke, of Cape Town, in the
Cape of Good Hope, Merchant.

Respectfully Siiewetii,—That, by an Act of Parliament made am!
passed in the forty-seventh year of the reign of His late Majesty King
George the Third, intituled, “ An Act for the Abolition of the Slave Trade,”
it was enacted, that all subjects or inhabitants of Africa, unlawfully carried
or imported as Slaves into His Majesty’s Cojonies, should be seized, prose-
cuted, and forfeited in the like manner and form as goods and merchandizes
unlawfully imported ; and that, after the condemnation thereof, such sub-
jects or inhabitants should be bound as apprentices for a term not exceeding
fourteen years, on such conditions as His Majesty, by order in Council,
might direct or appoint. And it was further enacted, that, “ Any indenture
of apprenticeship, duly made and executed by any person or persons to be
for that purpose appointed by any such order in Council, for any term ex-
ceeding fourteen years, should be of (he same force and effect as if the

party thereby bound an aoprenlice had himself or herself when of full age,
upon good consideration, duly executed the same.”
And that Ilis Majesty, the said Kin^ George the Third, did, by an order in

Council, afterwards ditect, that all such subjects or natives of Africa, so
seized, forfeited, and condemned, should be placed out as apprentices, by
the Collector of Customs.

Also, that in or about the year 1810, the French Packet, L’ Ector, trading

from St. Denis to Port Louis, being captured by the English brig, Race Horse
,

one Jean Elle was found on board thereof, who stated, that he was a free

man of colour, a native of Bourbon, employed as a seaman on board such
packet, but, being unable to speak English or Dutch, and the inhabitants of

the Cape ignorant of the Patois of Bourbon, he could not make himself un-
derstand, and was ultimately placed out as an apprentice, by Cuarles Blair,

Esquire, the Collector of Customs, at this Ports And, after having served
two several masters some years, he was removed by the Collector of Customs,
and placed with Mr. Samuel Murray, who hired him to your Memorialist’s
establishment nearly six years, at the rate of thirty-live Rix-dollars per

tnensem

;

when, at the death of the said Samuel Murray, the said Jean Lille

requested your Memorialist to permit him to continue in his service, alledg-

ing that he had only a very short time to serve of his original apprenticeship,

to which your Memorialist consented, from the good opinion he entertained

of the man, acquired during his long and faithful service, and lie paid his

wages to him, until on or about the 21st day of November last, when he re-

ceived an order from Mr. Blair, (A) to deliver up Jean Elle to William
Wilberforce Bird, Esq. or his order, accompanied by a note from the said

Mr. Bird, (B) who is the Comptroller of Customs, requiring the man to be

sent to the Custom House.
That he immediately informed the said Jean Elle of snch demand, and re-

quested him to go there as desired, but on his representing that he had so

long served your Memorialist with fidelity and industry, and hoped he should

not be abandoned at the close of his servitude, your Memorialist replied,

that, though he w as' unwilling to force him away, he coul not disobey the

peremptory order of the Collector of Customs, and requested the man to go

as desired, yet he, nevertheless, refused to do so for some days, until lie

found he was destined to serve one H. M. Pigoii, Esq. the son-in-law of Mr.
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AVilberforce Bird, the Comptroller of Customs, and that (he police were
searching to apprehend him for disobedience of orders, when he instantly

repaired to the Custom House.
That a few days before Jean Elle could be prevailed on to leave the em-

ploy of Memorialist and his co-partner, Mr. Pigou called at their house,

where, witnessing Jean Elle’s reluctance to leave them, he said, if another

cook could be recommended to him he was willing the man should remain
where he was; whereupon, after consulting a gentleman in the law, many
years acquainted with the arrangements made by Mr. Blair on similar occa-
sions, your Memorialist subsequently met Mr. Pigou, and stated, that he

was willing to meet his proposal and pay the wages of any cook he might
hire, when, pretending to be offended, he rudely left your Memorialist
without an answer.
That whilst Jean Elle was waiting at the Customhouse, your Memorialist,

from a wish never to offend or oppose the constituted authorities of his Ma-
jesty, and supposing from the frequent repetition of a similar interference by
Mr. Blair, that he was empowered by law so to do, repaired to the Custom-
house, where he saw Mr. Blair on horseback, in company with Mr. Wilber-
fore Bird, and accosted him respectfully, in the presence of Mr. Roberts, the

head clerk in the establishment of Memorialist, for the purpose of informing
him that the man’s objection to leave his employ was the cause of the (riding
delay; whereon Mr. Blair, in the most violent, loud, and insulting manner,
holding up his whip or stick in a threatning attitude, said to your Memorial-
ist, “ D you, sir, hold your tongue, or by G— I’ll knock you down.”
“ G— d you, sir, don’t speak a word or I’ll knock you down”—“if you
had said as much to me as you did to my friend Mr. Pigou, I would have
blown your brains out. d and b you, I would, you scoundrel —and,
as he rode away, he called your Memorialist “ad son a of b and
Mr. Wilberforce Bird, w ho was in company with Mr. Blair, at thecommence-
ment of your Memorialist’s attempt to speak, rode off the moment he per-
ceived Mr. Blair under the natural influence of his temper, that he might
neither restrain or be called to bear witness to his brother officer’s insolence.
That your Memorialist, having no other wish than to receive such an apo-

logy as His Excellency the Governor might think fair, complained of this

outrage, when Lord Charles Somerset, ever anxious to discharge his duty
with an impartiality befitting the Representative of his Majesty, applied to
the Collector of Customs, and, as might have been expected, a person capa-
ble of descending to such abusive expressions, would be sure to contradict
them; Mr. Blair did so, though he pretended to glory in one part of his rude*
ness, as communicated by his Lordship with the inclosure from Mr. Blair. (C.D.)
Your Memorialist humbly submits, that this vain-glorious boast of Mr.

Blair, carries its own refutation on its face ; for had Memorialist insulted
Mr. Pigou, as is pretended, it is clear that he was able to resent it himself
or unworthy the aid of a proxy.
However, as your Memorialist conceives that the ipse dixit of Mr. Blair

cannot be set against the oath of himself (E) and Mf. Roberts (F), he an-
nexes depositions taken before a notary agreeably to the laws of this Colony,
and also one of Jean Elle (G), on which he confidently appeals to your Lord-
ships for redress.

\our Memorialist further respecfully submits, that when this man was once
placed as an apprentice, the legal right of interference in the Collector of Cus-
toms ceased, asin the case ofa parish apprentice in England, where the master
has a chattel interest that devolves on his executors, and therefore, as your ser-

vant cannot have been actuated by a sense of duty, feels it imperious on him
to draw' ^ our Lordships’ attention to the fact of his having in the first instance

put this man out as an apprentice, he being a sailor, cook, and, as he always

- K.
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declares, a prisoner of war. If Mr. Blair had been influenced by the bene-
rolent spirit of the Abolition Act (and Jean Kile had been a slave in reality)

when he found him a man near 30 years of age, so good a cook, and so well
able to earn the bread of honest industry, he would have satisfied the law by
placing him in some family for a few months instead of fourteen years ; but
this would not satisfy the necessities or the wishes of Mr. Blair, who acquired
consequence and credit by disposing of so many slavesof the most unfortunate
order, and if Your Lordships would afford your protection against the future
oppressions of the officers of customs, several cases should appear before
you of Mr. Blair’s privity to such contracts as that offered by Mr. Pigou, at
which he expresses such indignation, to contracts even more corrupt; some,
wherein, when persons have pressed him for payment of his debts, he has pro*
mised them greater advantages, which has ended in donations of miserable
creatures, thus abandoned to those whom he dare not assail—sacrifices to his

necessities, victims of his oppressive partialities. Hearing of his insolence
to your Memorialist, several persons in Cape Town, of the greatest respec-
tability, highly indignant at such demeanor, came to Memorialist with accounts
of the manner in which he had disposed of Negroes to themselves, and are
now ready to make oath of these facts; but your Memorialist, unwilling to

expose to the powerful vengeance of the Custom-house, w ishes first to ob-

tain an assurance of your Lordship’s protection towards them. The English
Senate intended to have been the friend and protector of the wretched
Negro, but in this case it has been the greatest misfortune. Here is a man
well able to earn to thirty-five Rix-dollars per mensem as a Cook, who, on
pretence of being taught a business, is bound, by the ruthless cupidity of
His Majesty’s servant, to serve the most valuable part of his life to the favor-

ites of the Collector of Customs at Cape Town. Had Jeau Elle been a
slave in fact, and remained so, after so valuable a portion of his life spent in

the service of a master, the law would have compelled that master to support
him in his old age ; but here is a man serving the prime of a valuable life for

the advantage of those who, in old age, will desert him to all the miseries of
want.
Your Lordships wll feel how inconsistent is such conduct with the philan-

throphy that abolished slave dealing:
Your Lordships will feel how wretched is the state of that slave, who,

under the benign indulgence and protection of Mr. Blair, is cursed with
liberty at the end of a cruel, abject, and unprofitable slavery of fourteen

years— left to starve in ths decline of life, after having worn away his

strength by the goadings of those who have no interest (like the real slave

proprietor) in well-treating these poor people to make their old age more
vigorous

:

Your Lordships will feel what sentiment actuated Mr. Blair, when, on a
very recent occasion, one William Cousins, who had served him fourteen
years, had been a voyage with him to England, on applying for a certificate

of the expiration of his apprenticeship, was cruelly told he should never
have it unless he would return to his service :

Your Lordships will feel what is the general tenor of Mr. Blair’s cha-
racter, his humanity, his mildness, and his justice, when you are informed
that this poor man preferred all the horrors of starvation rather than return to

a master who had made him so miserable, and such must have been his fate,

so great the terror of the Collector of Customs, had not the benevolence of
one of your Memorialist’s acquaintance prompted him, in defiance of the

maledictions and the denunciation of this great man, to take the poor Negro
for his servant:

Your Lordships will feel and appreciate the spirit that urged Mr. Blair,

when he saw an unhappy Negro, who had served your Memorialist, for the
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benefit of Mr. Samuel Murray, above six years, anxiously soliciting to be
continued in the same employ, so callously rejecting every solicitation, al-

though the man becomes free again on the 1st of March next:

Your Lordships 't ill feel whether it was an amiable thing in a person en-
trusted with the exercise of His Majesty’s benevolence, so relentlessly to

separate a master and a servant whom lie saw happy and satisfied in so long
a connexion.

—

And your Lordships will feel and judge, whether the violence of his lan-

guage to Memorialist, the indecency of his expression in the letter to the

Governor, and the unfairness of his conduct in taking Jean Elle away from
your Memorialist, in violation of every principle of humanity towards the

poor man, merely to supply Mr. Bird’s son-in-law with a Cook, was befit-

ting him who holds an important situation under the King— in which equanimity
of temper, humanity, disinterestedness, and benevolence of heart, ought to

shine in a superlative degree.
Your Memorialist thinks it due to himself to say, that he is not impelled to

this complaint from a desire to oppose the servants of His Majesty, or from a

vindictive spirit of revenge; for although through life no one has possessed a

warmer or a better spirit of loyalty, or a more forgiving disposition towards
those who have injured or insulted him, yet he owes it to his own rank in

society, to call upon your Lordships for justice on Mr. Blair, who has thus

trampled on all the decencies. of life; and he does this more confidently,

knowing that you are most able and most willing to screen gentlemen from
the insolence of office.

And he sincerely assures your Lordships, that whatever maybe your
decision, with that decision he will rest most perfectly satisfied.

Wherefore he prays (hat your Lordship will be pleased to cause an inquiry
to be made into the conduct of the Collector of Customs towards him, and
judge thereon as you may deem meet: And he will ever pray.

22 d Jan. 1824.
'

" (Signed) LAUNCELOT COOKE.

( Papers referred to in the Memorial.)

“ To Messrs. Cooke and Thompson.
[A.] Gentlemen:— Be pleased to deliver to William Wilberforce Bird,

Esq. or his order, the prize boy in your service named Jean Elle, belonging
to the late Mr. Samuel Murray. (Signed,)
Cape Town, 2lst Nov. 1823. Charles Blair, Collector of Customs.
[B.] Mr. Wilberforce Bird, will thank Mr. Cooke to send the apprentice

boy (Mr. Murray’s) to the Custom-house.
Monday morning.—Addressed Launcelot Cooke, Esq.
[C.] Sir,— Newlands, Friday, Dec. I2th 1823.
1 did not fail to communicate the contents of your representation to me,

to Mr. Blair, through a gentleman whom I knew to be in his confidence, and
inclose you (he reply he has made me. I remain Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed,) Charles Henry Somerset.
To Launcelot Cooke, Esq.

My Lord,— Custom-house, Dec. 11, 1823.
1 have this morning received from Mr. Bird a letter from Mr. Launcelot

Cooke to your Lordship, the greater part of which is false; l certainly told
Mr. Launcelot Cooke, that if he had said to me what he did to Mr. Pigou, 1

should have felt myself compelled to have kicked him.
I regret that your Lordship should have been troubled on so trifling an

occasion. I have the honor to be your Lordship’s most obedient servant,
To His Excellency Lord C. Somerset. Charles Blair-
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[E.] Bejt hereby made known, that on this twentieth day of January, in

the year of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four, Launce-
lot Cooke of Cape Town, in the Cape of Good Hope, Merchant, personally
came and appeared before me, William Edwards, of the same place, Notary
Public, duly constituted, appointed,and sworn, and the witnesses herein-after
mentioned, and offering a solemn oath, on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty
God, to the truth of this declaration, and every part thereof, wheresoever he
shall be thereunto duly required, did declare, and testify, depose, and say,
that on the twenty-eighth day of November last, he did, in consequence of
the sheriff having stated that Mr. Blair charged him, deponent, with harbour-
ing an apprentice to disobey his orders, and his co-partner and himself hav-
ing received an order from the Collector of Customs to deliver up a Prize
Negro, named Jean Elle, to the Comptroller of Customs or his order, repair,

in company with Mr. John Roberts, his managing clerk, to the Custom-house,
for the purpose of explaining to the Collector the cause of-a little delay that

had taken place in the obedience to his order, where he saw Mr. Blair, the

Collector, in company with Mr. Wilberforce Bird, the Comptroller, on horse-

back, when he this deponent addressed him the said Collector of Customs,
who constantly assailed him with a volley of the most gross and abusive lan-

guage, saying, [ here follows the language used in the Memorial ,] and this de-

ponent further saith, that Mr. Wilberforce Bird instantly rode away, and left

the said Charles Blair without attempting to restrain or witness such abuse.

For a Memorial whereof 1 caused the deponent to subscribe to the original

in the presence of, and together with me the notary and the witnesses Tho-
mas Hall and Henry Nitch, and granted an act thereof in duplicate the day
and year first above written.

Which I attest, (Signed) Wm. Edwards, Notary.

[F.] Be it hereby made known, that on the twentieth day of January, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four, John
Roberts, of Cape Town, in the Cape of Good Hope, managing clerk to

Messrs. Cooke and Thompson of the same place, merchant, personally came
and appeared before me William Edwards of the same place, Notary Public,

duly constituted, appointed, and sworn, and the witnesses hereinafter men-
tioned, and offering a solemn oath, on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty
God, to the truth of his declaration, and every point thereof, w hensoever he

shall be thereunto duly required, did declare, testify, depose, and say, that

on the twenty-eighth day of November last past, he was requested by the

said Mr. Cooke to accompany him to the Custom-house, where he stated to

deponent that he had business to arrange with Mr. Blair relative to the cook
Joan Elle; and deponent further saith, that he did accompany the said Mr.
Cooke as requested, and that shortly after they arrived at the Custom-house,

the Collector and Comptroller of Customs came towards them on horseback,

upon which Mr. Cooke stepped forward and very civilly addressed himself to

Mr. Blair, who, without the least provocation, burst into a violent and
passionate exclamation, addressing himself to Mr. Cooke, and saying, [here

follows the language used in the memorial,) and the deponent further saith, that

Mr. Wilberforce Bird did not stay one moment to witness this language, but

immediately rode away ; and the deponent further saith, that being so much
surprized at hearing such language used towards so respectable a gentleman

as Mr. Cooke, he reduced a narrative thereof into writing, on his return home,

that he might not forget or mistake any part thereof; which was the cause he

is now so well able to set forth the same.

For a memorial whereof [ caused the deponent to subscribe to the original

in the presence of and together with me the Notary, and the w itnesses Thomas
Hall and Henry Nitch, and granted an act thereof in duplicate the day and

year first above written. Which I attest, (Signed) W. Edwards, Notary.
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fG] lie it hereby made known, that on this twenty-first of January, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four, Jean Elle,

late cook to Messrs. Cooke and Thompson of Cape Town, in the Colony of

(lie Cape of Good Hope, merchant, hut now employed as cook by H. M.
Pigou of Sussex-place, in the snid Colony, Esquire, personally came and
appeared before me 'William Edwards, of the same place, Notary Public,

duly constituted, admitted, and sworn, and the witnesses hereafter written,

at the house of Captain John Carnali, the proprietor of the premises occupied
by the said H. M. Pigou, and offering a solemn oath, on the Holy Evangelists
of God, to the truth of his declaration; and every part thereof, wheresoever
lie shall be thereunto required, did declare, testify, depose, and say that he

was employed on board the packet L‘Ector, when taken from the French by
the English, as a free man, which will appear by the livre de lac of such
packet; and further, that by a reference to the books of entry in the Caissc

dc Bienfaisance , in the Island of Bourbon, it will appear that a sum of three

hundred Spanish dollars was paid by Monsieur Precourt, the lawful owner of
the said Jean Elle, at the time of his manumission, for the customary fee on
emancipating slaves, he being the son of the said Monsieur Precourt, by
a Creole slave of Bourbon. And the deponent further saith, that when he
arrived in this Colony, he was placed with persons whom he does not re-

collect, from his then ignorance of the Dutch language, and that he was
subsequently placed with Mr. Samuel Murray, by Mr. Blair, the Collector
of Customs, and that the said Samuel Murray hired him, for about six years,
as cook to Mr. Cooke and his co-partner, where he remained, and was so

well treated and happy as almost not to regret his slavery
; and further, the

deponent saith, that when the said Samuel Murray died, he requested
Messrs. Cooke and Thompson to retain him in their service, to which they
consented; and that, when they were required to deliver him to Mr. Wilber-
force Bird, they directed him to go to the Custom-house, which he refused to

do until the day he was taken by the police, and put into prison, while he was
waiting at the door of the Custom-house; and the deponent further saith, that
he is uncomfortable and miserable in the employ of Mr. Pigou, and that Mrs.
Pigou has, since he left Messrs. Cooke and Thompson, often told him that if

he would remain in her service she would pay him wages after the expiration
of his apprenticeship, and that he replied that he would not do so, but return
to the service of his last employers.
For a memorial whereof, I reduced the same into writing, and explained

every sentence thereof, in its fullest extent, to the deponent, who declared
that he perfectly understood the same, and approved thereof for truth, and
signed the same together with and in the presence of me the Notary and the

witnesses John Carnali and Daniel Harogan, the day and year first above
written. Which 1 attest, (Signed) W. Edwards, Notary.

[The fallowing is taken verbatim from the Copy of the Indictment, translated

by Mr. De Wet, Sworn Translator.]

Act of Indictment in the criminal Proceedings of His Majesty’s Fisca'
acting by virtue of his Office, v. Launcelot Cooke, William Edwards, and
Jan Bernhard Hoffman, against whom a decree of summons to personal
appearance has been passed.—Be it known by these presents, that

Launcelot Cooke, William Edwards, and Jan Bernhard Hoffman, inhabitants

of this town, against whom a decree of summons for personal appearance has
been passed, became liable to the following charges:—the first summoned
L. Cooke of having wilfully and with a malicious intention composed and
published, and having signed the same with his sign manual, a certain libel-

lous writing, in the shape or form of a memorial or request to the Lords
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Commissioners of Ilis Majesty's Treasury, seemingly with the intention (u
bring to the cognizance of said Lords Commissioners his grievances on the

conduct of the Collector of Customs in this town, Charles Blair, ill his respect,

which Lords Commissioners were therefore also requested to cause an investi-

gation to be held on the conduct of the Collector of Customs towards him, and
thereon to judge as they may deem meet, but in which memorial or request
besides the said grievances regarding him personally, the first summoned
Launceloot Cooke did not refrain from wilfully and maliciously with the

intention and design thereby to expose the Officers of Customs, and more
particularly said Charles Blair, to hatred and contempt of their superiors,

and to defame them and bring them in dangerof being ignominiously discharged
from their situations, making some general remarks and alledging facts, by
which the Officers of Customs, and more particularly said Charles Blair as

Collector of Customs, are represented in a contemptible and criminal aspect;
namely, by having alleged, in said memorial or request, that the Officers of
Customs were guilty of oppression, in the following terms : “if your Lord-
ships would afford your protection against the future oppressions of the

Officers of the Customs and moreover by alledging that without receiving
the assurance of protection from the Lords Commissioners of Ilis Majesty’s
Treasury, he, Launcelot Cooke, would not expose the persons, whose
evidence he would requit e, to- the powerful vengeance of the Officers of
Customs, in the following terms:—“your Memorialist, unwilling to expose
them to the powerful vengeance of the Custom-house, wishes first to obtain

an assurance of your Lordships protection towards them and further, by
having stated (hat a free negro, called Jean Elle, who could earn his own
livelihood, by the ruthless cupidity of His Majesty's Servants , (expressions

whereby none could be aimed at but the Collector, and one or more of his

fellow Officers of Customs,) was under the restiaint of spending the best parts

of his life in the servitude of the favorites of the Collector of Customs; which
charge, in so far as the same must be applied to Charles Blair in his above
mentioned capacity, not only contains the charges of ruthless cupidity, but

also, for a second time, the charge of oppression ; and, moreover, that of

having maliciously abused his power as Collector of Customs, he being

represented in said Memorial, with reference to the two last mentioned
charges, as having transgressed his power, by re-apprenticing a Prize Negro
after the decease of the master to whom he was apprenticed; and, moreover,
as having maliciously and from foul self-interest apprenticed for 14 years a

free negro who did not belong to the prize negroes, and could earn his own
livelihood,— his last mentioned charge being contained in the follow ing terms

:

“ as your servant cannot have been actuated by a sense of duty, he feels it

imperious on him to draw your Lordships’ attention lor the fact of his having-

in the first instance put this man out as an apprentice, he being a sailor,

cook, and as he has always declared a prisoner of war:— If Mr. Blair had
been influenced by the benevolent spirit of the Abolition Act (and Jean Elle

had been a slave in reality), when he found him a man near thirty yeais of

age, so good a cock, and so well able to earn the bread of honest industry,

he would have satisfied the law, by placing him in some family for a few
months; but this would not satisfy the necessities or (he wishes of Mr. Blair,

who acquired consequence and credit by disposing of so many slaves of the

most unfortunate order.”
Further, by having preferred a charge against said Charles Blair of privity

to corrupt contracts—“ pr ivity to such contracts as that offered to Mr. Pigou”
(viz. by the defendant Launcelot Cooke himself) “ contracts even more cor-

rupt ; some wherein, w hen persons have pressed him for payment of his debts,

he has promised them greater advantages, which have ended in donations of

miserable creatures, thus abandoned to those whom he dare .not assail 5
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sacrifices to. Iiis necessities, victims of his oppressive partialities,”—which

last expressions also contain (lie charges of a most malicious and criminal

disregard of his duty towards the prize negroes, who, by order of the King
in council, are placed under his care and protection, but of whom he dis-

posed, as is stated in said memorial or request, to meet his ovrn necessities,

and thereby rendered them victims of his oppressive partialities, for which
reason they are also ironically described in a following period as persons
“ who, under the benign indulgence and protection of Mr. Glair, at the end
of a cruel, abject, and unprofitable slavery of 14 years, are cursed with

liberty, and in that state left to starve in the decline of life, after having
worn away their strength by the goadings of masters who do not feel inte-

rested in well treating them, to make their old age vigorous and finally by
having preferred a charge in said writing against Charles Blair, of having,

by threat held out to a prize negro, William Cousins, not to deliver him a
certificate of the expiration of his apprenticeship, intended to force him to

remain in his service, and by which threats said prize negro would have been
induced to remain in the service of Charles Blair, “ had not (such are the

terms which were used by Launcelot Cooke in said memorial) the benevolence
of one of your memorialist’s acquaintances prompted him, in defiance of the

maledictions and denunciations of this great man, to take the poor negro for

his servant.”

The second summoned William Edwards, of wilfully and maliciously, with
the intention and design thereby to expose the officers of customs, and more
particularly said Charles Blair, to hatred and contempt of their superiors,
and to defame them, and bring them in danger of being ignominiously dis-

charged from their situations, to have composed, written, or published said
scandalous and libellous writing : by having sent a duplicate of it to His
Excellency the Governor of this Colony', with an accompanying letter,

bearing date 22d January 1824, and directed by him, the second summoned,
to His Excellency the Governor, in which it was desired that said duplicate
might be transmitted by His Excellency to the Lords Commissioners of His
Majesty’s Treasury', as the other copy of said writing or memorial would be
sent by the post losaid Lords Commissioners.
And finally, the third summoned Jan Bernhard Hoffman, of wilfully and

maliciously, with the intention and a design thereby to expose the officers of
customs, and more particularly said Charles Blair, to hatred and contempt of
their superiors, and to defame them, and bring them in danger of being igno-
miniously discharged from their situations; to have copied the duplicate of
said scandalous writing or memorial, which was sent to His Excellency the
Governor and Commander in Chief, with his ow n hand-writing, and to have
prepared the same for the intended publication, and thus to have co-operated
in composing,writing, publishing, or causing to be published, the same ;

which transgressions are an open violation of the laws, and tending to dis-

turb the peace and tranquillity, and to set an example to other malevolent
persons; the imitation of which would influence most perniciously the
peaceable and moral disposition and habits of tbe inhabitants of this colony,
and therefore cannot be tolerated in a land of justice, but, on the contrary,
as an example to deter others from doing the same, should be visited w ith
public and corporal punishment.

Fiscal's Office ,
Feb. 1824.

A
(Signed)

true translation,

J. De Wet, Sworn Translotor.

D. Dbnyssen, Fiscal.

(Rate ofEXCHANGE same as last fVcek.)
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No. X.

Wednesday, March lO, 1324.

We have seldom seen in writing- a g-ood description of Colo-
nial life. Knickerbocker, Dr. Franklin, and perhaps one or two
more, are the only writers to whom we can refer for a manly
view of the character and pursuits of Colonists. Your travellers

are sometimes tolerably correct respecting- the height of a
mountain or the course of a river

;
but of the domestic, daily,

inward life, habits, and modes of thoug-ht of a whole people,

what a mass of ill-balanced misrepresentations do most of their

Remarks, Notes, Tours, Journals, Visits, Descriptions, ar.d

Statements exhibit. Supeficial, restless, and impatient, you
see these gentry running to and fro over the outside of this

world as earnestly as if something important depended on their

speed—jumping over the fences of private and personal affairs

—bouncing into every open door, and prying through the win-
dows of decent retirement with an impudent face of curiosity,

and after all producing nothing which a man of ordinary reflec-

tion could not have told them, or invented for them, without
quitting his own parlour. Their sufferings in the cause, it must
be confessed, are often of respectable magnitude. What with
kicks before publication and curses after ;—getting their skins

drilled by musquitoes and other enemies of migrating authors
;—having their stomachs and bowels ruined by bad wine and

miserable viands of every description—they certainly come in

for some degree of our compassion. But Solomon says, there

exists a sort of people whom you may bray in a mortar with a

pestle among wheat, without producing any very beneficial

change upon them.

The truth is, a country can be faithfully described by none
but its owrn inhabitants. They alone have a due degree of in-

terest in it. They alone know its real character
;
and their ac-

counts, by showing their own dispositions and ability, let you at

once into the mind and heart of the people among w^hom they

dwell. Till books are written and printed in the Colonies, they

will continue to be misrepresented, misunderstood, injured, and

insulted. For the world at a distance, however good natured

and kind in one ortwro particulars, deals in the main writh every

set of men, according to the inward respect and deference they

entertain towards them.
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PAUPERISM, AND PROFIT ON CAPITAL.

[Below we insert the discussion of a Colonial subject by an old Colonist,

selected from a number of others of a similar description, which we will, from

time to time, lay before our readers.]

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—It is one of the blessings enjoyed in this Colony, the value of which
is best estimated by persons who have observed the -scenes of misery and
destitution presented in the state of a large portion of the lower classes of

the community in older countries, that the feelings are almost never shocked
by meeting one of those numerous instances of squalid wretchedness equally

beyond the reach of public and private Charity.

I wasted into some rejections on this subject, the other day, by observ-

ing, in passing through the Public Offices, a British sailor, whose situation

appeared to me to mark him out as a tit object for the exercise of the chari-

table feelings of the public. On inquiring afterwards what had become of

him, I learned that he vias supported some where at the private expence of

Mr. Stoll, the Landdrost of the Cape District, of whose benevolence in simi-

lar cases 1 heard many other instances.

The most obvious remark (hat occurred to some persons I was conversing
with on this subject was, that it was unreasonable to suppose that one indi-

vidual, whatever his liberality might be (and to Mr. Stoll’s character for hu-
manity and feeling nothing I can say can add), could support an expence
that ought to fall on the community at large, or that part of it who wish to

secure for themselves a reward in a future life, by practising the christain

virtue of charity in this; and the idea of establishing a compulsory fnnd for

such purposes was suggested as the proper remedy.
Now, it appears to ine that the objections of this proposal far outweigh

any advantages that can reasonably be expected from it. And, first, I con-
ceive nothing can justify the establishment of a Public Charity but the utter

inefficiency of every other mode of giving relief.

It ts almost needless to tell those, who have observed the effects of Public
Charities in Europe, that the greatest evil occasioned by them is not the un-

j ust imposition of a tax on one man to protect another from the consequences
of his own indolence, extravagance, or dissipation—but the encouragement
they hold out to these vices, and the demoralization they produce amongst
those who have once become objects of them.
The labourer is worthy of his hire. His hire should be what his labour will

fetch in a free and open market. It is on the savings out of this hire he
must live, when assailed by sickness and the various accidents to which the

human frame is liable. If, in consequence of a combination amongst those
who employ him, he receives less than he ought to do, it is od them that the

burden ought in equity to fall. It is only on this ground that the Poor Laws
in F.ngland are justifiable. The objections to them are, their effects on the
morals of the low er classes, and the inequality of their operation —one part
of the community being called upon to contribute to the support of paupers
-—produced by the combinations of another part;—or the expensive habits

occasioned by the fluctuations in the demand for manufactures, and conse-
quently in the wages of the manufacturing classes.

But in Colonies we have no such paupers. There is a constant demand for

labour, and high wages are given to any one who is willing to work: many
Receive wages and subsistence for less work than is performed in England
by a child of ten years old: and bis state of decrepitude and sickness
must be wretched indeed who cannot, in the interior of the Colony, give full

value in his work for his subsistence.

L
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But if those who are in want have no inclination to work,— if they wish to

live luxuriously— if they cannot forego the pleasures of Society— that is to

say, if they prefer idling, gossiping, tippling, in Cape Town, to earning an
honest subsistence in the Country, I can see no claim their distress can give
them on the community, and should rather consider it a virtuous act to with-
hold than to afford relief.

Real objects of charity are very rare. I have been fifteen years an inha-
bitant of this colony, and doubt much whether I have seen as many persons
reduced to the necessity of begging in public. When instances of such dis-

tress do occur, after their incapacity to earn a moderate subsistence has been
ascertained by a minute examination, and certified by the magistrate, they
ought to be relieved by voluntary and not compulsory contribution ; fori
cannot acquiesce in the justice of depriving me of the pleasure [ may feel

in relieving a fellow creature in distress, by taking from me the option.
It is not in relieving the distress of the labouring classes that opportunities

are to be found of exercising our sympathetic feelings at the Cape. Wages
have always been high ; and, with the exception of the Settlers, who were
either unable or were not permitted to leave the district of Albany, all who
were able to work received an abundant subsistence. It will scarcely be
believed in England, where they have heard of the failure of our wheat
crops for three successive seasons, and of course imagine that we are starv-
ing, that a labourer here is seldom stinted to less, and that he contrives to

stow away two and a half pounds of butcher-meat, and one pound of wheaten
bread per day, besides milk, &c. &c. which serve to fill up corners; and
that the very prize negroes, whose apprenticeships expired the other day,
have mostly hired themselves at from 180 to 300 Rix-dollars per Annum, be-
sides the subsistence.

It is the rate of profit—a consequence of a variety ofpeculiar circumstances
on which it is needless here to touch— that is low at the Cape. This will

point out to the benevolent real objects of charity enough, but whom it is

unfortunately impossible to relieve in the usual way. They are to be
found amongst that class who have not had so profitable an article as labour
to dispose of :—who have acquired habits in better times which they are now'

too old to relinquish;—and who, by the operation of evils which it was im-
possible for them to guard against or control, have been deprived of the

slender means to which they trusted for a subsistence.

It is needless to say that I allude to the situation of the Heads of Parties,

and some of (he more respectable part of the Settlers in Albany; and that my
object is to recommend to the attention of the wealthy and humane some pro-

posals, that have been sent to England and to India, for relieving them, by lend-

ing them money, to be invested in the purchase of cattle, or in some other way
that may afford security to the lender, and a profit to subsist the borrower.

Whilst there is so much capital lent in this colony at the legal rale of inte-

rest, it would scarcely seem necessary to apply to any other country for

assistance, particularly when the prejudice against the Settlers is removed,
and the older Colonists find instead of more successful competititors for the
favor of their rulers, that they are their best friends— united with them in

a commom cause by tbe surest tie—a community of interests.

The great difficulty is the low rate of profit. The borrower cannot repay
the capital unless his loan affords, after paying taxes and every other ex-
pence, something beyond the interest he must pay for the use of it.

But as this low rate of profit does not arise from any insurmountable defect

in the country, and as it is in other respects fully within the reach of legis-

lation, we may at length look forward, with hope (now that there is a pros-

pect of onr real situation being fully developed) to the measures that may be
adopted by Ilis Majesty’s Government. Indicator.
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To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Wynberg. March 8,1824.

Sir,—Having observed in your paper of last week copies of certain do-

cuments delivered into the Court, in an action for defamation brought in my
behalf against Mr. Launcelot Cooke, 1 feel the publication thereof to be

extremely injurous to ine, pendente lite. lam most anxious for an opportu-

nity to prove these charges to be false and malicious, but I am deprived of

the power of so doing, by the appeals of the adverse party, not upon one but

upon every decision of the Commissioners of the only competent Court in

this place.

Thus circumstanced, without abandoning the prosecution, I must avail

myself of the indulgence every public servant has a light to solicit, and re-

quest His Excellency the Governor to order an immediate investigation of

my conduct in the distribution of Prize Negroes, as the speedy and direct

means of vindicating my character and my honor from unfounded insinua-

tions. 1 am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

Charles Blur, Collector of Customs.

HOTTENTOT INSTITUTIONS.

[
We insert t lie following letter rather because it appears to represent the

opinions of a considerable portion of the community than from any other

claim it has to attention. We have no doubt that it can be readily and satis-

factorily answered—but whatever be the result, we are the friends of truth

and fairness, and will never lend ourselves to throw the fictitious glitter of

false pretension around any subject.]

Mr. Editor,—Within these few months 1 have heaid much talk and read
some paragraphs (in yourown paper if 1 mistake not) about the great improve-
ments effected or “ progressing” among the Missionary Institutions established

in this Colony; but have observed no facts brought forward to enable us to

ascertain the reality of these alleged improvements. Now, though 1 have
never crossed the Salt River myself, yet I have conversed with many who
have done so; and besides, I have carefully perused the works of all the

respectable travellers who have visited the interior, such asBarrow, Leichten-
stein, Latrobe, &c. and find that they uniformly represent all the Hottentot
schools, or 1 Institutions’ as they call them forsooth— (with the exception of
Gnadenthal) as being little else than so many receptacles of idleness, filth,

canting fanaticism and squalid poverty. I must own myself therefore

extremely sceptical in regard to the very different accounts now circulated

respecting these Hottentot kraals; and the Leading Article of a contemporary
print (which by the way gives you rather an awkward rub for your inadver-
tant credulity) has greatly increased my sceptitism on this score. I hugely
guess that the Hottentots are improved only in psalm-singing, and that it is

all cry and little wool at Bethersdorp.—If I am wrong, I shall be glad to be
corrected by any of your readers who are better informed—but it must be by
indisputable facts and not by mere palaver.—1 remain your obedient servant,

Y.

LAW INTELLIGENCE-

Thursday, 26th February 1824.

His Majesty's Fiscal v. Launcelot, Cooke and IV. Edwards.
An appeal to the Full Court having been entered by the defendants in this

case, against the decision of the Commissioners of the Court—who refused to
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hear evidence either in support of or against the charges contained in .the
Memorial; and over-ruled the exceptions taken by the defendants fo liVt?

incompetenry of the Court— it came on for hearing this day.
The preliminary business being disposed of,

Mr. Advocate Brand, tvho appeared for Mr. Edwards, addressed the Court
mi substance as follows:

—

When I consider this case, the defence of which is placed in my hands, if

I earnestly reflect on the situation in which I am placed, I must freely avow’
that I enter upon it with some reluctance.

It is not a ease ofan individual against an individual, which I am now to
defend—No ; it is a case of much more importance. I see placed before mo
Worthy judges, to whose jurisdiction l, as a practitioner, belong: under
whose direct control I am placed; and it is before them that this case must
be defended—because the defendant was punished for contempt of this Court

!

This consideration alone makes my situation indeed difficult and important
to me, and I would timidly proceed to the defence of the same, did not
this worshipful Court inspire me with some confidence.—It was not of my
own free choice that I took this case into hand, but a decree of the Court,
which ordered me to it—an order which, with the greatest readiness, I

obeyed; not alone because I felt myself greatly honored therewith, but
because I make it my firm duty, always with readiness-and goodwill, to obey
the commands of my judges. Hence I presume, that 1 may not alone claim
your indulgence, but also pray that you will excuse any expression which
may, perhaps, be inconsiderately used in (bis my defence.

If we resume the sentence of the Commissioners of the Court, hearing date
I6th February last, we find that the defendant was condemned to immediate
imprisonment for One month, for his behaviour in Court, and for contemning
the authority of the Judges. Against this sentence the defendant instantly

notified an appeal to this Court, and, notwithstanding that appeal, the same
was immediately carried into execution, against the proviso of Art. 131 of
the Crown Trial.

Never was it the intention of the defendant to insult the Commissioners, or

to scorn their authority. On the contrary, as well before as afterwards the

defendant addressed the Court with the greatest respect and reverence. It

is with perfect security we appeal to the worshipful Commissioners who sat

at the first instance, to say, whether the defendant, carried away by passion

in the heat of his defence, while urging his grievances, and propounding his;

arguments, whether, we say, the defendant did not instantly collect himself

when checked by them ? When you corrected him, did he not constantly,

with the greatest submission and reverence, apologise for his behaviour?
And, when he finnlly observed, that he could not master his warmth, did he

not then declare, he preferred not proceeding in his defence rather than

appear not to honor the Judges?—That all this did actually take place the

Commissioners will not deny. And this being true, where then did (he

defendant insult the Judge? Where did he contemn his authority?—No; let

us repeat our declaration, that the defendant honors and reveres (his Wor-
shipful Court. It is true, that the defendant, in the heat of his defence, did

not spare the nominal prosecutor, nor treat him very ceremoniously ; but it

is also true, that he never touched a point in which every individual, as the

defender of bis own right—every pratitioncr, as the defender of w idows and
orphans—each of you Judges, as the maintainers of a strict and impartial

trial, must not feel the greatest interest.

When we consider the situation of His Majesty’s Fiscal, as a prosecutor,

and that of the appellant, as a defendants when we remember what hap-

pened between them before the commencement of the trial ; when we also

consider the nature of the principal prosecution, and the manner in which it
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was instituted ; then, Worshipful Judges, every upright and unprejudiced

judge will acknowledge, that the behaviour of the defendant to the prosecutor

is altogether pardonable.

We see the defendant in the Fiscal’s Office, with all decency and pro-

priety remonstrating with the prosecutor against the illegality of the princi-

pal prosecution ; we also recall to our memories the treatment which the

defendant there suffered; and we then ask, whether it is unpardonable in

the defendant to feel some antipathy towards the prosecutor ?

This passed. The case was then brought under the cognizance of the Com-
missioners ;

but in what manner ? Certainly not according to the Crown
Trial,—and thereby exposed the defendant to sufferings from which he would

have been free, had the Fiscal adhered to the provisions of the Crown Trial.

The defendant being on the point of his departure to England, applied to

the Fiscal that his pass might be signed:—this was refused, because the Fis-

cal meditated a criminal prosecution against him. Very naturally the de-

fendant now anxiously expected that the intended prosecution should speedily

he terminated, that he might proceed on his voyage ;—every obstacle was,

however, thrown in his way. The 33d Art. of the Crown Trial directs, that

all criminal prosecutions shall begin within eight days after the decree for a
personal appearance has been granted; and, notwithstanding (his positive

order of the legislature, the prosecutor brought on the case four or five days
later.

Can the Court find it unpardonable in the defendant exposing hisgrlevances

on that point—for conduit becoming a good and dutiful citizen ? And is he
still to be condemned for a warmth which carried him awray when he reflected

on this unequitable, this illegal act ? He who thereby, in so unjustifiable a
manner, was stopped in his departure to England; ^he who, to his great
grief, saw a case prolonged, which might long ago have been brought to a
conclusion?—No, Worshipful Judges, there is more equity in your bosoms.
The Fiscal exculpates himself with the excuse, that he computes the fixed

eight days from the day on which he received the decree of the Court. But
we have only to say, that where a special law is plain, and says the eight
days shall be computed from the date on which the decree was passed, the

Fiscal is not authorised to explain or warp the same to suit his own
convenience.
But let us proceed. The 78th Art. of the Crown Trial, directs the prose-

cutor to summon all the witnessess—both on his own and those on behalf of
the defendants—on the day on which the same shall commence. Now, did

the Fiscal act accordingly?—Not in the least. This unwarrantable, this

wilful neglectof the Fiscal, was intended to vex the defendant.
The prosecutor regularly summons his own witnesses on the day of the

trial, he enables himself completely to accuse the defendant of a crime ; and
he deprives that defendant of his right of defence. Where, Worshipful
Judge, did you ever hear that the prosecutor should be arrayed with more
privileges in accusing, than a defendant, in defending his right—Certainly
this is the first example you ever saw before you ! This neglect of the pro-
secutor tended to cross the defendant in his defence; and who, we ask with
the greatest confidence—who could be cool in exposing such grievances to the

judges,—who would not feel a fire kindle in his breast, when the favors and
privileges which the special laws of his country granted to an accuser are
violated by the prosecutor ? Yea, who would then punish a defendant for

having warmly represented the truth, not covered with flattery and in-

ventions, but in its nakedness ! this would be a hardship which would bear
too heavily on the defendant.
The Fiscal, to exculpate himself from the wilful neglect, states to the

Court, that he did not summon the witnesses on behalf of the defendant, be-
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cause he prayed the Court to diminish the number of his witnesses. Wc
will for a moment consent that the prosecutor had a good reason for that
prayer, but this is incontrovertibly true, that the prosecutor had no right to

deviate from the plain and evident words and meaning of the law. As long
ns the judge did not give his decided opinion, so long was it the duty of the

prosecutor to obey those laws, the inaintainance whereof is placed in his

hands.
Mr Brand then adverted to alterations which had been made in the word-

ing of the Memorial, and contended that the Fiscal was bound by the Crown
Trial to adhere strictly, in drawing up an indictment, to the wording of any
document on which he might found a charge. He then said, that having
laid before the Court the principal circumstances which had taken place pre-
viously to the 16th ult. he put it to them whether there were not enough
developed to 611 every honest heart with indignation. lie calculuted, with
some confidence, on (he exculpation of his client; because he had only ex-
ercised the right which every British subject had to petition the King aud
Parliament, in a legal and constitutional manner; to support this he referred
to Blackstone, vol. i. ch. 1, p. 1S3, in which it is laid down, that all prosecu-
tions for such petitioning are illegal. He contended, that if all the circum-
stances attending this prosecution were taken into the account, it must appear
obvious, that the object of the prosecutor was to persecute his client, who
had fearlessly come forward in spite of all menaces, to probe the matter to

the bottom. The language he had used towards the Fiscal might be considered
harsh, it was not the less deserving ; but from any charge of contemning
the Court lie was wholly free.

If the defendant had been intemperate, it might be urged in extenuation
that his provocation was great, and that like most men, he had not always
entire command over his passions; besides, however insulting the language
of the defendant to the Fiscal, he had always his remedy at law; and the

defendant having amply apologised to the Court, ought, Mr. Brand contended

,

to have screened him from such exemplary punishment as was inflicted. Mr.
Brand cited professor Lucan’s Notes on Wolff's Institutions, to prove that a
man under the influence of strong feelings, like a child, could not control

his will or his passions. He concluded by submitting to the Court that, for

the reasons he had urged, his client was entitled to be discharged from con-

finement ;
and, if the Fiscal chose, it was open to him to bring an action for

any injury he might conceive he had sustained.

The Fiscal replied, that the Court had heard defendant’s Advocate, Mr.
Brand, admit that his client was in the wrong, but which he attempted to

make good by giving it another color :—he (Mr. Brand) said that the defend-

ant, in consequence of the observations of the Court below, retracted what
he had said, and apologised for it. He also pretends (hat the defendant had

been actuated by a sense of the treatment he had received from the Fiscal

in his office :—but the Fiscal did not offer any provocation to the defendant

in his office. It was his bounden duty to prosecute the defendant, and he had
r.o power to deviate from this duty ; he could therefore not sign the certifi-

cate, which was the preliminary step to apply for a passport to leave the

colony; and he informed him that the reason why he could not sign that cer-

tifica'e was, that the Memorial of Mr. Cooke was handed over to him for

prosecution, w hen the defendant, in a loud tone of voice, exclaimed, that he

should wish to know who intercepted that Memorial, and that if the Fiscal

had dene it he would prosecute him:— that he, the Fiscal, had then observed

to him that it would be better to speak on this subject in the Court. This is

the provocation so much contended upon by the defendant’s advocate, and
which had induced him to retaliate, instead of making his complaint in a

proper manner. At the next meeting of the Court below, the defendant did
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not admit he was wrong, but repeated what he had said on the 16th. And
what was his conduct on the second hearing, with respect even to the Court:
The Court having observed to him, that if he had any charge to prefer against
the Fiscal or Mr. Blair, he must do it in a regular manner, he replied,—“ I

am aware where and how to seek for justice ; but I know better than to as-

sail a snake in its own hiding place.” The place which he alluded to was
this Court-room, and (he Court are those that conceal the snake. The Fiscal
then contended, at some length, that he could not agree with the defendant’s
advocate, that he was irregular in bringing forward this prosecution.—He
had, in fact, no option. The Memorial was handed over to him, and it was
his duty to prosecute.

The Court, after some deliberation, confirmed the sentence of the Com-
missioners.

The Defendant (Mr. Edwards,) then entered a further appeal against this

decision ; so that it must now be finally heard before His Excellency the

Governor, in the Court of Appeals.
The Court then proceeded to hear the appeal entered by the defendant,

Mr. Cooke, from the decrees of the Court on the 11th and 20th instant, in re-

jecting his exception of incompetency ; and in refusing to admit any wit-
nesses either for or against the defendants.
Advocate Cloete observed, that this, perhaps, was the most extraordinary

prosecution ever instituted before this or any olherCourtof Justice, as might
be gathered from the circumstances of the case, which are briefly these

:

It appeared that the real prosecutor in this case, Mr Blair, Collector of
Customs, wished to take from the defendant a cook whom he had hired for

some years fiom Mr. Samuel Murray deceased ; and which cook the Collector
of Customs had, immediately after the decease of the said S. Murray, pro-
mised to one of his friends. The cook, being unwilling to leave the service
of the defendant, refused for some time to go, and the defendant called on
Mr. Blair to explain the cause of the delay, when he was grossly insulted by
him, and therefore lodged his complaint with the Government and the Fiscal.

Some weeks elapsed, during which Mr. Blair refused to make that atonement
to which the defendant was entitled; and at the same time no steps were
taken by the Fiscal to give the defendant that public reparation for the inj ury
he had suffered which he had a right to expect from an equal and impartial
administration.^ the laws. During this interval several persons communica-
ted to the defendant many improper acts on the part of the Collector of
Customs, which the defendant conceived it a duty to himself, to the public,
and to the individuals who had suffered in consequence of the Collector’s

treatment, to bring these circumstances to the cognizance of his superiors,
by a petition addressed to them, drawn up by a notary public admitted by the

government of this country, whom he had requested to forward this petition

through the usual official channel, by means of His Excellency the Governor,
to enable the latter to forward the same to the Lords Commissioners of His
Majesty’s Treasury, accompanied by such remarks as to His Excellency
should seem meet. Shortly afterwards, when the defendant applied for a
passport to leave this colony for the purpose of settlinghisaffairs in England,
he was surprised by a refusal ; and a few days later he was informed, that he
would be prosecuted criminally before the Court of Justice: which prose-
cution actually commenced on the 16th inst. and was then postponed to the

18th, when the defendant pleaded the exception of incompetency of the

Fiscal now to prosecute.
Mr. Cloete then said, that in order to enable the Court to judge fairly of

the nature of the case, he thought it necessary to read the whole of the

Memorial, from which only extracts' were quoted in the Indictment; he then
proceeded to read the Memorial, [see last Paper.]—“This,” said Advocate
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Clocte, “ is the Memorial transmitted to Ilis Excellency the Governor, in

order to be forwarded to tile Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, either

with or without the Governor’s own remarks:—this is that act of public
violation of the laws tending to disturb the peace, and to give an example to

others, which might be productive of the most pernicious influencee on the

morals of the inhabitants of this colony ;—this is the great oll'ence of the

defendant for which he is prosecuted. Now, in order to show to the Court
that this exception is welt founded, I think it necessary to refute the ob-
jections which the Fiscal made against it on a former day. The Fiscal con-
tended, that the conduct of (he defendant was calculated to produce disorder,

and to show a bad example to the inhabitants of the colony. If this be sound
doctrine, then every one commits a crime who retails a small portion of any
article, the use of which would be detriental— such as opium, laudanum,
arsenic, and other poisons. By the same rule, a person carrying a dagger
for the purpose of defending himself when assaulted, may be prosecuted for

having attempted to disturb the peace, because peaceable inhabitants may
be terrified at seeing him so armed :

—“ Who,” said Mr. Cloete, “ does not
feel the absurdity of this mode of inferring a crime f”
The prosecutor has said, that the Memorial is criminal because it bears

marks of bad faith, and irrelevant matter—because the defendant chiefly

complains of the insult he received from the Collector of Customs. If this

be a mark of crime, why was the defendant not prosecuted when he lodged
bis complaint with the Fiscal against the Collector of Customs foi this insult;

as this might also tend to disturb the peace, and the respect due to persons
high in office.

In order to show that there is nothing criminal in the Memorial, I crave
the attention of (he Court to it, and beg they may be compared with the law.

The Memorial is not a private writing, but an official instrument, con-
taining a complaint offered to the defendant by the Collector of Customs,
and a formal charge of the abuses which he is alleged to have committed in

bis public situation, by the disposal and other unlawful conversion of prize
slaves: and, in addition, the Memorial is addressed to those only' who have
the power to inquire into similar charges.

It is scarcely necessary to refute the assertion of the prosecutor—that the

defendant ought to have applied to him or to His Excellency the Governor

—

since it appears from the very correspondence of the Deputy Fiscal, pro-

duced by His Majesty’s Fiscal, that the case lay dormant in his office from
the 26th of November until the 12th January, without any steps being taken

to bring the defendant to justice, and since the Memorial was transmitted to

His Excellency the Governor;—from whom, however, the defendant had
been led to infer that, as the Collector of Customs was not appointed by him,

he was not under the control of the Colonial Government, and consequently

the defendant could only address the Collectoi’s immediate superiors. The
defendant, therefore, acted properly as to the form. It is not yet the time

to inquire, whether the charges contained in the Memorial are true or false ;

the question now at issue is only, whether the defendant transgressed

the laws by using abusive and disrespectful language or by deviating

from the proper and regular mode of official information. It will be

shown, from the act of accusation, that neither the one nor the other

took place ; for in it the Fiscal states, that the defendant has in his

Memorial alledged/«cls which may tend to make the Collector of Customs
appear criminal, and might expose him to dismissal from his situation. This

statement, consequently , admits that the charges are not false or libellous,

but that the result of the inquiry on these facts may be the Collector’s dismis-

sal. Now, according to the prosecutor’s opninion, if I should happen to

witness a murder committed by an officer of high rank, and inform against
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him, I should he liable to the same punishment which he deserved, because,

by bringing the information against him, I exposed that officer to the loss,

not only of his situation, but his life also, should the fact of the murder be

inquired into. What, I ask the Court, would become of the laws, it similar

inferences are not only tolerated, but even lead to a respectable inhabitant

and merchant of this town being prosecuted on such fabulous charges. With-

out now inquiring whether the facts and charges contained in the memorial

can be substantiated or not, it is only necessary to remark, that the defendant

has in his favor the legal presumption, that the facts may be true ; in addition

to this, the defendant has, annexed to his memorial, the depositions of seve-

ral persons, confirming some of these facts. Not a word or expression is to

be found in them, deserving the accusation of scurrillity or indecency towards

those to whom this memorial is addressed ; and I shall therefore next inquire

whether it was or was not lawful for him to cause this memorial to be made

out, and to sign and forward the same ; and whether, conseqently, he has not

just reason to appeal from the decision of the former court.

The English Laws on this head agree so perfectly with the Roman and

Dutch Laws that either may be referred to. These onaminously enact, that

it is not lawful for any man to utter, write, or publish any thing with an in-

tention to injure another’s character ; doing this, renders him liable to a civil

action of defamation ; and, if accompanied by any act disturbing the peace,

also to a criminal action. The laws in this respect are so distinct and sim-

ple, that if they be only not perverted or misapplied, there can be no doubt

as to their true meaning; and in order to prevent any such perversion of

these laws, the following exceptions to the above general rule are expressly

laid down in the Roman Laws:— First, if any person sign any paper with bis

own name, (for anciently a paper was considered a libel if either no name,

or a false name, or signature were attached.) And secondly, when any per-

son or magistrate is formally charged with acts in which the public is in-

terested, and which call for an inquiry, in order that the offenders may be

Brought to justice;— this was law with the Romans, as appears from the 18th

law. Digest: lib. 47, tit. 10. The same rule is laid down in the 32 d and 33d
law. In the sect. 32, just now quoted, the manner of seeking redress against

magistrates of any rank is more amply explained, and therefore there is no

doubt that a subject is at liberty to lodge his complaints Willi those authorities

who are competent to inquire into and redress them.
This agrees with the Dutch Law, as mentioned by professor Voet in his

commentaries on Digestorum, under the head ‘Libels,’ No. 9; and also by
Hugo Grotius on ‘Dutch Jurisprudence,’ book 3. chap. 36, part. 2, in the

following words:—“To an action for defamation or libel, are liable, all those

who either speak or write, in the presence or absence of another, in secret

or publicly, any thing by which his honor is injured, although it be true,

txcepting however, the mention of it to proper authorities, in order to bring

the offender to justice.”
This we find more fully laid down by Grotnewege, in his treatise ‘ De Lege

abrog. in sect. 18 D; and sect. 1, ‘ Codicis de Injuriis.’

There is consequently no doubt that the defendant has done what, accord-
ing to the Reman and Dutch Laws, he had a right to do; and the more so,

since the prosecutor admits that the facts and charges contained in. the memo-
rial are of such a nature, that the public is thereby interested and concerned,
and that therefore an inquiry into the same is of the greatest importance to

government and the administration of justice ; because otherwise, that me-
morial could not have the Beet f exposing the Collector of Customs to be
dismissed from his situation, and yet this is the inference of the prosecutor
himself, and contrary to those laws the defendant is prosecuted, whilst the

Collector of Customs, against whom these charges are officially preferred,

M
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exultingly continues in the enjoyment of his uncontrolled authority, above
the reach of the laws and these accusations. Having examined the Roman
and Dutch Laws, it will scarcely be necessary to refer to the laws of England,
—laws which, more than any others, have secured the liberty of the subject

;

it will therefore be sufficient to refer to the commentaries of the learned
Judge Iilachstone, book I, page 143, where it is laid down,

—

“4. If there should happen any uncommon injury, or infringement of the
rights before-mentioned, which the ordinary course of law is too defective to

reach, there still remains a fourth subordinate right, appertaining to every
individual, namely, the right of petitioning the King, or either House of
Parliament, for the redress of grievances.”—And it is declared by the statute
I W. & M. st. 2. c. 2. that the subject has a right to petition; and that all

commitments and prosecutions for such petitioning are illegal.”

Mr. Cloete also quoted the case Aslley v. Younge, 2 Burrows Rep. p. 811,
and Holt’s Law of Libel, cap. xi. p. 172, where it is severally laid down, that

no subject can be prosecuted for any matters contained in any memorial or
petition involving the conduct of magistrates or public officers, sent through
the proper channel, and done bona fide with a view of obtaining redress.

And should it be necessary to illustrate these authorities with further exam-
ples, let us simply refer to the impeachment of Mr. Warren Hastings, Go-
vernor-General of India; and to that of Lord Melville, the intimate and
bosom friend of Mr. Pitt, Prime Minister of England. These officers were
accused by persons, whose motives were self-evident : Were these accusers
hindered from preferring their charges ? Were they ever prosecuted, even
when, upon a full inquiry, it appeared they were not able to substantiate all

the charges they had preferred.
But why should we travel to remote countries for precedents of this nature ;

our own colony presents us with numerous instances of the same kind.

When, in the year 1780, our burghers Van Reenen, Artois, T. Roos, and
Heyers, proceeded to Europe for the express purpose of exposing the mis-
conduct of the greater part of the civil servants of the highest rank, to the

directors of the Dutch East India Company, were they hindered by the then

independent Fiscal, or by the Governor, on the plea, that they were the com-
petent authorities to inquire into these complaints? Were their passports re-

fused ? Was the road to obtain redress in a regular manner disclosed to them ?

When long before that epoch, the inhabitants complained against Gov. Van
der Stell, were they prosecuted for it, according to the principle now alleged,

that such modes of complaining tend to set a bad example to peaceable and
well-disposed citizens. If we were to come down to later times, we would
ask the prosecutor himself, whether he followed the present system when the

secretary ofTulbagh preferred charges of a serious nature against Mr. Van
de Graaff, the landdrost of that district? Did not those charges, in the very
manner in which they were preferred, betray evident proof of personal ani-

mosity, rancour, and bad faith ? Did not this same Fiscal then conceive it his

duty to investigate these charges in h judicial manner ? Was not a criminal

prosecution first commenced against the landdrost; and even afterwards,

w hen some of the charges were not substantiated, was not the accuser acquit-

ted of the charge of libel or calumny ?

Should the' first decree of the Commissioners of the 18th, be affirmed, the

witnesses named by the defendants must be examined, as they will prove the

truth of every charge preferred against the Collector of Customs in the memo-
rial, and thereby acquit the 2d defendant of every imputation of blame, fault,

or criminality, upon the very merits of the case ; there is then no altenative ;— If this case ought not to be inquired into in the present stage of the com-
plaints, and dismissed “ a limine judicii," as I humbly contend, the exception

on the first appeal ought to be admitted, and that decree reversed; if, on the
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other hand, the defendant must stand on his trial on the charges preferred ia

the indictment, he can only defend himself, by having recourse to that evi-

dence which he possesses, and which will prove his innocence in the clearest

light.

Advocate Cloete, in conclusion, maintained, that, for the reasons above
given, the decisions of the Court below, now appealed from, should be re-

versed, and the exception taken by the first defendant admitted, with costs.

The Fiscal, in reply, contended, that the only questions were as to the

competency of the Court, and the libellous nature of the memorial.
The Fiscal professed much respect for the laws and commentators quoted

by defendant’s advocate; but he would, in due time, state his grounds, and
show the matter charged to be actually a libel ;—that he is far from intending
to screen magistrates, when complaints are made against them. Should the

defendant prove the truth of what is stated in the memorial, yet he, the Fis-
cal, should consider it to be a libel. This he would show when the proper
tiinfe arrived

; and he also deemed himsell aggrieved by the decree of the

>6ourt below, imposinga restraint on the examination of witnesses.
The Court, after deliberating for a short time, coufirmed the sentences ap-

pealed from ; and condemned the first defendant, Mr. Cooke, in all prior

expences ; and fixed the costs on this appeal at Fifteen Rix-dollars.
The Fiscal and the defendants severally appealed against the determina-

tion of the Court in refusing to go into the examination of any witnesses
whatever.

-~**H*«~
Remarkable Occurrence.—

S

everal Lies were lost on the Heeregracbt
last week. — »

TO CORRESPONDENTS
“ An Argyleshike Man” must favor us with his name ; we will then

gladly insert his communication.
B’s long letter we read painfully over six times before we could discover

his purpose; and when we did come at it, we found it like the Yorkshire-
inan’s horse, which had two faults:—First, he was hard to catch; and se
condly, he was good for nothing when he was caught!

- »»>»«'
On the 5th ult. a fire was discovered at Seaforth-house, near Simon’s Town,

the property of Mr. Harington. A considerable quantity of brush-wood
surrounds the premises, to which the raging element speedily communicated;
aud, but for the timely exertions of the Commodore, the Commandant, and
the Dock-yard establishment, who were on the spot, directing the operations
of the seamen belonging to the Andromache, and the men under their respec-
tive orders, the house and offices must inevitably have been consumed. The
fire was occasioned by some slaves having set fire to the bushes on an adjoin-
ing hill.

.Vo. XL
Wednesday, March. 17, 1324, .

There is no passion that exerts a more baneful influence on
the affairs of men than Contempt. It pervades every rank in

society and occupies some space in every bosom. The posses-
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sion of certain advantages that are in general estimation gives a
different character to the feeling-

;
but every man despises his

neighbour for qualities he supposes him to want, and himself to

be possessed of.

But of all the instances we know of the demonstration of

this weak and wicked sentiment to the prejudice of mankind,
there is none that deserves more heartily to be reprobated than

that sweeping sort of it which condemns a whole nation, be-

cause they speak, think, or act in a different way from what we
do ourselves.
“ Are not these Frenchmen a set of stupid scoundrels ¥’ ex-

claimed an English sailor: “Why they call a horse a shovel

(cheval

)

and a hat a chopper (chapeau), the dastardly frog-

eating rascals ! The Philosopher may smile at such ebullitions

of ignorant prejudice; but it is not easy to restrain one’s indig-

nation, when we see a well-educated and travelled man sitting

calmly down to his desk and, addressing himself to the vulgar

passions of his countrymen, recommend that a people should

be ruled “ with a rod of iron,” because he has discovered some in-

/ stances of depravity amongst them, and because they do not eat,

*’ drink, sleep, and manage their affairs as he would have them
c-do. One might as well expect to find a fair estimate of the

genius and abilities of the English nation in the Newgate Calen-

dar, as a just character of a people in such a book.

Supposing all Mr. Barrow has said against the Cape people to

be correct (which we strongly deny it to be,) to whom does the

blame attach ? May not this same rod of iron, which he so

readily recommends, have produced the veryevi.s he reprobates?

The character and habits of men are formed by the institutions

under which they have been reared, and it is no more reasonable

to under-value the Colonists for the want of qualities they never

had an opportunity of acquiring, than it is for the inhabitants of

Cape Town to sneer at the stupidity or cunning, of their coun-

trymen of the Interior.

Whatever we are, whether born in the Northern or Southern

hemisphere, in England, in Holland, 01; in Africa, if we have

made Africa our home, and feel a common interest in the pros-

perity of the Colony, we are all Africans.

If we do as we ought—we will love, respect and promote

the welfare, first of our families, friends, and connections—se-

condly, that of the Colony wc inhabit—next of the Empire of

which it forms a part—and lastly of the whole human race.

Solomon says “he that despiseth his neighbour sinneth

The sentiment of contempt or scorn towards our fellow-men is
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perhaps of ail others the least consonant, either with just philo-

sophy or genuine religion. It prevails most among weak, igno-

rant and worthless men. It was personified in the character of

the self-righteous Pharisee
;
and was pointed out for our warn-

ing by the wisest and the best of all Observers. It is the cha-

racteristic alike of the ignorant savage and the presumptuous

infidel—of all those whose pride of heart has blinded their un-

derstanding—-who are quick only to see the mote in their bro-

ther’s eye.

Men hate each other, in short, chiefly from ignorance and
selfishness. Whenever they attempt in good earnest to under-

stand and assist each other, their scornful dislike immediately

gives place to mutual respect and good will. If this observation

is applicable to nations and races of men the farthest removed
from each other in lineage, manners, and polity—how much
more to the two kindred classes in this Colony of Emigrant
English and Austral-Africans? Are we not men of one blood

—

members of one community—subjects of one sovereign—fol-

lowers of one faith? Our country—our character—our interests

are one.

Let us then do away with all narrow-minded party prejudice,

combinations, and coteries
;
and cordially unite our efforts in pro-

moting great and good objects, whether they originate with
Dutch or English. Let us forget the paltry prejudices of sect,

party, and birth-place, and estimate the minor "distinction of
Whig and Tory—Episcopalian and Presbyterian—European and
African—according to their true importance. Let us hate no-
thing but vice, and scorn nothing but baseness.

NEW INVASION OF MARAUDING TRIBES IN THE INTERIOR.
«»> <««

(Extract of a Letterfrom Griqua Town, dated 14th Feb. 1824.)

“ I have to inform yon that we are again threatened with an invasion from
foreign tribes. Mr. Hamilton, the Missionary at Kuruman, or New Latakoo,
came here a few days ago, and brought the following intelligence, which he
received from some men belonging to the Tamacha or Red Calf i s, who were
sent to give notice to Mateebee of the approach of the enemy.—They
stated that one of their chiefs had been at a Boqueen town, a few days jour-
ney to the eastward of Kurrichane, and had seen the foreign tribes, which
consisted entirely of warriors from the five different nations or tribes, and
were more numerous than the Marootsees, Wanketsees, Barrolongs, and
Bechuannas together. Their professed intention was to make war, and I>»

revenged on the people who had killed their friends and relatives. They said

they would go to Makabba, and then to the town of Thunder and Lightning
(meaning Griqua town), and see the people who rode u port wild horses, and
carried Thunder and Lightning upon their shoulders. The general name of
the invaders is Malebamagate, and one of their kings is Raseebe, uncle to
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Chuana, a king or great chief, who was killed at Old Latakoo. It was fur-
ther reported that they had surrounded a Boqueen town, and had killed nearly
the whole of the inhabitants. The Tamacha or Red CafFers had already re-
moved a few days’ journey towards Latakoo; and it was probable they, as
well as the Marootsees. and Barrolongs, would fly westward to the Car-
ghany desart as soon as the enemy approached.”
There is great reason to believe that this report is in general true. When

the names of Raseebe and another of the chiefs, were mentioned to some of
those called Mantatees here, they said they knew them, and that the former
was a great king, ami was uncle to Chuana. These accounts are further
corroborated by a report brought by some Corraou’s, who came down the
Orange river about this time. The invaders appear to have crossed it on
their way to the North-west ; and this seems to be the same route, as far as
we could learn, that was taken last year by Chuana and the Mantatees.
Having undertaken this expedition without women or children, it is supposed
their progress will be more rapid than formerly ; and therefore we are in

daily expectation of hearing of their near approach.

L/llV INTELLIGENCE -

January 28 , 1824 .

Before W. Bidding, Esq. Commissioner of the Court.

The FISCAL v. H. O. ECKSTEEN, Hs.

The chief clerk in the Fiscal’s office, Mr. Auret, stated that this was a
complaint made by the girl Dortje

,
yesterday, against her master, for having

flogged her with a leather strap till she fainted away.
The complainant Dortje was then examined.
She stated that on the evening in question her mistress went up stairs to

dress, without, as was customary, calling her. She called for another girl to

assist her in dressing. When her mistress came down stairs, she complained
to the defendant that she had desired the complainant to assist her, but she

refused. The defendant then grew angry, and ordered three boys to hold

her on the ground, while he flogged her over her clothes with a leather strap.

He also gave her two strokes on the bark after she had risen. She next day
complained at the Fiscal's office; and I)r. Bailey examined her, and found
several severe bruises on her back and shoulders.

The defendant denied the charge.
Witnesses were then called, consisting of slaves in the service of the de-

fendant, who deposed that they were ordered by the defendant to hold the

girl down, while he strapped her. They could not say whether she had been
severely flogged, or how many strokes were inflicted. She was laid on some
bushes.

The defendant then addressed the Court.
He stated that the complainant had for some time past behaved so inso-

lently, it was unbearable. Her husband had formerly been in his service,

but his drunkenness and general bad conduct had compelled him (the

defendant) to discharge him. The wife wished to go to her husband every
Sunday, but (his he would not allow ; her bad conduct then began. On Sun-
day last she threw a candlestick with a candle burning in it at bis wife’s feet.

He had not ill used her; he only gave her eight strokes on her back, and two
on her shoulders. The strap was here produced.
A witness proved that only ten strokes were given by the defendant.

The Prosecutor cited the “ Statute Laws of India,” to show, (hat although
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masters of slaves are allowed to punish for liad domestic conduct, tliev must
not torture or ill treat them, under pain of deprivation of tile slave. He con-
tended that the manner in which the slave had been punished, was altogether
illegal, and in this he was supported by the certificate of Dr. Bailey. H*
therefore prayed that the complainant might be ordered to be sold, without
power to the defendant, or any of his family, to purchase her; and a fine

levied, to go to some charitable institution.

The defendant again insisted that he had not ill-treated the complainant.
He had often been similarly punished by his father when young ; and ten
strokes from a small strap could not amount to ill-treatment.

The Court awarded a fine of 25 Rds. to the Bible and School Commission.
The defendant noted an appeal to the Full Court; which came on to be

heard on the 1st of March.

Advocate Berg, for the defendant, produced a certificate from Dr. Ather-
stone, in which he gave it as his opinion, that no serious consequences were
to be apprehended from the punishment the complainant had suffered. He
said, that however praiseworthy and excellent were the benevolent ex-
ertions of the British Government in behalf of slaves—exertions which had
gained them more glory than they had acquired by the conquests arising from
their superiority over the seas—it behoved the Court to watch narrowly the

conduct of slaves in this Colony, and not to listen too readily to complaints
which generally turned out to be frivolous; and were sometimes productive
of the worst consequences. He then adverted to the rebellious conduct
lately exhibited by the slaves in the West Indies; and to that of the despe-
rate gang which had been engaged in the murder of Mr. Phillips’ slave, &r.
Regarding the complainant, lie said, she had been uniformly well treated,

until lately, when her irregular conduct rendered chastisement necessary.
She w as of the same age as her mistress, who entertained considerable affec-

tion for her. He deprecated the conduct of the persons conducting the pro-
stculion, in not endeavoring, as was required by Art. 105 of the Crown
Trial, amicably to adjust the matter, without bringing it into Court ; had this

beeu done, the girl would have confessed herself in fault, and here the case
yvould have ended ; she is now hardened by confinement, and expects to be
sold. The Fiscal, be contended, had not done his duty, by neglecting to

make her case sutficiently clear for the Commissioner, who had, in const:

quence, been led into error. He concluded, after some further observations,
by praying thE Court to reverse the sentence of the Court below.
Mr. Lind, the Deputy Fiscal, replied to the arguments of Advocate

Berg, (with which we have not been furnished.)

The Court, after deliberation, reversed the decision of the Court below,
with costs.

HOTTENTOT INSTITUTIONS.
[We have pleasure in inserting the following letter, in answer to tha

challenge signed Y, in our last week’s paper. Mr. Ru'herfoord has recently
visited the Missionary Institutions; and his character is a sufficient voucher
for the accuracy of his statements. Other communications on the same topic,
from highly respectable quarters, have also reached us; but addressed
rather to ourselves than the public. At present it seems unnecessary to
enter farther into this subject; hut in order to put an end to certain idle
surmises that have been blown about, we take this occasion to state dzcisivnh/,
that the cursory notice respecting Betheisdorp in one of our early Numbers,
was derived neither from Dr. Philip, nor from any of the Missionaries, nor
any one connected with them—nor from our present correspondent—nor from
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any person in office or authority;—neither is Y’s communication from any
one of these sources. And surely this is negative enough to set at rest a
more important matter.— Ed.]

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—In answer to your Correspondent Y’s letter in last week’s Paper, I

beg leave to send you a few facts relative to the present state of the Hotten-
tots at some of the Institutions or Schools in this Colony.
D uring a late journey into the interior I spent several daysat each of theae

schools, and nearly a fortnight at Bethelsdorp ; and by this means had an
opportunity of ascertaining the real circumstances of the people residing

there. It would be easy to explain the causes of their not being in a more
prosperous condition than they are, and to show that the comparatively
slow progress the Hottentots have hitherto made in civilization, has not
arisen from any want of exertion on the part of their teachers. Mr. Barrow,
whose authority was quoted by your Correspondent, assigns a much better

reason. (See his Travels, vol. i. p. 93.) Had the Missionary Institutions

done no more than to have afforded an asylum to these unfortunate creatures,
from the miserable condition there described, although they would not have
fulfilled the original intention of their founders, they would still deserve the

su pport and encouragement of every friend of humanity.
[Some further remarks of the writer at this place, though just, and rele-

vant to his subject, are omitted for want of space.]
The Missionaries, however, have not limited their views to the mere

preservation of the Hottentots ; they have endeavoured to raise the Hottentot
character, by inspiring them with those sentiments of true religion, and by
teaching them those industrious habits which are now making steady progress
amongst them, and which will at length, in spite of malice and ignorance,
raise them to the enjoyment of that freedom—of which they have hitherto

possessed little more than the name.
But your Correspondent calls for facts, and, I readily admit, that, without

facts, the preceding remarks may fairly enough be termed mere palaver.

What the institutions were at any former period, I cannot pretend to say;
I only mean to affirm that they are not at present “ receptacles of idleness,

filth, canting fanaticism, and squalid poverty.” It would occupy too large
a portion of your Paper to give a full account of each station, and, as

Bethelsdorp seems to be considered the most vulnerable point of attack, I

shall restrict myself to a brief sketch of the present condition of that village.

As far as regards the habits of the people, and the state of society, what
is said of this place w ill apply pretty correctly to the rest.

There are about 1200 names entered in the books of the society, as

belonging to this institution, but seldom more than from 400 to 450 persons
residing on the place; the rest being employed among the boers. The
greatest part of these residents are women and children. I think the number
of men living at home does not exceed 150. One or two of these are

possessed of property to the amount of not less than 3000 or 4000 Rds.

and have large and commodious houses. Many others have cattle to the

value of from 100 to 500 Rds. and live comfortably. The whole stock of

cattl e belonging to the people was computed at about 800 head of oxen,
several cows, and about 50 horses; besides which they have between 50 and
60 waggons. The usual occupations of the men are cutting and sawing timber,

driving waggons, building, thatching, &c. There are in the village six

masons, two carpenters, two or three tailors and shoemakers, and others

who are handy at different branches of trade, though not sufficiently expert

to rank as regular mechanics. There is also a large blacksmith’s shop, built

by an English Emigrant, who has several Hottentot lads as apprentices.
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Some of the men, and most of the women and children are employed in

collecting aloes, and they received for the quantity supplied within four

months nearly 3000 lids.

So far are these schools from being receptacles of indolence, that I think

it might be safely affirmed that there is more work done, and, beyond all

question, more money earned by the 400 or 500 Hottentots living at Be-
thelsdorp, than by the 800 amongst the Boers. In the one case, they are

obliged to work to save themselves from starving; in the other, their food is

provided, and being poorly paid, they have not the same stinulus to exertion.

What most surprised me, was the apparent cheerfulness and comfort of the

people under the vexatious grievances to which they are still subject.

All the houses in the village are built of clay, and are whitewashed; so

that, notwithstanding the sterile nature of the soil, the appearance of the

place, as you enter it from Uiteohage, is not uupleasitig. There are several

reed huts in the adjoining kloof ; but the number is daily decreasing as the

owners obtain the means of accommqdating themselves and lamilies with clay

or wattle-and-dab cottage. Many of these cottages have a decent aspect
without, and are kept neat nml clean within; but the more general use of
chimnies would be a great improvement. Every Monday is devoted to pub-
lic work, and an alms-house Has been erecletl by the voluntary elforts of in-

dustry, sufficient to lodge about 20 of their aged and infirm -persons in a most
comfortable manner. A road, of about half a mile in length, lias been cut

at the foot of the adjoining mountain, which allows free access to the garden
situated in the kloof. They have also commenced digging a large tank, or

reservoir, just above the village, which it is hoped w ill enable them to procure
sufficient water to irrigate the ground on which the cottages are built, and to

plant it with shrubs, the soil being now too hard and dry to admit of their

having gardens attached to them. I did not observe that the Hottentots in

general are more dirty, either in their clothes or persons, than other labour-
ing men. I frequently went, at different times of the day, into their houses,
and generally found them much more clean than I expected. They meet
every evening in the church where the Missionary officiates. The service
lasts about an h >ur, and the most exemplary attention and order is kept up.
On Sunday they have service twice, and the childien are catechised m the

afternoon During my stay at Bethelsdorp, I never saw nor heard any thing
approaching to canting fanatacism” in any part of their devotional exer-
cises. On the contrary, L have seldom witnessed more propriety of conduct
during service, or less confusion, in going to or coming from a place of wor-
ship, than is observed by the Hottentots at Bethelsdorp. The men. women,
and children were ail neatly clothed, uor do I remember to have seen a single

caross in the church on either of the Sundays when I was there, although
there were upwards of 400 Hottentots

|

resent. There is a great deal of po-
verty, no doubt, existing amongst the people at many of the stations, though
perhaps nothing less at Bethelsdorp than at any other ; but there is nothing
more disgusting or squalid in the features it assumes here than in other vil-

lages. The distinguishing trait of the Hottentot character is affection to his

friends, which he evinces by freely imparting whatever he acquires. The
accumulation of property, or personal aggrandisement, seems to he one of
ihe last principles upon which he acts; and it is, perhaps, owing to the
want of this principle that they are so nearly on a level with one another.
There are, however, amongst them, men of considerable natural talent, not
at all inferior to the Colonists ; and who only wgnt education to fit them for
those employments which are ati nded with profit and honour when ably and
faithfully performed. The msu uctinn of the children is particularly at-
tended to at all the schools. At Bethelsdorp they appear to be as forward
as most of the children of the same age and situation iu life are in one of your

N
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English villages. During my residence among the Hottentots at different in-
stitutions, I never heard any disturbance, nor did I ever see an instance of
drunkenness ; and I was informed by the respectable Missionary who
superintends the institution at Bethelsdorp, that, during a residence of two
years, he had not seen a Hottentot belonging to the school in a state of open
intoxication. Considering the acknowledged prevalence of this vice amongst
the Hottentots in general, this is a strong argument in favor of these in-
stitutions. It would be going too far to say that drunkenness is entirely
banished from them ; but the instances must certainly be carefully concealed,
and of rare occurrence, or they could not, during two years, have escaped
the notice of a person living on the spot. What I have already written will
occupy too large a portion of your columns, or I could mention several
other circumstances corroborative of the truth of this statement. I trust,

however, there will be sufficient to convince your Correspondent, and others
of his opinion, that the Hottentots are improved iu something more than
“Psalm singing;” in which, by the bye, they far excel our Cape Town
amateurs. My onlj motive for adding my name to this Ietter‘is, that it gives
me some kind of title to expect that any of your readers who mean to deny
the truth of any thing here advanced, will be candid enough to follow the
example that the public may not be deceived, and a deserving class of
people caluminated to gratify the malice or satire of an anonymous Corres-
poudent.— I am, Sir, &c. H. E. Rutherfoord.

I
-9^1

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir.—As in the 9th number of your Paper a paragraph has been in-

serted, stating the opinion of Chief Justice Eyre (if 1 am not mistaken) in

the case of Curry v. Walter, tried in 1796, I trust you can have no objection
to make your readers also acquainted, in one of your following numbers, with
the opinion of Lord Eilenborough, Ch. J. in the more recent case of Rex v.

Creevey, tried in 1813, which opinion, in the Report, has been thus ex-
pressed :

—“ As to Curry v. Walter, it is not necessary for the present pur-
pose to discuss that case ; whenever it becomes necessary, I shall say, that

the doctrine there laid down must be understood with very great limitations,

and shall never fully assent to the unqualified terms attributed in the Report
of that case to Eyre, C.S. I am, &c.

D. Devvssen'.

PROGRESS OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN THE COLONY.
Mr. Editor,—As the period, appointed by Government for the intro-

duction of the English language in all the public institutions throughout this

colony, is fast approaching, the question may be asked, “Are the Dutch
Colonists preparing themselves for the event, by acquiring a knowledge of
the language?
To Cape Town and its vicinity, or to the neighbourhood of the English

locations, I do not apply the inquiry ; for there, through constant inter-

course, the English language is understood by a great majority of the Dutch.
I apply it to the country districts, which are remote from Cape Town and the

English locations, and in which I found, three years ago, an almost total

ignorance of the English language.
Fifteen months have elapsed since English teachers were placed by

Government in various parts of the interior, but, except the account, in the

Cape Gazette of the day, of the flattering reception they had met with from
the inhabitants, we have had no intelligence respecting them. Information

on this subject must be interesting to many of your readers, and I therefore
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take llic libel ly of addressing you, feeling confident of receiving, through

the medium of your valuable Paper, some account of the success which has

hitherto attended, or is likely to attend, the endeavours of the teachers.

I am, Sir, &c. Britannicus.

Average Rate of Exchange, as per Commissariat Drawing
Feb. 20, per Pound Sterling, Rds. 12 2 2

JVo. XII.

Wednesday, March 24, 1824.

It is remarked by Dr. Paley, that if English Liberty brought

no other advantage with it than the pleasure derived from the

Reports of Debates in Parliament, and of Proceeding's in Courts

of Law, it would still be worth preserving at the utmost hazard

and expence. Paley was fond of a pipe, and had no dislike to

a social or even a silent glass of negus
;
and the enjoyment of

these, to a mind so contemplative and sagacious, must have been
heightened to an almost unimaginable degree, by the addition

of a damp, many-columned, close-printed Newspaper, during a

vigorous Session or an important Circuit. For ourselves, though
we cannot smoke, and are ashamed to drink, we confess we ag-ree

entirely with the venerable Archdeacon, in considering these

regular Reports of Speeches, Examinations, and of the modes
of conducting public business, as the most important fruits of a
Free Press, and not the least valuable possessions of a free peo-
ple. Large books are heavy affairs, especially on Law, Politics,

or Government. Few men have the courage to commence
reading them, fewer the virtue to read them throughout, and a
small number indeed the patience or the ability to re-examine,

coRipare, ind dig'est their enormous contents. Life is too sj^ort

for Recreations in Folio : and we are mistaken if those very
learned people on whose shelves they repose, are not for the
most part satisfied with dipping here and there. But the fresh-

ness and noveley of a Newspaper—its variety—and the absence
of tedious formality in the discussion of interesting subjects

—

not to mention the apposite opinions supported by men possessing
talents of the first order and greatest aptitude for business—the
wit, the unexpected sallies, the humour, the sarcasm of a lively

debate—draw us on, by we know not what magic, through the
most intricate arguments without bewildering or fatiguing us.
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In writing- a book (horresco refevens

)

an author in his soli-

tude must be guided in a great measuse by his conjectures respect-

ing the sort of information wanted or expected by his readers.

From a mistake in this particular, he will often proceed prosing

to himself over a beaten tract without enticing a single reader

of spirit? to follow or profit by his wisdom. In public debates,

especially in the House of Commons, the case is very different.

The instant any member, even of acknowledged ability, becomes
trite, or too didactic, or over-eloquent, or rhetorical—first one
universal yawn convulses the assembly :—by and bye they begin

to speak apart and to each other loud enough to express their

entire dissatisfaction :—then comes rubbing or shuffling with the
foot on the floor:—and lastly shouts of derisive laughter are

heard, to which the most inveterate polishers of sentences arc

compelled to give place. Burke himself, who had always too

much of the author about him, and in his latter days was too

notorious for making fine speeches, became on one occasion so

irritated on experiencing this treatment as to tell the Honorable
House, that he could discipline a pack of hounds to yelp with
more melody and as much comprehension

!

Thus, by keeping each other resolutely to the point in hand,

and confining their attention to the most important and prac-

tical views on all occasions
;
by sudden efforts of extraordinary

acuteness, produced by opposition and every honorable prin-

ciple of excitement, that House, in the debate of a single

night, frequently, throw's more light on the most difficult and ab-

struse subject than you could extract from fifty laboured Quartos.

In fine, w-ere all the books written on Government, Commerce,
and Finance destroyed, their place would be amply supplied bv
the Parliamentary Reports; and if posterity had no other means
of forming a correct opinion respecting the strength and bril-

liancy of minds nursed by Liberty, and luxuriating in its full

enjoyment, these and similar documents would be sufficient for

that purpose.

VIOLENT HURRICANE OFF THE ISLE OF FRANCE.

On the I2lh of February the Asia, Captain Popr, on his passage from

India, experienced a tremendously heavy sea, arising, it is believed, Irom

a hurricane at some distance, in which the Woodford and other -.hips suflered

severely. The \sia sprunu a leak, and was obliged t bear up tor the Isle

of France. On the 23d Feb. a violent liurricane (during which the wind

veered from due East to due W est) was ex perienced ofl the Isle of France.

Several ships, on their way from India, .suffered from its dreadful violence,

— the Asia most severly. During 23 hours, they were in constant expecta-

tion of going dow n. Such was the power of the wind, that it was impossible
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to keep a footing on the poop—Captain Pope was twice blown off. Every
thing on deck—guns, hen-coops, casks, &c. were hove overboafd; and
large bodies of water were caught up by the wind, anil driven with in-

conceivable violence into the ship. Th ship had drifted 140 miles, and was

on a lee shore within a few miles of Round Island, when the wind fortnately

shifted, and she got to sea. To the unremitting evertions of the officers and
crew, who never ceased working at the pumps, with water up to ibeir

middle, added to the Assistance of the passengers, the Captain mainly attri-

butes the safely of the vessel. At one time the sailors appeared regardless

of their apparently inevitable fate, apprehensive that the Captain w as igno-

rant of their situation; but on hts assuring them of their distance from the

shore, and that they were standing out to ^ea, they became invigorated, and
renewed their exertions
The passengers and crew are warm in acknowledging (he humanity and

skill evinced by the ..Captain during the whole of this awful and trying

occasion—sympathising with the females, and animating the men by his con-
tinual presence wherever it was required. The cargo is materially damaged.
The Ganges, Capt, Cumberlege, also suffered severely from the effects of

a violent gale, in 25 S. 70 E. on the 24th Feb. Vie was compelled to throw
overboard every thing on deck, stave in the water-casks, &c.

Free Press.—The testimony of such a man as the amiable and pious
Cowper , on this subject, is worth a host of common opinions, lie says, in

one of bis letters.—“The dread of a bold and public censure is ten times

more moving than the most eloquent persuasion. They that cannot feel

for others, are the persons of all the world who feel most sensibly for

themselves.”

To the Editor of the South African Commercial Advertiser.

Sir,—As a few hints, when well meant, may be productive of good
effects, and may tend to improve the state of things, which has, through
custom, neglect, or other causes, become prevalent and established, I take
the liberty of requesting you will insert in your Paper the following obser-
vations relative to the. manner of bolding Auctions at the Cape.

It frequently happens that at a crowded sale, not mure than one third of
the attendants can possibly have a chance of knowing what is going on,

or of ascertaining the nature, use, or quality of the article put up, in con-

sequence of the auctioneer being hid in the crowd, and of his disinclination

to describe what he is si lling; for l have observed that brevity is always
strictly adhered to in his functions; I am aware that it is his duty to make
the most of his time during the hours of sale, in disposing of as much as he
possibly can for the benefit of the owner; yet surely this may he done just
as well, or perhaps more readily, by hisalwavs being placed in such a situa-

tion that every one may have a view of him, instead if which he is often
invisible to every eye. and inaudible in every ear, hut th se in his immediate
atmosphere. Catalogues, l presume; would be the means of conducting
sales with more regularity, and of preveniing misunderstandings which some-
times occur at public sales, where the bidders are not sufficiently informed
of what they are bidding for ; and would be extremely convenient to those
persons whose occupations require their attendence at olher places, as they
would then he enabled to form a corrot idea of the lime it would occupy
before the auctioneer would arrive ai the lots they might wish to pur-
chase ; in the meantime they might attend to other business perhaps of more
importance.—The trifling expence of printing catalogues, would in my
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opinion be well repaid by the information they would afford to the public,
and thereby be the cause of a greater number of attendants being present,

which most certainly would benefit the seller, and be of material convenience
to the buyer.
The foregoing observations may, perhaps, not apply exactly to every sale,

yet f presume they w ill in many instances ; the nature of sales in England
and at this place is pretty nearly the same, except the mere form of selling

adopted by the auctioneer; every person who has witnessed an English sale

will no doubt admit that a larger amount is realized in a shorter time than is

done at the Cape, which may be attributed solely to the use of Catalogues,
and to a better method of conducting sales, and which (with a few alterations)

may easily be brought into practice here.— I am, Sir, &c. Speculator.

( Hale ofEXCHANGE same as last IVeelc.)

ATo. XIII.

Wednesday, March 31, 1824.

Since our last publication we have received English Papers

up to the beginning- of January. They contain little of what is

commonly called News—of what is calculated to make a figure

in the mere matter-of-fact Chronicle of striking events or mili-

tary transactions : but they contain, we apprehend, something

much better and more important
;

and have given us infinite

satisfaction, by confirming our fairest views of the present and

our best hopes of the future State of the World.

The monstrous pretensions and Macliiavelian policy of the

Holy Alliance have met with a decisive rebuff from the free Go-
vernments of Great Britain and the United States—which re-

moves not merely all danger of their farther preponderance, but

affords, we think, a certain prospect of their speedy overthrow.

The President of the American Congress, with a manly plain-

ness worthy of the free people he represents—worthy of the

genuine progeny of England—has openly denounced the prin-

ciples of this Association of Oppressors, and boldly avowed the

intention of forcibly repelling them should they attempt to exe-

cute their insolent threats, and dare to unfurl their hostile flag

on the New Continent.

The Courier Newspaper, the demi-official organ of the

British Ministry, and whose ablest paragraphs are well known
to be generally composed by the Leading Statesman of that

Ministry, has eulogized, in the most generous spirit, the Speech

of the Republican President, and has indicated, in no uncertain
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terms, its full accordance with his liberal views. It has done

more: it has freely and broadly avowed the same sentiments as

those of our present Administration
;
and it cordially unites with

the Opposition Journals in reprobating- the system of the Legiti-

mates as dangerous to the independence of Britain, and destruc-

tive of the liberties of mankind. This unanimity of all parties

in the cause of Freedom is the best feature of all, and shows

that our country is indeed worthy of the great name and influ-

ence she has won by so many arduous conflicts

:

“ That’s noble, and bespeaks a Nation proud

“And jealous of the blessing.”

For our own parts, we never feel our British heart kindle so

proudly, as when some weighty occasion call forth that simul-

taneous expression which warms the life-blood of all true Eng-
lishmen

;
and which, on such occasions, melts down or suspends

even the jealous and inveterate spirits of Party. Such an occa-

sion was the recent invasion in Spain,—and such is now the

threatened crusade against the infant free States of South
America. The English Administration, in the former case,

whilst expressing the strongest disapprobation of the wicked
aggression, yet withheld their hand from active interference, for

reasons which the event has too fully justified. They now come
forward, upon plainer grounds, to anticipate even the popular voice

in behalf of the good cause. On both occasions, we think they

have acted wisely and well : and, attached as we are to the

great principles of our Constitution, without being partizans of

any political Party, we feel pleasure in expressing our almost
unqualified approbation of the Policy—both Domestic and Fo-
reign—recently pursued by the British Administration—and
more especially (as it more nearly concerns our own welfare,)

our satisfaction at the improved system of Colonial Policy
now in progress with respect to all our national dependencies—

a

policy which cannot fail to attach, in every settlement, all good
and rational men with more loyal affection (if it be possible,) to

the noble institutions and truly paternal Government of Great
Britain.

While on this subject, we have one word to say about “ Politics.”

With Party Politics we have not, nor can have here any
thing to do. In England, where Party Spirit, and Political Pre-
dilections, draw almost all active men into their vortex, and
where neutrality in Newspapers, though frequently professed, is

scarcely ever preserved, we might, like others, have been Tories
or Whigs, perhaps, according as accident, inclination, or inquiry

determined. But, as South African Colonists, and as Editors of
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a South African Newspaper, we disclaim the prejudices, and
disown the name of either. More decidedly still do we dis-

claim the name, and detest the principles of Radicals, or Le-
vellers. We are led by no Party, or Personal Partialities, we
acknowledge no principles but those of the British Constitution,

as by Law established
;
and we disavow, with indignation, all

opinions that in anywise tend to disunite Civil Liberty and Reli-

gious Toleration from loyalty to the Throne, and reverence to

the Altar.

To say this much on our own account would be altogether

superfluous—since we can refer with pri^le and confidence to the

spirit of our Twelve preceding Numbers
;
but having heard

much loose talk of, late even in some highly respectable quarters,

about “ Reports” of the prevalence of a “ Spirit of Radicalism”

throughout this Colony, we feel imperatively called upon to put

down such dark and disg'raceful allegations; being- thoroughly

assured that no such spirit does exist, nor 'can exist, in South

Africa. Let those who propagate such “ Reports” be prepared

to prove them.

X.J1VST XJSfTEELXGENCE-

Thursday ,
March 25, 1824.

KORSTEN v. ALEXANDER.
This case was finally decided.

The Court decreed that the arrest of the George JV. and that of the de-

fendant, was altogether illegal:- -condemned the plaintiff in all costs and da-

mages sustained in consequence thereof, and rejected the whole claim of Ihe

plaintiff; leaving him at liberty to bring an action for any actual damage he

may have sustained upon the Bird Islands, or in his buildings and property
;

—and adjudged each party to pay his own costs.

Friday, March 26 , 1824 .

Before TV. (1 estinck and T. J. Trutkr, Esqrs. as Commissioners of Ihe Court.

His Majesty's Fiscal v. L. Cooke and IV. Edwards.
The Full Court having, on the 26th February, refused to hear witnesses

either in support of oragainst ihe allegations contained in the memorial w hich

was the subject of the suit:—The Fiscal and the defendants severally ap-

pealed to the Court of Appeals, which, after some lapse of time, rejected

the case, and referred it back to the Court below to try the merits of the al-

leged libel.

The decision of the Court of Appeals was read, aud the parties were in-

formed that the case was to proceed.

The Fiscal submitted to the Court that he wished to call two witnesses (Mr

.

J. II. Whiston and Mr. G. Thompson,) whose names did not appear in the

list already exhibited, ho having only learnt of the publication of the memo-

rial to them on the 26th of February.
__
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By their evidence he intended to prove that the memorial had been pub-
lished previously to its transmission to the Governor by Mr. Edwards. The
defendants having already admitted sending the duplicate of the memo-
rial to His Excellency was sufficient proof for him of its publication; but

the evidence of the two witnesses he had named, although be did not deem
it of much consequence to establish the fact, would serve more fully to sub-

stantiate it.

Mr. Edwards exclaimed—“ Another misrepresentation ! I am surprised,”

continued he, ” to see the Fiscal recur to his former system of mis-stating

facts. 1 deny having ever admitted that I sent the memorial to Lord Charles

Somerset. When I was interrogated by the Court, I acknowledged no more
than having sent it to the. Lords of the Treasury ; therefore this pretended
admission by the Fiscal is false ; and I beg the Secretary may enter on the

record (hat this is my opinion. Let the Fiscal, however, bring forward these

w itnesses— I do not object to their examination.
Advocate Cloete, for Mr. Cooke, called the attention of the Court to

the train of informal and illegal proceedings which the Fiscal had been
guilty of during the whole course of this trial ; and said that the present ap-
plication was another striking instance of that disregard to rules and orders

which substantially secure the ends of j ustice. The Fiscal is aware that by
the 38th and 41st articles of the Crown Trial, the names of the whole of the

witnesses required during the prosecution must be delivered in at the first

opening of the trial, and that none others may afterwards be allowed, except
for the most urgent reasons. The Fiscal is aware that both parties appealed
from the decree of the Court, rejecting the production of any witnesses, even
of those whom the Fiscal had thought necessary, in the first instance, in sup-
port of his action. That decree stands confirmed by the Full Court, and by
that of the Court of Appeals; and, in face of the standing rules of the

Courts of Law', and of the express decree in this particular case, the pre-
sent application is made. The Fiscal moreover admits that he only heard of
these witnesses on the 26th of February; they could not therefore be of so
much consequence as to tend to support an action which had been brought on
the 16th of that month, although it appears rather late now to think of the
necessity , in an action for libel^of proving its publication at a stage of the
proceedings when final judgment is already expected by the parlies. But
the acknowledgement in the prayer of the Fiscal betrays the impossibility of
his request being attended to—for he admits that these witnesses are not
strictly wanted by him, while the 41st article of the Crown Trial forbids any
being heard, in an after stage of the proceedings, except on the most
weighty considerations; and should those now named by the Fiscal still be
necessary to prove any publicity, the defendants would be under the neces-
sity of producing others to prove the contrary :— upon these grounds he (Mr.
Cloete submitted, that the prayer of the Fiscal should be dismissed.
The Court rods then cleared for deliberation, in which it was for a consider-

able time engaged. On our re-admission, we found the sentence of the Court
to be—Theft th& application of the Fiscal was rejected ; on the ground, that
during the course of this prosecution no new or unforeseen facts had been
brought forward, which could in any way warrant the introduction of new
w itnesses': and decreed all further investigation of this case to be at an end.
Released the defendants front further personal appearance; and wholly ac-
yuitted them of the charges contained in the indictment.

Mr. Edw'ards said,—“ In one state of this investigation, when I was ob-
jecting to the conduct of the Fiscal, your Worships told me, that if he had
done wrong in prosecuting me, or in intercepting the memorial, I was as
much at liberty to prosecute him as he to prosecute me. You have now
declared that this action is groundless:— I would therefore ask where is my

O
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remedy for all the persecution that has been heaped upon me:—for having
been sent to prison ;—for having been held up as a criminal by the Fiscal :

and for having been insulted by a threat in the indictment of suffering corpo-
ral punishment”—when he was interrupted by the Court, who said they now
discharged their duties, and if Mr. Edwards felt aggrieved, he could apply
to' any authority he thought fit for redress.

«<«...

QUERIES ON THE RATE OF PROFIT AT THE CAPE.
Mr. Editor,—I have read the articlein the eleventh number of your valu-

able Paper, on Mr. Ricardo’s work, with great attention ;—it has suggested
to me the following Queries. Their importance, as they contain an applica-
tion of Mr. Ricardo’s principles to the circumstances of this Colony, I trust

w ill entitle them to a place in your next number.
To some of these questions we can hardly expect very conclusive answers ;

but persons, possessing even a very slight knowledge of farts, ought not to

consider their time misspent, which may be occupied in communicating to the
public the arguments on which their opinions are founded. I am, &c. Q.
1. What may the amount of the capital of the Colony be estimated at ?

2. What proportion of that sum may there be lent at legal interest ?

3. What may be the amount of the banking accommodations, or discounts,

within a given period ?

4. And what of usurious transactions .
5

5. What proportion of the capital of the Colony is invested in Cape Town ?

and what in the country ?

6. What is the amount of the floating capital of the Colony; or that part of
it which is not fixed in houses, lands, slaves, implements, &c. ?

t. What capital is there employed in the cultivation of wheat?
S, What is the ordinary extent of the demand beyond- the consumption of

the growers ?

9. What is the cost of production ; and what quantity of labour is necessary
to produce a given quantity of wheat in ordinary years ?

10. What is the usual profit enjoyed by the cultivators of wheat ?

11. What are the obstacles to an increased production of wheat; and what
would be the probable effects of their removal ?

12. Is the rate of profit so low as to occasion the transfer of capital to other

employments ; or, vice versa, so high as to attract capital ?

13. What is the amount of capital employed in the breeding of stock?
14. What is the ordinary extent of the demand beyond the consumption of

the breeders ?

15. What is the cost; or what quantity of labour is necessary to produce a given
quantity of stock in ordinary years?

16. What is the usual rate of profit reaped by the breeders ?

17. What are the obstacles to the increase of stock? and what would be the
probable effects of their removal?

18. What is the amount of capital employed in the cultivation of wines ?

19. What is the quantity of labour necessary to produce a given quantity
; and

what profit is there usually reaped ?

20. What capital is employed in the production of other articles of export; what
labour is necessary to produce a given quantity; and what profit is there reaped
by the producer ?

21. What capital is there employed in the production of other articles of internal

consumption?
22. What is the ordinary rate of profit on capital invested in Cape Town ?

23. What proportion of the floating capital of the colony belongs exclusively to

Cape Town ?
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21. What is tlio average amount of British capital employed in the internal and
external trade of the colony?

25. What is the usual rate of profit returned by the whole capital employed in the

external trade of the colony ?

26. If, instead of a profit, it should appear that there is a loss upon the whole,
on what proportion may a profit be reaped, and what is the usual rate ?

27. What are the obstacles to the transfer of capital from one employment to

another? and are there any circumstances which favour one part of the com-
munity at the expencc ot another?

28. What is the average rate of profit returned by the capital of the colony ?

29. Is this higher or lower than the United States, Canada, New South Wales,
or Van Diemen’s Land ?

30. If lower, are rents ever paid; or has it been found necessary to have recourse
to inferior soils for food; or are there any symptoms of society having become
clogged in its progress by the increase of population ?

31. Are there any symptons of its being artificially clogged by the increase of
taxation— the rise ot wages, from the taxes affecting principally the neces-
saries of life; or from restrictions increasing the cost of production in any
other way ?

32. Have these circumstances occasioned the efflux of capital; or, merely, as yet,

prevented the influx of it into the colony?
33. Are they remediable; and, by what means?

—»»»

TO CORRESPONDENTS
WeJiave received three letters from “ Cosmos,” “ Amicus vcrilate," and “ A

Subscriber and have to inform them, (or him), that we never insert any state-

ment on anonymous authority— the writer at least must be known to us, in order
that we may be able duly to estimate both the truth of the statement, and the
object of the writer.

Average Rate of Exchange, as per Commissariat Drawing
Feb. 20, per Pound Sterling, Rds. 12 2 2

JVo. XIV.
Wednesday, April 7, 1824.

“ Whoever in this empire is tied by no other rules than his

own will and lust, must either be a Saint or else a very Devil
incarnate, or if he be neither of these, both his life and his reign

are like to be very short. For, whoever takes upon him so

execrable an employment, as to rule men against the laws of
nature and reason, must turn all topsy turvy, and never stick at

anything
;

for, if he once halt, he will fall never to rise again :

and so 1 bid you heartily farewell.”

—

Machiavel’s Vindication

of himself and his writings
, 8?e.—Harleian Miscellany

,

vol. I. page 6G.

With this passage Machiavel concludes his very able defence
against the charge of having instructed Tyrants to rule with
despotic sway. He admits that, if writing a true History of the

Arts by which political eminence has generally been attained
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amongst an enslaved people can be considered a proof of ht?

guilt, he has deserved punishment
;
but pleads his having-

,
at the

same time, taught the people how to prevent the growth of ar-

bitrary power, as an
s
allevation of his crime, which, we think,

amongst a free and intelligent people, should entitle him to a

pardon.

Divide and govern is the maxim of the Macliiavelian school,

by which despostism has been fostered in Independent States.

But, in Provinces, as the established power is always dependent
on external support, their rulers have seldom had occasion to

sow among the people the seeds of division. It is by the obser-

vance of the opposite rule—Unite and Govern yourselves—that

liberty has been preserved or re-established in every country

where it now exists
;
and it is a remedy of such efficacy, that no

Government has yet been found capable of resisting, for any
protracted period, the united voice of Pnb.ic Opinion. But how
are discordant opinions to be assimilated ? How are weak pre-

judices to be overcome? And how are a body of people, who
have exactly the same interests, to be brought to feel in the same
way ? It can only be done by an open discussion of the dif-

ferences that exist. We repeat, it is only to be effected by means
of a Free Press.

That some shades of difference in the feelings of the inha-

bitants of this Colony are to be discovered, we have no reason

to doubt. That there is a great difference of opinion as to the

best means of attaining every desirable end, every one knows to

be the case ;
and so it ought to be. But we maintain that, on

every important point connected with the public interest, there

is only one wish entertained by the Honest and Independent,

from one end of the Colony to the other. For instance :—every

one wishes to see an individual of liberal principles, of exalted

family, and independent fortune, and, if possible, without much
family influence at home—and a Civilian—placed at the head of

the Government. Every one wishes that the power of the Go-
vernor to infringe on Private Liberty, as well as the influence of

the Government, may be reduced as far as is consistent with
the public safety. Everyone desires to know, at least, the Laws
by which we are to be governed in future, and to see them ad-

ministered bv an independent, as well as an enlightened and im-

partial Bench of Judges. Every one wishes to see the Revenue
derived from the least objectionable sources, and the expendi-

ture reduced to what is necessary, on an economical scale, for

the support of a respectable establishment, and especially of a

strict Police. For we have no partiality, at the Cape, for the
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Rowdies, Dirkers, and Goug-ers, of the Backwoods of America.
But, above all, in order to secure these advantages when we
have got them, and to guard against abuse of every description,

every Honest man desires that Public Measures may be open to

discussion, and that it may be lawful for him to speak or write

what lie pleases, so long- as he does no injury to his neighbour

:

or, in other words, that the Liberty (not the Licentiousness) of
the Press may be protected by Law.
By factious motives we neither are nor ever can be actuated

in this Colony, under the present system of Government. A Fac-
tion is a combination of a number of persons to promote exclu-
sively their ambitious or interested views, opposed to Party,
where public principle is the bond of union. But who ever
heard of a Faction consisting' of the majority of the inhabitants

of a country ? "What could any one grain here by entering- into

such a conspiracy ag'ainst the interests of his fellow-subjects? He
could not expect, in this Colony, to g-et into power by pushing
others out of their places

;
and perhaps he could not take a more

certain means of depriving himself of the countenance of even
a good Government, than by adventuring to expose the errors of
a bad one. Such are the usual and pernicious effects of unde-
lined power on the human understanding- and feelings.

If, however, any faction does exist at this moment in this

Colony, we may, without fear of contradiction, assure the pub-
lic, that it does not consist of the enemies of the established

system.

When we consider the notoriety of a great part of what we
have now stated, we cannot help indulging a smile at the weak-
ness of those who attempt to impose upon strangers, by telling

-

them dismal stories of extensive combinations against the quiet

and decent order of things established here; and who tell every
one, in a whining tone, that there is an end to the Harmony
of the Cape which we all recollect, when it might have been
said—without using any very extravagant hyperbole—not a bird

durst perch upon A bush and sing, without the leave of the
Colonial Government.

The Cafff.rs.—These “ promising” neighbours of ours have resumed
iheir depredations iu the Field Cornetcy of the Bavian's River, in the Dis-

trict of Cradock, where, on the 11th and 12th instant, they stole ten valuable
horses .—Fish River, March 25, 1824.
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jVo. xr.
Wednesday, April 14, 1824,

Some slight disturbances have of late taken place in the West
Indies, and some outrages have been committed both by the

White and Black Population of these Colonies, which, though
checked by the decision and vigor of the constituted authorities

for the present, call loudly on the slumbering wisdom of the

British Government.
It has been obvious for many years, to every one acquainted

with the principles of legislation, and who is aware of the deep
influence which men’s private interest exerts over their political

feelings, that some definite, intelligible, and final enactment,

respecting the great Slave Question, is becoming daily more
necessary, in order to secure the confidence, and consequently

the peaceable obedience, of those interesting dependencies of

the Empire. Half measures are bad
;

but measures that have
an appearance of boldness—which make a great deal of noise

—

which include a long prospective range, and after all come to

nothing, are a thousand times worse. They create alarm
;
they

generate distrust; and irritate the minds of the parties con-

cerned to an intolerable degree of dislike and aversion.

But, while we look anxiously to Parliament for some resolu-

tion worthy of the British nation, by whom no man’s just

claims are treated lightly, however degraded in the estimation

of others he may be, or however indecorous his mode of repre-

senting those claims, we must express our highest indignation at

the violent words and actions of some men in those parts, from
whom something very different might have been reasonably ex-
pected. 'We can forgive and forget a sudden ebullition of po-

pular feeling, for we have seen such things in England itself.

But when men in Jamaica and Dominica, separated from the

mob, and invested with legislative powers of no common extent,

speak deliberately of seeking protection elsewhere than from
the mild, the fostering, and, we will add, with respect to them,
the too indulgent Government of England, we must at once
detest their wickedness and despise their folly. Have they

forgot the care with which she has watched over them from

the first ? the invaluable charters she has bestowed upon them ?

the restrictions enforced on her other Colonies to protect their

Staple Produce, to which they owe their past prosperity and
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present wealth ?—ah! niv good fellows, ruminate a little:—one

word from the British Government, in favor of East India Sugar,

would annihilate half your property.

We have been much amused lately in perusing- two little

publications on the Comparative Capabilities of New South

Wales and Van Diemen’s Land.

The object of both is to attract emigration, and it is so much
the interest of these Colonies to increase the quantity and reduce

the price of labor in their markets, that we are not surprised to

find the Presidents of their respective Agricultural Societies

laboring, with all the acrimony of competitors for wealth and

power, io counteract each other, and quite overstepping the

bounds of moderation in describing their contradictory advan-

tages and disadvantages.

To a stranger it must appear somewhat singular, that the very

reverse of this generally obtains at the Cape
;
and yet it is easily

accounted for.

The interests of the inhabitants of the Cape are not linked

together so completely as those of our other Colonies. The
Servants of Government possibly believe, that they have some
interest in the continuance of the present System, and are not

likely to encourage their inquisitive and restless countrymen to

settle in the Colony, by dilating much on its advantages. The
old Colonists, perhaps, still harbour some remains of a national

jealousy
;

or perhaps conceive the introduction of free labor

likely to lesssen the value of their Slaves. The English
Settlers, who came at a peculiarly unfortunate period, and were
met by circumstances not likely to give them a favorable im-
presssion of it in any respect, have certainly the best excuse for

dwelling on the dark side of the picture. The best Letter on
the subject of their complaints we have yet seen published, is

not unobjectionable on this score.

Upon the whole, a great deal may be said, as Sir Roger de
Coverley says, on both sides of this question. We should like,

however, to see some figures, and to be satisfied as to their accu-
racy. But we cannot hit on any more fair criterion, for judging
of the Capabilities of the Cape, than what has been proposed by
the Settler of the South African Journal : If we are correctly

informed with regard to the actual returns before the appearance
of the Rust, he will have the suffrages of all the English Agri-r

culturists who were acquainted with the Colony previous to that

unfortunate period.
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We may be allowed, without giving- offence to our Settler, to

join in the hope expressed by all who still bear up against their
misfortunes, that the introduction of the solid-stem wheat will
oppos6 an effectual barrier to the- progress of that disease

;
and

that a remedy may soon be applied to the artificial evils of the
Cape. Its natural circumstances, with all the drawbacks of
Torrents, Storms, Locusts, South-Easters, &c. &c. we shall en-
deavor to bear with.

STATE OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE IN 1822.

(by a civil servant.)

[The work published lastyear under the above title, contains a great fund
of useful and interesting information, expressed generally in a very pleasing
and elegant style. Though the author has not given his name, no doubt
exists in this Colony, as to the intelligent and able individual to whom we are
indebted for it. W e will not offend his modesty by any more direct allusion ;

but for the satisfaction of some of our African readers, oho find it difficult

to believe that an anonymous book may be sometimes as safe and sagacious a
guide as one with a loug name and a lot of titles subjoined to it, we may
notice that it is edited by H- T. Colebrooke, Esq. a gentleman well known at

the Cape, and a near relation of Major Colebrooke, the respected Commis-
sioner of Inquiry. The following quotation affords at once a fair specimen
of the work, and will, af the same time, enable our readers to compare the

present state of the Pi ess in South Africa with what it was two years ago,
according to the account of so competent an observer, and to judge whether
any improvement has been since attained.]

“ The Liberty of the Press is a feeling so congenial to the heart of a British

subject, that it is mortifying to describe such a degraded establishment as
the Government Printing-office at the Cape of Good Hope. The annual circle

of its duties consists in printing the Cape Calendar and Almanack, and a
weekly Newspaper called the Cape Gazette, which is in fact a mere list of
proclamations, marriages, births, christenings, deallis, the price of articles

of produce, and advertisements of sales, the notices of the sequestrator, of
the orphan chamber, of the burgher senate, and other boards ; allot" which is

extremely useful to buyers and sellers, but by no means amusing or instruc-

tive. The public is rarely indulged with a scrap of European intelligence ;

and when such a circumstance does take place, it consists of matter suited to

the submissive state of a Colony. Some account of the defeat of a popular
party in a nation, some praise of a king or of a minister—some quotation
from the pamphlet of an honorable member, written to persuade the public,

(vain attempt !) that “ it is not expected that any perceptible advantage will

be experienced in private life, from all the reductions in the power of any'

administration to propose, in the present state of the world, and the order of
things in this country.”

—

Lascelles’ Letter.

Here are no extracts from parliamentary debates, nothing breathing oppo-
sition or leading to discussion, fur this might create a habit of thinking;

nothing scientific, for that might enlighten ; but the whole is a mass of un-
interesting, tasteless stupidity.

Another daily occupation of the press is the printing hand-bills and
notices; and this is the whole range of the British press, in a colony distant
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by a three months’ voyage from the mother-country, to the interests and
politics of which, at this distressful period, the European inhabitants are

tremblingly alive.

The Cape Press has hitherto cautiously avoided opening a field for the

discussion of such subjects of literature and of policy, as might remind the

reader of the English Press, and might assist in opening the understanding,
and liberalizing the minds of an ill-educated Cape-Dutch population.

it may be a matter of surprise that, in Cape Town, individuals have not
established a press as a private concern. There are men of diligence and
talents equal to the undertaking; but in the Cape peninsula there are not

English readers sufficient to give a probability of pecuniary remuneration
equal to the necessary expenses. Sixteen hundred Cape Courants are
printed every Friday 'evening, of which Government dispatch by the post of
Saturday about six hundred, to the drostdies and to the public functionaries
in the country, without expence to the parties. The different departments'
also in Cape Town receive the Courant for the use of their offices. The
remainder is purchased by the Cape merchants and other dealers, to guide
them in their attendance upon the daily sales, and to inform them of the

government official regulations.

The gratuitous circulation of so many papers through the Colony, with the

insertion of government advertisements, and ih >se of private sales through
all the drostdies, by the Cape Courant, give an advantage against which no
other paper could stand ; so that, in the present state of Cape Town, no
such attempt can be recommended [! ] One printing press was brought out,

and government made the purchase of it; but the numerous settlers on our
eastern coast will not long be content to bear their fancied or real grievances,
without the English luxury of grumbling in print—and to that quarter men
must now look.

A free press, bearing hard upon the vicesand absurdities of mankind, is

the grand corrective of the present times. It holds up infamy to contempt
and scorn, and marks out folly for derision. It awes oppression, and be-
stows on worth and merit the reward of public regard. It improves the

morals, assists the cause of virtue and religion, and guides the taste of
society, it may become licentious; but the powerful hand of the law can
chastise its intemperance. The freedom of the press was the means through
which English liberty survived the house of Stuart, and the more recent
attacks of these later days.

In the heterogeneous mixture of individuals located in the district of Al-

bany, there are no doubt Ingenious and literary men, qualified to be editors

ofaNespaper; andifitbe conducted with temper and discretion, uniting

Colonial occurrences with an impartial and judicious selection of European
news, politics, and literature, it would add essentially to the gratification

and improvement both of the old and new inhabitants. By the receipt of the

weekly Courant from the Cape, the Proclamations and official documents
binding on the community, might be inserted ;—to this would be added the

course of events arising in their important portion of the Colony, and the

advertisement of their local trade and commerce. It is therefore to the

East that the Cape must look for the Liberty of the Press, and for the know-
ledge and circulation, through the medium of a Newspaper, of all w hich the

Censor of the Press at Cape Tow n would refuse to insert.

The Cape Courant is conducted by a superintendent and compositor, a cor-

rector of the English, pressman, &c. The Censor preserves the strictest

incognito. The Press is a source of small emolument to Government, through
the numerous Advertisements inserted by individuals.
The new appointment of Editor to the Cape Courant has lately been made,

but it would be a sacrifice of truth to state, that there was any perceptible

P
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improvement in style, intelligence, or vivacity. It is to be expected that the
politics of the Cape Ccurt should give the bias:—but although the chief
dishes are cooked to the taste of the head of the table, the other guests might
relish them better with the addition of a sauce piquanle.

This establishment is appointed and paid by the Colonial Government, and
its officers are removable at pleasure.

No. XVI.
Wednesday, April 21, 1825.

In a former Paper we made some remarks on the present cir-

cumstances of this Colony, as compared with those of other de-
pendencies of the British Empire. Though we have not since

found time to follow up the comparison, we have not lost sight

of it
;

and we propose occasionally to offer a few notices on
this subject, when nothing of more immediate importance de-
mands our attention.

In our present Number we have a long' and alarming letter,

from a country Correspondent, about the arrival of the Locusts in

the Colony. This is a visitation to which this country, like most
others in similar latitudes, is occasionally exposed

;
and, where a

very dense population exists, it has sometimes been sufficiently

formidable. But that is not the case, nor ever can be the case,

of the Cape Colony. Immense tracts of territory, consisting of
uninhabitable desarts and mountains, serve partly to separate

and swallow up the advancing columns of the Locust hosts,

and partly to afl'ord resources of pasturage to the farmer, when
his corn-fields and customary haunts are ravaged by them. The
more closely cultivated districts along the sea-coast are the

least exposed, and the last to suffer from these visitations.

The devastations of the Locusts in South Africa are of rare

occurrence, and usually of short duration. By a fortunate com-
pensation of Nature, these insects moreover afford a partial

means of subsistence to the animals whose ordinary food they

devour. Many tribes of men also preserve and feed upon them
with avidity. Our correspondent, though a very respectable

person, evidently writes with the usual exaggeration of alarm
and novelty. For a more calm and experienced notice on the

subject, we refer the reader to an excellent article in the South
African Journal, supposed to be written by a native of the

Colony, distinguished for intelligence and ability.
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The Locusts are doubtless a destructive plague
;
but it is one

to which South Africa is subject only in common with many
countries celebrated for abundance,—with fertile Egypt, and

once-favored Palestine. Well,—What rig’ht have we to claim

exemption from the vexations and calamities of mortal life?

What climate—what people—has ever been exempt from them?

is New South Wales, with its swarms of catterpillars—its

droughts—its deluges—and its convict population? Or the Isle

of France, with its oppressive climate—its unprofitable planta-

tions—its relaxed morals—and the formidable preponderance of

its brutalised black population ? Or are our West India Colo-

nies a more desirable residence ?—exposed at all times to de-

structive hurricanes—dangerous fevers—glutted markets—and,

worse than all, to frightful insurrections of an exasperated

and overwhelming mass of Negro Slaves, eag'er to follow the

example which St. Domingo has set them. Or, to avoid the

Locusts, the Caffers, the Droughts, and the Rust in South
Africa, shall we advise our countrymen rather to emigrate to

Canada than the Cape, and encounter its iron winter of seven

months’ duration—its interminable forests of heavy timber—its

bears, rattle snakes, and scalping- Indians? Oris there any
thing very superior in the comfort of the back Settlements of the

United States, to allure them among’ miserable log-cabins,

swamps, agues, yellow fevers, riders, and backwood banditti?

Or in that modern El-Dorada, “ the Poyais Settlement ?”—

a

barren jungle, amidst hostile savages, and infested by every
thing venomous and vile, to which the charlatan Knight, Sir

Greg'or Macgregor, lately allured so many of his countrymen,
and left them to perish miserably.

It would be easy to enlarge this comparison ; but, at present,

our only object is to suggest to our fellow Colonists, who are

so apt to expatiate on the natural disadvantages of South Africa,

that other countries likewise are not exempt from evils; and that,

without undervaluing our own, it is evident that those of other
Colonies, for the most part, both physical and moral, are even
of a nature far more unmitigated and destructive than any that

we, in South Africa, have yet had the lot to experience.

GOVERNMENT OF THE CAPE COLONY.

[It is gratifying to observe how entirely the opinions of the noblest writers
on the Cape accord with those we have ourselves recently expressed, in re-

gard to the most eligible system of Colonial Government. It is at the same
time notJess convincing than curious, to find two such respectable authors
as the Dutch Admiral Slavorinus, and our own “ Civil Servant,” not only
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corroborating our sentiments, blit freely arguing the same points at such
diflerrent periods, on the same grounds, and almost the same language. This
ought to convince a few meddling and malicious persons (whose enmity does
us honor,) that their zealous efforts to represent 11s as. influenced by
paltry personal hostilities, will only expose themselves. Let them remark
bow far our freest observations have been outstripped by the intelligent indi-

vidual whose good graces they arc so senseless ns to attempt gaining by
illiberal and envious opposition to improvement ; and when they discover that

this very individual, who (we will whisper to them) has formerly distinguish-

ed himself as a Statesman in the British Senate, and latterly as a Civil Servant
in our Colonial Administration, has, by the publication of this able work, not
only increased his public reputation, but established his personal importance
both w ith the British Government at home and its Representative here,—they
must be convinced (hat a manly frankness on public grounds is even better

calculated to recommend us to the favor of our Rulers, than flattery, syco-
phancy, and back-biting are likely to serve them in their interested arid un-
worthy objects.]

“ To render this a flourishing Colony
,

it would be necessary to give it a

fnixed Government, and one that is adapted to the nature of the country,
and the disposition of its inhabitants; a Government that must not be thwarted
by the con troulments of arbitrary' power. It is at home that the means of

pulling this in practice must be sought for. The Administration of the

Government of this Colony ought not to be put upon the same footing as that

of the Company’s Asiatic possessions, where the greater part of their subjects

consists of a servile and enslaved people, who must be compelled by vio-

lence to cultivate their country, and to deliver the produce to the Company;
or where policy requires that state-practices of expediency should he re-

sorted to, with respect to the neighbouring princiS, their allies, in order to

contain them within due hounds, and to keep them quiet.

“ The first mode of Administration is both practicable and necessary here ;

and for the latter there is no appearance or even shadow of reason. The
numbers of the yet remaining Hottentots are too inconsiderable to he in

anywise an object. The nature of the laws ought here, as well as every where
else, to he moulded according to the nature of the inhabitants, and to their

method of life, anti means of subsistence. The inhabitants are all Europeans,
or descendants of Europeons (the small number of slaves does not here come
into consideration), who have not yet lost the remembrance, or the love, of
liberty; to govern these with the iron rod of oriental despotism, and to sub-

ject them to arbitrary and ill-framed laws and regulations, can never aftord a
permanent security , or must terminate in the entire ruin of the Colony.

“ They earn their bread by agriculture, which, we are taught by the ex-
amples laid before ns by history and observation, flourishes no where in

greater luxuriance, than under a mild Government; and this, therefore, is

of greater necessity here, where the cultivation of the soil may he said to

be yet in its infancy.

It was in this light that it was seen by the Father of this Country, the

worthy promoter of the welfare of this African Colony, Governor Tulbagh,
who, by a residence of upwards of fifty years on the spot, was fully ac-
quainted with the true interests of the Colonists, and the nature of the

country ; and who attached every heart to him, by his mild administration,

and his paternal attention to the welfare of all: although death lias, fur

many years, deprived the Colony and the Company of the benefit of his

services, he still lives in the grateful memory of the inhabitants; and the
remembrance of his truly paternal administration will never he extinguished
among them, and never will they forget the thousand times blessed name
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rtf TULBAGH.— Voyages to the East Indies , &c., by J. S. 'Stavorinus, Rear
Admiral in the sendee of the Stales General, in 1774— 177 S ,

Vol. Ill,
chap. 10.

“ If it be true, as has been observed by writers on political subjects, that

despotism, or tbe absolute Government of one, is bad in principle and good
by accident; it must be confessed, that accident has greatly favoured this

Colony; for in a series of Governors since 1806, every-oue has contributed

to the improvement of the Colony, and administered power in a mild and
equitable manner.
“It would be unpardonable in any one who lived under the Government

of the Earl of Calkdon, to omit paying tbe tribute of deserved praise to

tbe conduct and character of that nobleman during his administration of

power, llis plans were the result of sound sense, acting upon a benevo-
lent and enlightened mind, with a view to the happiness of others. Three
measures of a different nature (one adding to the security and moral im-

provement, another to the personal enjoyments of the inhabitants, and the

third giving protection to a dispirited, and oppressed nation [the Hottentots]

the natural owners of the soil) deserve particular notice.”
“ Succeeding Governors have, in their turn, added new and useful regula-

tions; but power recently exercised is not to be censured nor to be ap-
plauded, without the suspicion of malevolence or of flattery. Notwithstand-
ing the good fortune of the Cape, in the character of those who have hi-

therto ruled the Colony, it may be thought, that a period is approaching, in

which tbe Government of one, being bad in principle, may produce that dis-

satisfaction to which it is thought liable, at an earlier period than it would
have occurred in tbe gradual progress of Society.

“The rising importance of the Colony, and the sudden increase of British

population, presumptuous if successful, clamourous if disappointed, assert-

ing, from the habits of early life, a right to canvas, to censure, or to ap-
plaud, the justice of every act of Government, will teach the inhabitants to

become discontented, without the appointment of some power standing be-
tween the absolute will of the Governor, and the submission of the governed.

“ Where no Order of Council, or special Act of Parliament operates, a
Proclamation, having the effect of Law, is issued by the Governor. To these

frequent proclamations, obedience is due ; and although they must be even-
tually referred home, to the Colonial Secretary of State, for approval and
confirmation, in order to their permanency, yet being acted upon when is-

sued, great and serious oppression may possibly be felt for many months,
by the public or by an individual, occasioned by the hasty or erroneous
opinion of one.
“ The Cape is not, as vet, of sufficient growth and importance, nor does it

afford rational expectation of an accumulation of wealth and future greatness,
sufficient to require a legislative assembly, as is the case in the West Indies.
Yet it may, in course of time, expect to see the establishment of a Council, or
of some Board, holding power in check, and making a pause between the
will and the deed of a Governor.
“ The minutes of a Council, on any measure where the decision of a Go-

vernor is, in the Council’s opinion, questionable, may produce great and be-
neficial effect, by creating doubts and forcing discussion ; but above all, by
throwing such responsibility on a Governor, as may place at hazard his fame,
and the duration of his power, if he perseveres in pertinaciously resisting the
dictates of good sense, of reason, or of law.”—State of the Cape of Good
Hope in 1822, by A Civil Servant, chap.2,sect. J.
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JVo. XVII.

Wednesday, April 28, 1824.

We have been favoured with communications, from several

parts of the Colony, on the subject of Public Schools. In the

efficiency of such establishments, while under the immediate
patronage of any Government, we have no faith

;
for Patronage,

in such cases, is but another word for Control
;
and no man,

wh > ows any superior but the Laws, is a fit guide or corn-

pan for the young.

The idea of a Government interfering with the humble ar-

range! ents 'of a Village Schoolmaster may perhaps excite a

smile; but this can arise only from ignorance of the diffusive

nature of undefined authority, which is much more pernicious

and degrading in its effects, when exercised by the meanest

functionaries, who are always and every where present, than
when immediately exerted by the first men in the state

To render Public Schools safe and certain nurseries of vigor-

ous intellect and pure morals, it seems necessary to secure a body
of able, industrious, and independent teachers. To effect this,

the standard of their qualifications must be high,—their fixed

salaries small, that their income may arise chiefly from their

pupils
;
and both these fixed salaries and their situations granted

for lifeand good behaviour ( Quamdiu se bene gesserint).

The qualifications of a Teacher should comprehend a previous

regular education at so?ne reputable Academy
;
a good reputa-

tion, of course, attested by competent judges
;
an expertness in

all the ordinary routine of general education
;
some acquaint-

ance with the elements of Natural Science
;
and a familiarity

with the best English authors,—especially the Historians and

Poets.

His fixed salary should be just sufficient to keep a dry house

over his head,—to prevent his books and papers from getting

damaged by the weather, and to keep him alive till he can col-

lect a school. It should bo ised by a proportional tax on all

the landed proprietors of the vicinity, on whom so valuable an

addition to their society is bestowed.
A school, that is, a proper number of pupils, is produced by

the ability and industry of the teacher. For a few years after

his accession he may have little, except his salary and the dignity

f his office, to support and console him. But will his activity
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be excited by the consideration, that when about to reap the re-

ward of his diligence, another may, at a day’s warning-, be put
into his place for that specific purpose ?• Pupils are gained like

property, by capital—though we call it ability, or learning, or

character in this case—and by patient labor. The law should

therefore protect this like other property. This is the case in

Scotland, the best educated country in the world; though the

teachers have seldom more than 20 or 25 pounds sterling of fixed

salary.

in such schools as w-e have been speaking of, a public exami-
nation should take place at least once a-year. The established

Clergy of the District, and the Civil Authorities, should attend

ex officio, and all the parents or guardians of the pupils should
be invited.

The teacher should not be a Clergyman. Pie should not en-
joy any other office, or eng-age in any other employment which
might interfere with the regularity of his attendance, or give
him hopes of providing for his family without increasing or

maintaining the number of his pupils.

He should not be degraded in the eyes of his pupils by the
intrusion of any public functionary whatever, without permis-
sion asked and obtained. He should not be exposed to rebuke
or peremptory advice from any one individual. In short, he
should be subject, like the rest of us, to the laws alone as they
are administered by the regular Courts.

We throw out these hasty remarks rather to invite discussion
on this very important subject, than to announce any novel or
unalterable opinions of our own. We should be happy to give
publicity to any views or plans founded on experience, or well-
matured, and supported by sober reasoning. We only beg to

say, that we will admit no satire on what has been done, or is

now in progress, respecting this matter. It is easy to fiqd fault,

and to utter reproaches : and, to some dispositions, it seems a
very agreeable amusement. For ourselves, wre value one good
action, or one sound remark applicable to the future, more than
all the sarcasms against past failures, and all the eloquent Phil-
lipics spoken or written since men first began to traduce each
other.

We have given an extract from ‘DeLolme,’ respecting the
advantages of a Free Press. After what has been so ably writ-
ten and admitted on this subject by men of large experience in

affairs, it is amazing that any reasonable mind should entertain a
single doubt respecting it. So far from operating against regu-
lar Governments, or decent establishments of any sort, it would
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not be difficult to prove that no Government is safe where a Free
Press does not exist ; and that all good Establishments owe not

only their use but their stability to the same cause. No violent

change in any country can be traced to Liberty, but to the want
of it. What is a Free Press, but the opinions of the best in-

formed persons in the community—each speaking to the whole
deliberately, and on the subjects he is most conversant with?

—

Does any ltuler or set of Rulers imagine it possible to manage
the public affairs of many millions of men satisfactorily, without
possessing the means of learning their views and wishes? It is

impossible. And it depends on their getting acquainted with
these views and wishes in time to acquiesce, whether they shall

stand upright in their places, objects of praise and dispensers

of good, or fall down and be dashed to pieces like the mon-
strous idol before the shrine which contained the Law and the

Spirit of the Law.

FREE PRESS.

The following passage is taken from De Lolme’s excellent Work on the Con-
stitution of England. He is speaking of the effects of free and public discussion

on the conduct of men invested with power. With respect to these persons, the
laws are unavoidably different in many points, and nothing hut the consciousness

of their conduct being constantly a theme of public discussion, can keep them up
to the lines of their duty, and within it. These are his words:

“ As they are thereby made sensible that all their actions are exposed to public
view— they dare not venture upon those acts of partiality, those secret conni-

vances at the iniquities of particular persons, or those vexatious practices which
the man in office is but too apt to be guilty of, when, exercising his office

at a distance from the public eye, and as it were in a corner, he is satisfied,

that provided he be cautious, he may dispense with being just. Whatever may
be the kind of abuse in which persons in power may, in such a state of things, be
tempted to indulge themselves, they are convinced that their irregularities will

be immediately divulged. The jurvman, for example, knows that his verdict---

the Judge, that his direction to the jury— will presently be laid before the

public : and there is no man in office, but who thus finds himself compelled, in

almost every instance, to choose between his duty, and the surrender of all his

reputation.

“It will, I am aware, be thought that I speak in too high terms of the effects

produced by the Public Newspapers. 1 indeed confess that all the pieces con-

tained in them are not patterns of good reasoning, or of the truest attic wit

;

but on the other hand, it scarcely ever happens that a subject in which the laws,

or in general the public welfare, are really concerned, fails to call forth some
able writer, who, under some form or other, communicates to the public his ob-

servations and complaints.

“ I shall add here, that, though an upright man, labouring for a while under a

strong popular prejudice, may, supported by the consciousness of his innocence,

endure with patience the severest imputations, the guilty man, hearing nothing
in the reproaches of the public but what he knows to be true, and already up-

braids himself with, is very far from enjoying any such comfort, and that, w hen
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a man’s own conscience takes part against him, the most despicable weapon is

sufficient to wound him to the quick.*
Even those persons whose greatness seems most to set them above the reach

oF public censure, are not those who least feel its effects. T hey have need of

the suffrages of that vulgar whom they affect to despise, and who are, after all,

the dispensers of that glory which is the real object of their ambitious cares.

Though all have not so much sincerity as Alexander, they have equal reason to

exclaim, ‘ O people ! what toil do we undergo, in order to gain your applause !

’

“I confess that in a state where the people dare not speak their sentiments,

but with a view to please the ears of their rulers, it is possible that either the

Prince, or tlrose to whom he has trusted his authority, may sometimes mistake

the nature of the public sentiments, or that, for want of that affection of which
they are denied all possible marks, they may rest contented with inspiring

terror, and make themselves amends in beholding the over-awed multitude

smother their complaints.'”

COMMERCIAL ANNIVERSARY DINNER.

The Anniversary Dinner of the Merchants, &c., of Cape Town, took place

on Thursday last, the 22d instant, at the Commercial Exchange. H. Nourse,
Esq. in the Chair; D. Dixon, Esq. Croupier.

Stewards— Messrs. F. Collison, W. J. Mackrill, .T. II. Whiston, and G.
Thompson. Tho Company, among whom were J. AV. Stoll, Esq., Landdrost,

Commodore Nourse, C. B , R. Crozier, Esq. Postmaster-General, W. Haw-
kins, Esq. Agent to the East India Company, &c. &c., altogether nearly 70
in number, sat down, at about half-past seven, to an excellent dinner, pro-
vided by Mr. Fyson.

After the removal of the cloth, the Chairman, at intervals, gave rite accus-
tomed toasts.

Mr. Eaton then rose, and proposed the health of the Chairman, which was
drank with every demonstration of satisfaction and applause.
The Chairman said, that his esteemed friend, Mr. Easton, had taken him by

surprise: he begged, however, to return his. sincere thanks for the honor
done him.

In the course of the evening, the health of the Croupier, Mr. D. Dixon, was
proposed by Mr. J. Jones, who observed, that, in proposing tbe health of the

worthy Vice-Chairman, he thought the company would all regret, with him,
that we were likely soon to lose that gentleman ; this, when it was recollect-

ed how much good he had done for the Colony, by sinking a large capital, and
investing it in our chief exportable produce, could not fail to make us anx-
ious he should speedily return, and continue to render that advantage to the
Colony which had so conspicuously entitled him to their thanks.
The Vice-Chairman, in returning thanks for the honor done him, said, that

whenever it might be necessary’ for him to leave the Cape, he should do so
with regret. lie hoped they would continue to derive advantage from his con-
nexion vv i th this Colony. (Applause.)
Mr. Merrington begged to propose the health of a gentleman, who, what-

* I shall take this occasion to observe, that the Liberty of the Press is so far from being
injurious to the reputation of individuals (as some persons have complained,) that it is, ou
the contrary, its surest guard. When there exist no means of communication with the pub-
lic, every one is exposed, without defence, to the secret shafts of malignity and envy. The
man in office loses his reputation, the merchant his credit, the private individual his cha-
racter, without so much as knowing either who are his enemies, or which way they carry
on their attacks. But when there exists a free press, an innocent man immediately brings
the matter into open day, and crushes his adversaries at once, by a public challenge to lay
before^h# public tho grounds of their several imputations.

Q
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ever might be the claims of the one whose health had last been drank—and he
did not for a moment mean to dispute them—he thought was equally entitled to

their esteem. He would maintain, that no man had done more for the general
interests of this Colony than his worthy friend whose health he intended to pro-

pose, and who had that day sailed for England—he meant Mr. John Collison.

—(Great applause.)
Mr. Pugh passed a warm eulogium upon the characterof Mr. John Collison.

The health of the Stewards w as given by I)r. Bailey.
Air. Mackrill returned thanks.
After some other toasts, Mr. Eaton again rose, and proposed “ Success to

the Commercial Press of the Colony.”
The most enthusiastic and continued applause followed this toast, and some

time elapsed before order was restored; It seemed to have come quite unex-
pectedly upon the majority of the company ; and it was highly gratifying to

observe tlmt the distinguished individuals who honored the company with

their presence, partook largely of the enthusiastic spirit that pervaded the

meeting.
Mr. Greig (Proprietor of the Commercial Press) rose, and said, that the

toast last given had fallen so unexpectedly, its reception had been so enthu-

siastic and general, that he felt himself overpowered by his feelings, and un-

able to express his gratitude for the patronage and support he had met with

from the mercantile body. The Liber-ty of the Press was a privilege so con-

genial to the heart of every Englishman—to every British subject who had

once felt its value, that nothing was requisite from him to point out its ex-

cellence— its paramount importance. He begged them to accept iiis heart-

felt ijKtnks for the honor conferred upon him by this toast, and to assure them

their patronage would act as a stimulus to future exertion.

A cordial spirit of good humour and conviviality was kept up throughout

the evening; and after a few other toasts and songs, the company separated

at a late hour.

jVo. xrin.
Wednesday, May 5, 1824.

POSTSCRIPT.

Wednesday Morning, One o’clock.

II is M v ‘.tf.sty’s Fiscal having1 assumed the Censorship of
“ The Shu lh African Commercial Advertiser,” by an Official

Order, sent to the Printing- Office, by a Messenger late in the

evening before Publication, demanding Proof Sheets of the

Paper for next day, [this day] and prohibiting its being struck

off “ till we had received his further directions thereon”-—we
find it our duty, as British Subjects, under these circum-

stances, to discontinue the Publication of the said Paper for
the present in this Colony, until we have applied for redress
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and direction to his Excellency the Governor, and the British

Government.
Our numerous Subscribers will, we trust, require no farther ex-

planation at present of this distressing- interruption. They,
and the rest of the world, shall be speedily put in possession

of a full statement of ail the Facts :—one of which is a

demand from the Fiscal of Two Securities, on or before Fri-

day next, to become bound
,
under a penalty of Ten Thou-

sand Rix-doll vrs, that nothing- offensive shall appear in any

future Number—such as Extracts from the experienced work
of the Civil Servant, a work Published in this Colony, this

year, by WAV. Bird, Esq. Comptroller of Customs, and As-
sessor of the Court of Appeals.

We will only mention farther, at present, that not a word of this

our last Number has been written or altered in consequence
of the above-men -ioned transactions, excepting- this Notice.

The Business of -the Commercial Print ing Office trill be

carried on as usual.

W

e

have more than once expressed our disapprobation of the

insolent and Ilippant tone assumed by the common herd of Eng-
lish Travellers, when describing the inhabitants of other coun-

tries, and especially the Colonists of North America and the

Cape of Good Hope. The bad effects of this have been greatly

heightened, so far as respects the United States and the Cape,
by the example and countenance of so respectable a work as the
“ Quarterly Review for, unless they had 'been backed and
borne out by the vigorous pens of Gifford and Barrow, such
gossiping writers as Fearon, Latrobe, and other “ take-walk

—

make-book” men, would scarcely have awakened attention

either at home or in the Colonies.

But it is Barrow’s own book, above all others, that sticks

in the stomachs of the Cape Colonists. And no wonder. For,

when we recollect the indignation that the publication of
“ Johnson’s Tour to the Hebrides” excited among our northern

brethren, (the Lowlanders threatened to slay him, because he
asserted that there was not a tree in the country older than him-
self, and the Highlanders, because he did not believ e in Ossian,)
we may easily conceive the feelings of the Cape Dutch, in pe-
rusing the contemptuous and revolting account which Barrow
has given of them. The fact is, that, though of a temperament
far less fiery than the Scotch, few of them can talk on this sub-

ject with tolerable patience. The Dutch Translation of “ Bar-
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row's Travels” is generally read throughout the Colony; and
similar sentiments and descriptions having repeatedly appeared
in the flimsy tone of more recent Tourists, and in the authorita-

tive pages of the “ Quarterly Review,” the Colonists are per-

suaded that all Englishmen regard them with the same uncandid
and contemptuous feelings; and, conscious of being treated

with much injustice, they are consequently little inclined to

profit by such remarks as may be more just and impartial.

Now, all this, we think, is very unfortunate
;
because it tends

to keep alive national distinctions and jealousies, and retards

that cordial and complete amalgamation of the Dutch and En-
glish Colonists, which is so accordant to the wishes of our

paternal government, and so essential to the future interests

and well-being of both. It is therefore our determination to

check, as far as our influence extends, every attempt to excite

or keep alive unkindly national or party distinctions in South
Africa, and to defend, as far as is consistent with truth and
candor, every class of our fellow colonists that may be unjustly

or ungenerously aspersed.

We have too good an opinion of Mr. Barrow tq suppose him
capable of intentional injustice. But he is evidently a man who
takes strong and hasty views of things—who forms his opinions

rapidly, and adheres to them pertinaciously. Besides, he visited

the interior of the Colony at a period peculiarly ill adapted
to give him a favorable impression of the inhabitants. Some
of them were in arms against, the English Government

;
others

were submissive only from fear or interest ; many were dissa-

tisfied ;
all were jealous, or ill at case. He travelled hastily

through the country, either at the head of an armed party, or,

as the delegate of a conquering nation, entrusted with high
authority. His office and character ensured to him external

respect; but could not gain for him that confidence which is the
result of similar intercourse on equal terms. In such circum-

stances it was scarcely possible that he could form a correct esti-

mate of the character of the Colonists, or render a fair report

of them. We are far, however, from wishing to under-rate

his merits. He has written the best book on Ihe Colony since

the days of Sparmann. With all its defects, it contains a

great fund of valuable information, and will always be credit-

able to his talents. But the superficial Peripatetic prosers and
praters, who have succeeded him, have imitated his worst faults

without any capacity te emulate his excellencies.

We have been led into these observations by perusing the
MS. Journal of a Gentleman w7ho has lately travelled through.
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the interior of this Colony, and who has obligingly permitted us

to extract a few passages, one of which will be found in ano-

ther column of to-day’s Paper. He takes a view of the inhabi-

tants very different from the writers to whom we have been al-

luding; and we have little doubt that the more friendly view is

also the most accurate. We know at least that the writer has
resided several years in the interior, and has lived in habits of
friendly and familiar intercourse with the Dutch colonists, whose
manners lie describes. It is possible that, from that circum-

stance, he may lean a little too much to the favourable side.

But if so, it is at least a more pleasing and fortunate error than
the other. Man is like an organ having two handles : move him
with the right one in the right way, “and he will discourse most
excellent music:” turn him with the left, and he utters only
harsh and grating dsscords, horrid to hear, and apt to set the
operator’s teeth on edge.

To the Dutch Colonists, now our countrymen and fellow-sub-

jects, we particularly address the following remarks. However
much they may occasionally be galled or exasperated by the un-
fair or unfeeling sarcasms of English Travellers or Journalists,

they may rest assured that, the regards of the Government and
generous people of England are ever directed towards them
with indulgent liberality and affection. Let authors be judged
of by their words—but nations and governments only by their

actions. England, of all nations that ever existed, pursues the
most liberal system of policy towards the countries she has won
or nurtured. Her ministers, no doubt, are fallible, like other
men; and they have sometimes erred in regard to the adminis-
tration of the Colonies, and may possibly err again—but it must
be from ignorance of the truth, if the British Government ever
does, or permits deliberate injustice to be done towards any
part or appendage of the Empire. This Colony, if abandoned
by England, would fall an easy prey to the first rapacious tyrant
that chose to seize upon it. Under her free and fostering guar-
dianship alone may we rationally hope to attain permanent pro-
sperity, liberty, and happiness.

Let, therefore, no temporary vexations, nor any possible ac-
cumulation of private annoyances, ever for a moment disturb the
perfect reliance,—or weaken the firm loyalty of our fellow sub-
jects (whether Dutch or English) towards the wise, just, and
beneficent Government of England. Is she not doing for us all

we have ever asked of her—and more? Has she not sent out
able and Honourable Men to inquire into our Local grievances,

disadvantages, and restrictions? and who are at this moment tra-
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versing1 the remotest districts of our country, to hear and see and
report upon whatever requires to be amended? Whoever now
sits sulkily down and broods fretfully-over his wrongs, or disad-

vantages, instead of availing' himself of the regular and legiti-

mate channel which has been considerately opened for their re-

dres . deserves to bear them, for ever, unpitiqd—and can never

hereafter ascribe the fault to the neglect of the British Govern-
ment.
Above all, let all good and patriotic citizens beware of any in-

temperance, in word or deed, towards any individual to whom
the legal authority of Government has been delegated. AVe
are Freemen: and, if any of our Rulers do oppression or wrong,
they can be called to answer for it at the bar of their country,

as well as the meanest of their fellow-subjects: but their office

and persons ought to be duly respected so long as they continue

to occupy the stations to which our gracious Sovereign has

been pleased to promote them. If there be any persons in

the Colony (we trust there are none) who would teach men
disrespect to even the shadow of Legal Authority, let good
citizens beware of them. Fools, and Desperadoes may talk or

act intemperately : wrise and patriotic men ought to be distin-

guished by candour, calmness, and self-possession.

(extract prom hlackstone.)

Where blasphemous, immoral, treasonable, sehismatical, seditious, or scandal-
ous libels are punished by the English law, some with a greater, others with a
less degree of severity, the ‘ Liberty of the Press’ properly understood, is by no
means infringed or violated. The Liberty of the Press is, indeed, essential to the

nature of a free state: but this consists in laying no previous restraints upon pub-
lications, and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when published.

Every man has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases before the

public: to forbid this, is to destroy the Freedom of the Press: hut if he publishes

what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he must take the consequence of his own
temerity. T o subject the Press to the restrictive power of a licenser, as was for-

merly done, both before and since the revolution*, is to subject all freedom of
sentiment to the prejudices of one man, and make him the arbitrary and infallible

judge of all controverted points in learning, religion, and government. But to

punish (as the law does at present) any dangerous or offensive writings, which
when published shall, on a fair and impartial trial, be adjudged of a pernicious

tendency, is necessary for the preservation of peace and good order of govern-

ment and religion, the only solid foundations of civil liberty. Tims the w ill of in-

dividuals is still leit free; the abuse only of that free will is the object of legal

punishment. Is either is any restraint hereby laid upon freedom of thought or in-

quiry : liberty of private sentiment is still left
;
the disseminating, or making pub-

lic, of bad sentiments, destructive of t he ends of society, is the crime which so-

ciety corrects. A man (says a lino writer on this subject) may be allowed to keep
poisons in his closet, but not publicly to vend them as cordials. And to tin's we
may add, that the only plausible argument heretofore used for restraining the just

Freedom of the Press, “ that it was necessary to prevent the daily abuse of it,”
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'will entirely lose its force, when it is shewn (by a seasonable exertion of the
laws) that the Press cannot be abused to any purpose, without incurring a suit-

able punishment: whereas it never can be used to any good one, when under the
-controul of an inspector. So true it will be found, that to censure the licentious-

ness, is to maintain the Liberty of the Press.

* The art of Printing, soon after its introduction, was looked upon fas well in England as
in other countries; as merely matter of state, and subject to the coercion of the Crown. It

was therefore regulated with us by the King’s Proclmations. prohibitions, charters of privi-

lege and of licence, and finally by the decrees of the Court of Star-Chamber; which limited
the number of printers, and of presses which each should employ, and prohibited new pub-
lications unless previously approved by proper lineensers. On the demolition of this odious
jurisdiction in 1(01, the long parliament of Charles 1. after their rupture with the prince,
assumed the same powers as the star-chamber exercised with respect to thelincensing of hooks,
and in 1(143, 1647, 1(541), and 1652, (Seohell. i. 44, 134, ii. 88, 230.1 issued their ordinances for
that purpose, founded principally on the Star-chamber decree of 1637. In 1662 was passed
the statute 13 and 14 Car. II c. 33, which fwith some few alterations; was copied from the
parliamentary ordinances. This act expired in 1670, butwasrevivedbystatutcl.Jao.il.

17, and continued till 161)2. It was then continued for two years longer, by statute 4 W.
III. c. 24, but, though frequent attempts were made by the government to revive it. in the sub-
sequent part of that reign, fCom.Jour.il Feb, 1694; 25 Nov. 1695 ; 22 Oct. 1699: 9 Feb.
1697 ;

21 Jail. 1698;
;
yet the parliament resisted it so strongly, that it finally expired, and the

press became properly free, in 1G94 ; and has ever since so continued.

South 'African Commercial «Advertiser .

In July 1828, Mr. George Greig, Printer and Stationer,
presented a Memorial to His Excellency the Governor of the
Cape of Good Hope, praying- his approbation to commence, in
the Colony, a Periodical Publication, embracing- the ordinary
topics of a Mag-azine. Of the Memorial the following- is a
copy :

—

To His Excellency Lord CHARLES HENRY SOMERSET, Governor of His
Majesty’s Settlement of the Cape of Good Hope,

HUMBLY SHEWETH,
That your Memorialist is by profession a Printer and Stationer, and a Freeman

of the Stationers’ Company.
That your Memorialist for several years held a situation in his Majesty’s Print-

ing Office in London, which, owing to some new arrangements in that depart-"

CONNECTED WITH THE STOPPING OF THE

Monday, May lO, 1S24,
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mont, and other causes, he thought fit to relinquish
;
receiving at the same time,

from the heads of that Department, testimonials honourable to his conduct and
professional talents, which he has in his possession.
That your Memorialist embarked a considerable capital in the purchase of mate-

rials used in the Printing and Stationery Business, with a view of following his pro-
fession in this Colony, and your Memorialist is therefore anxious to obtain your
Excellency’s approbation in attempting to establish himself in a profession to
which he has devoted his early years, and the relinquishment of which must sub-
ject him to a very serious pecuniary loss. In prosecution of these views, your Me-
morialist is desirous of commencing a Publication, which will embrace the ordi-
nary topics of a Magazine, and more particularly such as are interesting to the
commercial and agricultural parts of the community, but rigidly excluding per-
sonal controversy, and all discussion of matter relating to the policy or adminis-
tration of the Colonial Government.
That your Memorialist not only finds the commercial body of the Colony gene-

rally favourable to the above project, but has the satisfaction of being zealously
supported in his views by many, who consider it highly important to their welfare
and interests, that an established record of this nature should exist, to circulate
authentic information in regard to current circumstances, and as a work of after
reference. In regard to the other objects of the work, your Memorialist deems it

unnecessary to point out the advantages at all times derived from a free diffusion
of knowledge, it being indisputable that in proportion as just and liberal senti-

ments prevail in any community, the public character becomes more elevated, and
the influence of Religion and Morality more deep and lasting. In support of this

assertion, your Memorialist begs leave to refer to the Colony of New South
Wales;—where, since the establishment of a Newspaper and Magazine, a new and
higher tone has be n given to society,—more liberality prevails between the dif-

ferent classes,—men of literary acquirements devote their talents to the advance-
ment of the general good; ideas have been suggested, from which the most im-
portant results are daily accruing ;— the cause of virtue and religion is advocated
sn an agreeable and instructive manner, and vice and licentiousness held up to de-
testation, in langaage powerfully convincing, yet free from any thing to which
the most scrupulous decorum could object:— in short, the whole Colony is ad-
advanced in comfort, its commerce greatly improved, and its Government less fet-

tered.

Your Memorialist is well aware, that in the event of your Excellency granting
your sanction to the establishment of a Printing Press, and the publication of a
“ Literary and Commercial Magazine,” there arc various individuals of literary

talents in this Colonv, who will be ready to afford their zealous support to this

enterprize, in the view of contributing to the general improvement of the Colony,
not only as respects its Commerce and Agriculture, but also in the still more im-
portant departments of Education, Morality, and Religion;—your Excellency’s
anxious desire to promote these important objects cannot bo doubted ;—your Me-
morialist only prays, therefore, that you may be pleased to view his design as cal-

culated to produce so desirable a result, while at the same time, the restrictions

he has suggested in the plan, will obviate all danger of its ever conflicting in atiy

point with the Political System of the Colony.
In conclusion, your Memorialist beg3 to express his readiness, (if required for

your Excellency’s satisfaction, ) to produce certificates of bis capability in every

respect, of properly conducting the projected work, which he now respectfully

submits to your Excellency’s consideration
;
humbly, yet confidently, anticipating

from your candour and justice, a favourable determination.
And your Memorialist, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

(Signed) GEORGE GREIG.
Cape Town, July, 1823.

To this Memorial His Excellency was pleased to return the

following1 Reply, dated Aug-ust 14, 1823:

—

* Reply to the Memorial of Mr. G. Gaeig, by profession a Printer and Sta-
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tioner, praying His Excellency the Governor’s sanction to the establishment

of a Printing Press, and the publication of a “ Literary and Commercial
Magazine.”

“ Memorialist is informed that His Excellency the Governor having had nu-

merous applications to the.same purport as that of Memorialist, Ilis Excellency
w ill feel himself bound to consider the interests of prior applicants, whenever a
Printing Press shall be established in this Colony.

Ry Command of Ilis Excellency,
(Signed) C. Bird.”

Colonial Office, August 14th, 1823.

Being- thus disappointed in his expectations of obtaining- His

Excellency’s immediate approbation of his attempt to establish a

Work of the nature described in his Memorial—and being-

warned in this manner by His Excellency, that he mig-ht expect

to meet with numerous rivals in his trade, and opposition in his

exertions as a Journalist, from men whose interests His Excel-
lency would feel himself bound to consider, whenever a Print-

ing Press should be established in this Colony—Mr. Greig
thought it not unfit to consider his own interest himself. He
had been kindly forewarned, that inevitable loss would be the

consequence of his making his proposed attempt to establish a

Journal at the Cape, the people of the Colony having no taste

for literature ; and advised to carry his printing apparatus to the
Isle of France, where a liberal Government, and an enlightened
population, would hail with joy the apparition of a Free Press.

He thought that this might be reserved as a last resource, should
the Cape public prove themselves to be as incurious and stupid

as travellers, and men who assume now and then the privilege

of travellers, had represented them. He therefore made in-

quiry whether any Law existed hostile to publication in this

Colony of such a Work as he had projected. He could find

none, nor hear of any:—but in order to avoid danger, he re-

solved to commence a Commercial Advertiser, instead of a
Literary and Commercial Magazine. For though His Excel-
lency had not expressed his disapprobation of such a Magazine
as described in Mr. Greig’s Memorial; yet, the Memorialist
could not extract from Plis Lordship’s Reply, any hint of im-
mediate countenance or encouragement from that quarter. To
a Commercial Advertiser he conceived there could exist no ob-
jection in the bosom of the Government

;
the more, as in the

bosom of the Public he had not only been unable to discover

any such objection, but on the contrary, a very strong- feeling

in favor of it. He was moreover unwilling to waste his time,

and consume his property, in idleness, by living on his capital

instead of his profits, till such time as His Excellency had con-
sidered the interests of the prior applicants.

it
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Accordingly, on the 20th of December 1823, he published

the following Prospectus :

—

“ Prospectus of the South African Commercial Advertiser.”

The “ South African Commercial Advertiser” is intended chiefly for the

use and accomodation of persons connected with trade and merchandize.
Its columns will he open for advertisements, at a reasonable charge, in the

English and Dutch languages, announcing sales, arrivals of goods, and such
other matters as the merchant or retail dealer may wish to make known:—
also, rates of exchange, arrivals and departures of vessels, state of the

market, and any information that may tend to the advancement of trade and
commerce, the improvement of agriculture, or the elucidation of science.

A small portion of the “South African Commercial Advertiser” will he
appropriated to original miscellaneous matter, in which will be discussed

subjects at once interesting and amusing; occasional extracts will be made
from English papers and other literary productions ; an offering to the Muses ;

or an inoffensive point of humor may find room in its columns:—and, while

we shall be happy to receive communications from intelligent correspondents,

the “South African Commercial Advertiser” will ever most rigidly exclude
all personal controversy, however disguised, or the remotest discussion of

subjects relating to the policy or administration of the Colonial Government.
As wc are desirous of obtaining the earliest information tending to im-

provements in agriculture, we shall he happy to receive communications
from persons acquaintedWith this branch of science.

In submitting to the Public a Prospectus of “ The South African Com-
mercial Advertiser,” we are aware of the difficulties that must, in its onset,

attend an enterprize of this nature: our promises, therefore, respecting

literature, must be, for the present, limited. To those whose talents have
hitherto lain dormant, for want of an opportunity of exerting them, a facility

is now offered, which we hope will develope genius, and raise the li-

terary reputation of the Colony; and as a free diffusion of knowledge
is the grand means of giving a tone to society, by elevating its morals,

and promoting a taste for literature, we look to the more enlightened part

of the community; in the confident hope, that they w’ill not allow this,

the first attempt to establish a medium of general communication in a Bri-

tish Colony, to fail for want of that support which the well-informed, the

intelligent, and the patriotic, are alone able to afford.

The “ South African Commercial Advertiser” will be published every
Wednesday afternoon, and advertisements received till the Tuesday morning
preceding publication. Communications to be addressed to the Editor,
“ South African Commercial Advertiser” Office, No. 4, Longmarket-street,
—if from the country, Postpaid.
Terms of subscription, 4 Rds. per quarter, or a single number, 3Sks.

—

Subscriptions to be paid in advance.
December 20, 1823.”

A copy of this Prospectus, accompanied with the following note, was sent

to the Governor :

—

“ My Lord—I have the honor to inclose, for Your Lordship’s perusal,
a “ Prospectus” of the “ South African Commercial Advertiser.”—I am in-

duced to calculate on Your Excellency’s Patronage from a conviction,
that the utility of such a medium of general communication cannot fail to

be obvious to Your Excellency:—while, at the same time, its mild aud
harmless plan will obviate all doubts as to its tendency. Independent of
these grounds, I feel assured it cannot be Your Excellency’s object to raise

any barrier against my following a Profession, which, (from having studied

it,) 1 have full right to look up to for support.
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I have (lie honor to be, My Loro, Your Excellency’s most obedient,

very bumble servant,

December 20th, 1823. GEORGE GRE1G.

To, Ilia Excellency Lord C. II. Somerset, 8$c, £fc. Sic.

To this Prospectus, and (his Note, II is Excellency did not think fit to

write any reply.

Of the character and the merits of the Newspaper which followed this

Prospectus, the Public of this Colony need not be reminded. Its sincere,

ardent, and unceasing efforts to reconcile the feelings of the Dutch and En-

glish inhabitants to each other, and to render them one people in heart, as

they are one in their interests, public views, and future fortunes; and to

cherish, in the minds of all, the warmest loyalty to His Majesty, and an un-

bounded confidence in the wisdom and good wishes of the Colonial Depart-

ment of the British Government :— its diligence in conveying to the minds of

our fellow-colonists, in the simplest and clearest way, the feature-principles

of the British Constitution, (if the expression may be used.)—such as the

Liberty of the Press, the Publication of Reports of all Proceedings in Courts

of Law,—even of Inquests before th«^ Coroner—to which a Committee of the

House of Commons has ascribed, with great wisdom, the diminution of atro-

cious crimes in England,— the Constitutional practice of not punishing on

suspicion, or on hearsay-evidence, or on the authority cf anonymous letters,

or of private letters; but only after an offence has been committed, and
proved by well known witnesses in the face of day, and in the presence of

the offender,—and never twice for the same fault :—its prudent and proper

forbearance on all irritating personal topics; having, in the course of 18

Numbers, mentioned the names of only five or six persons—such as Mr.
Stoll, Mr. Stockenstrom, the Rev. Mr. Faure, the Rev. Mr. Smith, and
that with an affectionate respect due to all good men, and lovers of their

fellow creatures:— its high moral tone, and its entire purity in that respect

:

—its avoiding, with scrupulous fidelity, ‘‘the discussion of all subjects re -

lating to the Policy or Administration of the Colonial Government,”

—

whatever it might explain respecting the constitution of that Government,
which is a very different matter, and a mere affair of opinion here, as any
alteration in that respect can only be made at home. These qualities of

“The South African Commercial Advertiser,” together with many more on
which our modesty forbids enlarging at present, obtained for it (lie cordial

approbation of every man in the Colony, who had not lost, or, on due con
sideration, given up, the faculty of thinking for himself, and of speaking
according to his conscience, with the exception of two or three, or perhaps
four persons, who are referred to for the sake of honor (causa honoris), and
excepted for the sake of correctness.
Matters being in this cheerful and prosperous state— the circulation of the

Paper daily extending—and the communications of Correspondents, both
from within the Colony and from other quarters, becoming more and more
interesting and important,—on the 3d day of May 1824, the Fiscal sent for

Mr. Greig. This Officer speaks the English language with somethingof a
foreign accent, and perhaps with something of a foreign idiom ; English ears,
therefore, are not always suddenly possessed of his meaning. And the per-
son who owns these ears, and entertains a prudent respect for them, should,
when suddenly called before so important a Magistrate,—who to use the

phrase of the “ Civil Servant, is invested with some very odious privileges
—an Englishman, we say, should, in such cases, implore the Fiscal to express
his will in writing, to prevent after mistakes or nds-statements. Accordingly
Mr. Greig, on his return from his interview, addressed the subjoined Note
to His Majesty’s Fiscal.
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“Commercial Priming Office, May 3, 1824.

D. Denyssen, Esq.
Sir,—On my return home this afternoon, after the conversation I held

with you, at your house in Strand -Street, I found it impossible to charge
my memory with the main circumstances which transpired ; I have therefore

to request you w ill favour me with a written Statement of any Instructions

or Documents which you have had communicated to you with reference to

the subject you urged. It must be unnecessary for me to point out the im-

practicability of aciing upon verbal communications from any Public Func-
tionary whatever. Your early answer to this is requested.

1 have the honor to be, Sir, Your obedient servant,
“ D. Dentssen, Esq. Fiscal.” Geo. Greig.

To which His Majesty’s Fiscal sent the following reply :
—

“ Cape Town, 3d May 1824.

Sir !—In reply to your letter just received, I cannot but refer to the com-
munication I have been instructed to make you on the subject of your having
deviated from the terms uf your Prospectus of “ The South African Commer-
cial Advertiser.”

If any further explanation is required, application may be made for the

same to His Excellency, through the usual medium of the Colonial Secre-

tary. Iliave the honor to be
,
Sir! Your obedient servant,

'‘To Mr. G. Greig.” D. Denyssev, Fiscal.

In this stage of the business, Tuesday the 4lli of May arrived; and about
8 o’clock in the evening, while all was bustle and preparation in the Com-
mercial Printing Office, a Messenger from the Fiscal entered, and delivered
to Mr. Greig the following note:

—

No. 11, Strand-Street, May the 4th, 1824.

Sir! — I hope that you will have no objection to send me a Proof Sheet of
your 18th Number, of “The South African Commercial Advertiser,” previ-
ous to its being struck off. Your immediate reply will much oblige me.

1 have the honor to be. Sir, Your obedient servant,

To Mr. G. Greig, Commercial Printing Office. D. Denyssen, Fiscal,

To this Mr. Greig sent the following reply :

—

Sir,— I have the honor to acknowledge your Note of to-night, as follows:—“ 1 hope that you will have no objection to send me a Proof Sheet of your
18th Number of “ The South African Commercial Advertiser.” previous to

its being struck oil'. Your immediate reply will much oblige me.”—
To this Note 1 have the honor to state in answer, that I am ready to reply,

with promptitude, to every “ Official Order.”

I have the honor to be, Sir, Your most obedient servant, G. Greig.

The Messenger quickly returned, and served and duly delivered a copy
of the following Official Order, the same being required :

—
“Messenger, You are to require Mr. G. Greig forthwith

to deliver you a Proof-sheet of his 18th Nnmber of (he Weekly Paper, en-

titled “The South African Commercial Advertiser,” and not to allow the

same to be struck off until he shall have received my farther directions

theron.

Serve and duly deliver a Copy of this Official Order, if required; and
relate the answer of Mr. G. Greig in writing.

(Signed) D. DENYSSEN, Fiscal.

Cape Town, 4th May 1824. W. Mills, Est. Messenger.”
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All the proof-sheets then ready were immediately sent, in obedience to

the Official Order of the Fiscal, with these words on Ihc envelope: “This

is all that is ready, G. Greig.”
The Fiscal, in about an hour after, sent the following Imprimatur, which,

being the first act of his imaginary Censorship, we esteem a very curious, and

by no means a worthless document. We say imaginary Censorship, for,

though we sent the Proof-sheets in obedience to authority, had the Fiscal

presumed to alter one syllable, or commanded us to alter the spelling of one

English word, we pledge our solemn honour, to our Subscribers, that we
would not have insulted them by putting into their hands that Eighteenth

Number. Freedom from Rebuke before publication— like freedom from

punishment till some offence is committed— is the very breath of an Editor’s

nostrils: and our friends shall never have occasion to reproach us in the

words of the Reverend Doctor Swift, of having palmed the Fiscal’s “damned
crusts upon them for mutton,”

“Cape Town, 4th May, 1824.

Sir,— I have no objection to your going on in printing the Pages of your
18th Number now in my possession, viz. the first page, and the pages 146,

147, 148, and 149, which, however, I hope will not be construed as an

approval of that part thereof which bears upon the administration of this

Colony, gncli as the 1st column of page 146, nor as an approval of the

insertion of Mr. Fairplay’s Letter !

1 am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

To Mr. G. Greig.” D. DENYSSEN, Fiscal.

The remaining Proof-sheets being now ready, were sent to the Fiscal with

the following Note :
—

“ May, 4, 1824.

Sir,—Merely to save time, 1 send these Proofs of No. 18 of my Paper,
by my own servant, in consequence of your previous Official Order; your
Messenger not having waited as desired by me till they were ready.

I accompany them with this note, in order to have an opportunity of

stating, that my sending you Proofs previous to publication, is not a

voluntary act on my part, but an act of obedience to authority.

1 have the honor to be, Sir, your most obedient Servant,
To D. Denyssen, Esq. Fiscal.” GEORGE GREIG.

A verbal answer was returned by Mr. Greig’s servant, purporting that we
should hear from the Fiscal in the morning. At least so the servant said : for

we are not very fond of reporting the words of extraordinary men.
Wednesday morning arrived, and with it came the Fiscal’s second Impri-

matur, as follows :

—

“ The Fiscal having perused the remaining pages of the 18th Number of
Mr. Greig’s “South African Advertiser,” although he does not think himself
justified to approve the whole of its contents, w ill allow its being printed.

Strand-street, 5th May 1824.

To. Mr. G. Greig.”

These two Documents we preserve carefully among our Editorial Archives,
that we may be enabled in other times to point them out to our children, and
they to theirs, down to the latest generations, in order that their souls may
be render 'd humble, and calm, and firm—to obey authority, to mature their
plans, and to disdain all violence or wrong.
The Eighteenth Number was published precisely as it was intended to be

filled up before the interference of the Fiscal, with the exception of the Notice
signifying its being for the present suspended in this Colony, and with the
exception of some verses written by the Right Hon. G. Canning, Secretary of
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Slate for Foreign A flairs, directed against Sedition and the Assumption of
Lawless Power, by the People, which we were compelled to omit in order to
make room for the said Notice.

In the meantime the Fiscal has not lost sight of Mr. Greig. In the Cape
Gazette of to-day, Saturday, May 8, 1824, appears the following Noie.

'

To the Editor of the Cape Gazette.

Cape Town, 5th of May, 1821.

Sir,—Having perceived in the South African Commercial Advertiser of this
day, an assertion that I had demanded of the Publisher of that Paper to be-
come bound under a penally of 10,000 Rix-dollars, that “ nothing offensive
should appear in any future number.” I feel myself called uponto disavow
the use of any such terms or expressions.

It having become necessary in the execution of my public duty, to require
the Publisher of iliat Paper to bind himself under a penalty to adhere to the
Conditions v duntarily proposed by himself, under which he had solicited
permission to publish, I made that simple requisition and no other.

The follow ing Documents fully explain the Conditions alluded to.

I have the honor to he, Sir, yourobedt. Servt.

D. DENYSSEN.

The Documents alluded to by the Fiscal are some of those herein printed
up to the date of Mr. Greig’s Prospectus and Note to the Governor, with the
exception of his Excellency's Reply to the Memorial of July 1823. As wc
dislike garbled Reports, we shall re-state the said Reply verbatim.
“ Reply to the Memorial of Mr. G. Greig by profession a Printer and

Stationer, praying His Excellency the Governor’s sanction to the establish-
ment of a Printing Press, and the publication of a Literary and Commercial
Magazine.

“ Memorialist is informed that his Excellency the Governor having had
numerous applications to the same purport as that of Memorialist, His Ex-
cellency will feci himself bound to consider the interests of prior applicants,
w heuever a Printing Press shall be established in this Colony. t

“ By Command of His Excellency,
(Signed) “ C. Biro.”

“ Colonial Office, August 10th, 1823.

As every act of so high a Law Officer as His Majesty’s Fiscal is, rationc

officii, advised and deliberate, we have meditated, for nearly seventeen
minutes, in order to discover the Fiscal’s reason for omitting this document;
and it seems to us that he must either have forgot its existence, which is not

altogether impossible, or that he thought it would cripple his case—an excuse
more lawyer-like than legal. It is certainly calculated to interrupt the train

of feelings hostile to Mr. Greig, which these selected documents arc, in the

opinion of some men who talk more than they think, likely to excite against

—a man, whose only fault seems to be his having ventured, contrary to the

advice of bis very great friends, to publish a Calm, Moral, Religious, Con-
ciliatory Newspaper in the same quarter of the world with another News-
paper, which, by anonymous slander, personal abuse, personal controversy,
and the dreary politics and dangerous reminiscences of the most unlucky of

Civil Servants, is goading the unfortunate to despair, and the mass of the

people to rancorous discontent.
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The Fiscal stales in his note, that he feels himself called upon to disavow
certain terms and expressions contained in our Postscript to the 18th Num-
ber. We shall be glad, for his sake, for we entertain harsh feelings towards
no man alive, if he shall feel himself able to disprove as well as.to disavow his

having made use of such terms and expressions; as well as of some others,

with which we beg leave to refresh his memory, by inserting the following
Statement :

—

On Monday evening the Fiscal sent a Messenger to me, requesting I would
call at his house in Strand-street ; I did so ; he then opened a conversation
upon the subject of my Paper—“ The South African Commercial Advertiser,”
and said he was instructed to inform me, that I had departed from the Pro-
spectus,— that it was become obnoxious to the Government, and referred more
particularly to the last three or four Numbers. I asked him to point out such
parts ns were immediately objectionable, lie then mentioned some leading
remarks, which (he said) bore upon the Administration of the Colony. He
further pointed out as “obnoxious” all quotations which had been made from
“De Lolme,” “ Blackstone,” the “ Civil Servant’s” works, “ Lacon,” and,
generally, all extracts relative to the “ Liberty of the Press,” observing

—

‘‘ Nobody can doubt the obvious tendency of these; and, as we are not men in

this Colony, but merely infants,” it was, in his opinion, dangerous to insert
such matter. He added, also, that it was expected I should, in future, pub-
lish no parts of Trials, but wait until the whole were finished ; and, even
then, all scurrilous parts (such as the Memorial of Mr. L. Cooke to the Teasury)
were to be omitted. That I w; s further to be bound down with Two Sureties,
in the Penalty of Ten Thousand Rixdollas, that nothing of the offensive nature
pointed out, should appear in anyfuture number ; and, lastly, that I was to
take particular care, that the next number (18) contained no matter of the
description alluded to, nor any notice of Mr. Edward’s Trial. To all this, I
replied, that I would give no promise as to what would appear in the next or
any future number. That I required time to consider what was fitting to be
done with regard to the security demanded. The Fiscal then named Friday
morning. I requested a copy of the instructions upon which he professed to

act. He then dictated as if from a paper which lay before him, but refused
a perfect copy. The Fiscal said, he had my Memorial before him, which he
read to me; and on my directing his attention to the answer which had been
given to it, he professed himself totally ignorant of the existence of any
answer. On my arrival at home, £ thought it improper either to trust to, or
act upon, any verbal communication from a public Servant, and therefore
addressed a note to the Fiscal, respecting a copy of any documents or in-

structions he had upon the subject. This the Fiscal refused ; but referred me
to the Governor, through' the usual medium of the Colonial Secretary. That
the substance of this is true, I am ready to make affidavit.

GEO. GREIG.”

In the meantime, this matter no way affects the Newspaper. It is. Stop-
ped on account of the Fiscal’s Assumed Censorship—not till we know
whether he pronounced in his peculiar dialect and idiom these terms and
expressions, butlill-we know the Will of His Excellency, and the Feeling
of the British Government on the subject. It is the insHlt offered to an inno-

cent and meritorious Editor, by demanding security in money for his good
behaviour, for which we wait for redress. And the man who tramples on the

feelings of an innocent Englishman, in any part of His Majesty’s domi-
nions, will find that redress is neither slow to come, nor a light matter when
it does come.
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POSTSCRIPT.
“TRIAL OF MR. EDWARDS.”

The following Commercial Advertisements were sent duly, on Friday
morning, for insertion in the “ Cape Gazette, and African Advertiser,” and
were refused:—
“The trial of Mr. Edwards, now pending before the Commissioners of the

Worshipful Court of Justice, together with all Official Procgdings connected
with (hat subject, will be fully reported for publication after the close of
the proceedings. To be printed and published in London. Orders for this

interesting publication may now be sent to G. Greig, 30, Long-market-
strcet. Cape Town, in order to prevent after disappointment, and to regu-
late him in regard to tbe number required for the supply of the Cape
Market.
“Commercial Printing Office, No. 30, Long market-street, Cape Town.

“NOTICE TO THE PURL1C.
Commercial Printing Office, No. 40, Longmarket-slreet, Cape Town.
On Wednesday next, a Paper, containing Advertisements only, will be

published at the above Office, and forwarded, for the accomodation of our
Commercial Friends, to the Subscribers “to the South African Commercial
Advertiser” at present suspended on account of the Fical’s attempt to as-

sume the Censorship of it.”

Here we stand at present. When tbe matter is closed, we will not forget

our pledge of letting the world know all the facts connected with our dis-

tressing interruption.

Commercial Printing Office, No. 30, Longmarket-street,
Cape Town.

SECOND POSTSCRIPT.

MONDAY MORNING—10 o' Clock, Mat/ 10, 1824.

Thf. two Advertisements, printed in our last Postscript, being thrown out

by the Censor of the “Cape Gazette,” the second of them was printed as

a hand-bill, and published in the usual way by Mr. Greig, together with

another, of which the following is a copy :
—

“AUDI ALTERAM PARTEM.”
On Monday morning at eight o’clock, will be published. Facts connected

with the Stopping of the Press, and the Censorship of the Fiscal.

South African Commercial Advertiser Office,

30, Longmarket-street, Cape Town.

In about an hour after this was begun, a person presented himself in front

of Mr. Greig's premises, and proceeded to tear down these placards ; and

being asked by what authority he acted, he said he had the Fiscal’s orders

for so doing ; but not being able to show any badge, or other mark, attesting

bis connexion with that Officer’s Department, he was ordered to desist at his

peril, and retired accordingly, grumbling to himself. Mr. Greig immediately

waited on the Fiscal, to inquire whether he had issued directions for this at-

tack on his premises and properly ? The Deputy Fiscal, who was on duty,

replied in the affirmative, but refused to give any written document ; upon

which Mr Gjieig, returned to his office, and gave orders to his people to dis-

continue the publication of the hand-bills.
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It appeared, from the tenor of these proceedings, that AT r. Grefg’s destruc-
tion was determined on ; and, from the rigor with which every attempt on
his part, to inform his friends of his dangerous situation, was met and frus-

trated, it seemed evident that it was resolved to perform the sacrifice in the

dark. He continued, however, to arrange the Statement of Facts, con-
nected with the Stopping of his Paper, and the Censorship of the Fiscal,
which he was thus prohibited from advertising. It was all got into type,
and prepared to be thrown off, and published on the Monday morning follow-
ing. But on the intervening Sabbath, about 3 o’clock, p. m., while Mr. Greig
was sitting in his house, musing on the course he should adopt, anti endea-
vouring to discover the cause of the unusual vigor and rapidity of the move-
ments of (lie Government against an individual who had not even been
charged with a crime, and sighing over (he stern secrecy of that tremendous
despotism, within the range of which so many British subjects had unwarily
suffered themselves to be entrapped,—His Majesty’s Fiscal, with the Sheriffs,
and a Commission from the Worshipful Court of Justice at his heels, entered
his premises, and read the following Warrant: —
By His Excellency the Right Honorable General Lord Charles Henry
Somerset, one of His Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Colonel
of His Majesty’s 1st West India Regiment, Governor and Commander in
thief of His Majesty’s Castle, Town, and Settlement of the Cape of Good
Hope, in South Africa, and of the Territories a d Dependencies thereof,
and Ordinary and Vice-Admiral of the same, Commander of the Forces,
&c. &c. &c.
“ W hereas George Gretg, by special permission of His Majesty’s Go-

vernment, Printer of the South African Commercial Advertiser, in this Co-
lony, has not only openly transgressed the Conditions under which such per-
mission has been granted to him, but has moreover wantonly and seditiously
persisted in doing so, after having been warned by Ills Majesty’s Fiscal, and
in the name of (he Colonial Government, been required to give security for
the due observance of the said Conditions: Wherefore, and in order to pre-
vent the evil consequences which, from any further forbearance, might accrue
to the peace and tranquillity of the Colony, you are hereby authorised and
directed, with the assistance of a Commission from the Worshipful the C turt
of Justice, to repair to the Printing Office of the said George Greig, No. 30,
yonginarket-street, and there, in the name of His Majesty’s Government, to
prohibit the said George Greig continuing to act as Publisher of the South
Africa1

? Commercial Advertiser; and further, in the presence of the Com-
mission, i’. seal up all and every Cress or Presses of him the said George
Greig, in orde". to remain so sealed up until His Majesty’s pleasure shall he
known.
“And whereas the personal ‘Vfr'diict of the said George Greig has proved

subversive of that due submission to the iwfttl Commands of the Constituted
Authorities in this Colony, without which peace and tranquillity c m ; it re-

main undisturbed, you tire further audtoristd and directed to notify to him the
said George Greig, that he is to leave the Cdqny within one month from the

date hereof, and that in default of so doing,he shall be arrested and sent out
of it by the first suitable opportunity.

(

“ Given under my Hand and Seal, at thi Cape of Good Hope, this Eighth
Day of May, One Thousand Eight lVu mired an,! Twenty-four.

L. S. (Signed) “Iiurles Henry Somerset.
By His Excellency's Command,

(Signed) ‘\P. G. Chink,
“Assistant Sert\i. y to Government.

To D. Denyssen, Esq. H. MAFiscal.
“ A true Copy,
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On (he Indorsement is an Order (in Dutch), signed by the Chief Justice,
Sir John Truter, authorising the Commission to see the Warrant executed.

In obedience to this authority, Mr. Greig instantly showed the party up
stairs to his Press room. As they indicated some -awkwardness in the mani-
pulation of the affair, Mr. Greig pointed out to them the neatest and most
secure method of discharging their duty. “Thank you,” said the Fiscal

—

‘ we are not in the habit of Sealing up Presses.” It is certainly an incon-
venient habit, and one that may lead to danger. The Fiscal then said,

—

“ Have you no more Presses ?”—“No mqre Printing Presses.”—“ I think we
should seal up the Types, as appertaining to the Press,” continued the Fiscal.
“ Is it so nominated in the bond?” said Mr. Greig. “ I shall see directly,”
replied His Majesty’s Fiscal; and, pulling the Warrant from his side-pocket,
he read it again carefully over. “It is not expressed,” said he; but that is

the construction I put upon it.”—“ I,” said Mr. Greig, “ put a different con-
struction upon it. The Presses and Types are different things.” After some
more unimportant talk, the Fiscal, the two Sheriffs, and the Commission of
the Worshipful Court of Justice said, “ it is enough,” and seemed prepar-
ing to depart, when Mr. Greig reqtiested a copy of the Warrant. “ I am no
copyist,” said the Fiscal ;

“ and my clerks don’t win k on Sundays. To-
morrow, perhaps, you may have a copy.” Mr. Greig said, his time was short,

and he would feel aggrieved should one or two days be taken from him by a
“ perhaps." He wanted to know precisely what His Excellency required
of him, that he might obey it to the letter; and he requested permission to

copy it himself. The Fiscal assented; and unfolding the Warrant, Mr,
Greig set about copying it with all possible expedition, in order to save the'

sacred time of his venerable Censor, and the patience of the other invaluable

Public Functionaries. The transcription being finished. His Majesty’s Fis-

cal, the two Sheriffs, and the Commission of the Worshipful Court of Justice,,

went their way3, as duly or inclination might lead them ; leaving Mr. Greig

to speculate on the ruin, defamation, and banishment thus suddenly hurled

upon him, from the highest Authority in the Colony, without investigation or

trial, at (he instigation of he knew not whom.

It may be mentioned, that, while the dismal ceremony of sealing the

Presses was performing, one belonging to the Commission, whilst peeping

rather incautiously into the business, leaned the palm of his hand on a shelf

covered pretty thickly with printers’ ink. He lifted up his hand and looked

at it. It was black as a chimney-sweeper's, and dirty— very dirty. “ H-»y

annoying!” said the Worshipful Commissioner.

Thus terminated the “ South African Commercial Advertise^”
( f, e

18th week of its existence, and such has been the fate of the ,frs t man w ho
dared to express in print the obligations of Morality, the Consolations and
duties of Religion, and the principles of British Justigyin (his Colony. One
circumstance more may be stated to illustrate die value of (his Newspaper >

The Fiscal, in the month of Februwy, instituted a prosecution against Messrs.
Cooke, Edwards, and Hoffman, fir a libel. Mr. Greig reported the pro-
ceedings of the Court, and thesegentlemen were acquitted of all the charges
brought against them. Shortly (after, the Fiscal again brought a criminal
action against the same Edward*, for a libel ; but, to prevent interruption,

put out, in the meantime, the cyiidles of the Press, as has been before related.

Mr. Edwards was found guilty, and sentenced to seven years’ transportation,

without a single witness being called, or any other evidence considered be-
sides the showing of the Fiscal. The whole of this extensive, loyal, and once
promising Colony, is thus laid prostrate at the feet of some dark inexplicable

power— whose fountain w to shall tell? and under the operation and fear of
which no industry can ensure success, nor any good design be prosecuted
with confidence or safety.
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Mr. Greig is arranging his private affairs with all possible expedition ; in

order to leave this frightful place, and to throw himself upon the Justice of

the proper Courts and Authorities at home.

THIRD POSTSCRIPT.

Mr. Greig was busied, as mentioned in our last Postscript, in arranging

his affairs, and had advertised a Public Sale of his effects, for Monday, the

24th of May, when late on Sunday evening, he received from His Majesty’s

Fiscal the following Note:—
Cape Town, May 23, 1824.

“ Sir !—Considering that the Advertisement in the “ Cape Gazette” of

yesterday, for the disposal of your effects to-morrow, had relation to the

Order 1 communicated to you on the 9th instant, to quit the Colony in a

Month from that period, and being aware that it had not been His Excellency

the Governor’s intention to enforce that order, unless some fresh cause for

its necessity should arise, l have obtained His Excellency’s permission to in-

form you, that his Excellency has been pleased to rescind that order, and to

signify his permission for you to remain in the Colony.
“ I am, Sir,

“ Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) “ D. DENYSSEN, Fiscal.
“ Mr. George Greig.”

The Fiscal was right in supposing that Mr. Greig’s preparation for leaving

the Colony had “ some relation''’ to His Excellency’s Order to do so within a
month, on pain of being arrested and sent out of it by the first convenient
opportunity; but he never was more mistaken in his life, and that is saying
much, if he supposed that Mr. Greig would consider, as an extraordinary
kindness, this Gracious Permission to remain in a Colony where his trade was
stopped,—his property seized,—and his character defamed, by a formal act

of the Government. It appears, indeed, from this document, that it had not
been His Excellency’s intention to carry the Banishing Clause of the Order
into execution, unless Mr. Greig, by some subsequent act, should render such
a measure necessary. This was certainly a delicate stroke of policy, and
argued a playful pliability, for which his Lordship’s disposition has not
hitherto obtained sufficient credit. No application had bean thought prudent,
on Mr. Greig’s part, for delay or mitigation. He had set himself diligently

about the work of obedience. He had seen in the Government Gazette, all

persons who found themselves qualified, invited to occupy his ground, by
promises of the utmost encouragement; and could not, therefore, bring him-

self*"!?
6* Press much gratitude for his Excellency’s permission to starve in

Soulh"Mr 'ca ' He continued his arrangements accordingly, and sent the fol-

lowing reply-ie ' he Fiscal:—
“ Cape Town, May, 25, 1824.

<* g IRj_X received your 4To\„
' c

.S'.yylyy last, May 23d, signifying your

having obtained his Excellency’s permission to communicate tome that it was

not bis Excellency’s intention to enforce the Ordcr.respecting my expulsion

from this Colony, unless I should commit some fault or other tending to ren-

der such a measure necessary. I beg to state, in return, that, in consequence

of his Excellency’s Ordei^my flourishing trade has been ruined,—my honor-
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able prospects of usefulness, for the present destroyed,—my character as a
subject ane a man defamed,—my friends alarmed and shaken,—my people
scattered, and exposed to poverty and starvation, on account of their having
accepted employment from me. In consequence of that Order, also, I have
made my arrangements for quitting the Colony. 1 have written to England
to retain Counsel for the recovery of damages adequate to my enormous
losses, and to get the stamp of Sedition taken oil' ny character by the proper
Authorities.* 1 cannot, therefore, in conscience, say that 1 feel in any way
relieved by your communication, in which 1 see nothing of remuneration, or

of my being restored to the situation in which I was placed before I was as-

sailed by the Government.
I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

(Signed) “GEORGE GREIG.”
“ D. Denyssf.n, Esq., H. M. Fiscal.”

THE END.

-c
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